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Explanatory notes

The designations employed and the presentation of the material in this

publication do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part

of the secretariat of the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa

concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area, or of

its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries*

-Symbols of the United Nations documente are composed of capital letters

combined1with figures. Mention of suoh a symbol indicates a reference to a

United Nations document.- ■ Uni-tedr "Nations documents symbols which are preceded

by the designation E/CN.14/ ... indicate that the documents are issued under the
auspices of. the Economic- Commission for Africa.

The following symbols have been used in this Surveys

... not available . - nil or negligible

A billion is one thousand million*

Tonnes or tons mean metric tons unless otherwise specified©

Prefatory note

The Survey for 1977-1978 is also the fourth biennial review of progress

during -the .Second United Nations Development Decade and is published in two parts.

Part I includes a summary and after reviewing the.international ©conomio situation

and the international development strategy it then provides information on economic

and social developments in the African region this decade* Part II covers current

economic developments- and po-licies of the individual countrxes of the ECA region

for the period 1970 to 1978.

E/CHol4/697 (Part I)
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According to the African strategy for the 1980s ■ and beyond., as expounded in
document E/^.lU/ECO/9O/Rev.5 economic and social development should rest on the three

basic objectives: (a) the deliberate promotion of an increasing measure of self-reliance •
(b) the acceleration of internally located and relatively autonomous processes Of growth

and diversification: arid (c) the progressive eradication,.of unemployment and mass poverty.

These three objectives, taken together lead to.the necessity to build a "scenario of
transformation of African economies and not a."scenario of reproduction" even with sane.

adjustment and refinements. In this "scenario of transformation" agriculture is subject

to demand pressures from industry- and public works in the .rural septor* industry is
subject.to demand pressure from agriculture and public works in the rural sector* and •■ =
public works in the rural sector are subject to demand pressures from both agriculture and

industry." . ■ - ...... .,.".. ..,

In order to start to prepare for the Third United Nations Development' Decade and in

response to the specific request and recommendations,contained in .General Assembly -
resolution 35O8(XXX) and subsequent Economic and Social Council resoiutibns the Economic
Commission for Africa has undertaken a preliminary specification 6f a standard projection

model for African countries under alternative sets of development scenarios. One scenario
of this model postulates'an over-all economic growth rate of at least ^ per cent yearly
to be achieved "by all developing African countries in the next decade." The model assumes
another scenario relating-to the Lima Declaration which recommends that industrial'growth

in developing African countries should be at 12 1? per cejit annually to1 achieve the-share
of 2 per cent of world industrial? output set for the ECA region 'compared with the present
share of only, 6.S per cent. The third scenario relates .to'the need for a policy of greater
self-reliance- that is a national and/or, collective strategy aimed at achieving economic
progress through the building of the country or region's own independent capacities^and r.
ability by regional co-operation among African and other developing countries principally
by promoting agricultural production, rural transformatipn and basic industrialization
the enlargement of markets and the restructuring of international trade. .;

The.international ecbriomic situation /■ ■/ - ■ .

The world recession which began in 1974 continued in 1978 and is likely to~contiiiue

in 1979... Inboth 197? and 1978 the growth of real output in the OECD member countries;

was limited to a mere 3V5:£er cent yearly and the prospect for 1979 is probably an even
lower rate of" expansion':. In'ISrrk real output in these, industrial countries stagnated ■and
in.1975 registed'a decline of one per cent to be followed,in 1976 by an expansion of 5-5
per cent with only moderate growth in 1977 and 1978* the growth in real output aver&ged.

only 2.3 per cent annually between 197^ and 1978. ,..

This is a disheartening picture if compared with the high average annual grbwth-rtftes

of real output of these countries of k.6 per cent achieved during 19o2-1972 and an average

of about 5 per cent yearly realized during the 1950s. '''

Behind the high growth of real output in the 1950s and 1960s were the post-war
reconstruction efforts, technological advances, full employment policies and a liberal
international trade and payments system encouraging competition and efficiency in resource
use. The relatively high expansion in output was realizedwith reasonable price stability.
Judging by the GUP deflator, prices rose at an average annual.rate of 'gftout k per cent
during the two decades compared with an average of over 9 per'cent since 1974. Itjis
true the annual rate of inflation declined from about 11-12 per cent yearly in 197Vand

1975 to some 7 \o 8 per cart toing 19T7-"i£&<i 1978 but sine'e 1974 while the average annual
growth rates in real output fell to le ,.> than half the average of 1950s and 1970s the
average annual rates of inflation more than doubled.
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What went wrong is a long story, both ^ relati^to the structural^^^

oottnit in the" developed market ^oncmi'efi,;«fl eonsectuent slow expansion in
i traate at an average annual:^e ,iii v*»e ,te*ms.of a mere 5^f ce£

cent realized in the l^Osrtaad i* uni^raM*;^ct ,on African
inbothvol^e4''cad price' tow.. This ■ u^aymrable effect ^f^^^J^
non-oU.-exporting Africa developing countries. Demand and prices f1*1^
in 1978 foHnumber of important commodities, including cru4e petroleum with
impact in the four major oil exporters which-had geared- t^effisielves to' a ^J^fj
p expenditure on the expectation of a continuing buoyant inarket* Thjworldmar

SSinued to sh™ the very poor **^-J*&»^^^
reperSons i* the economies of Zaire and Zambia; **?<** ^^S^^
T l f dd d f the former product which

reperSons i* the economies o Z ; ? ^^S ^
froTa low level of demand and for the former product^which had anMpact on
and Mauritania, while the major phosphate producer, - ll^occo Senegal,

t i Thre are othor exc^le, of pr<&*?
and Mauritania, while the mjo pp p ^
also saw reduced export earnings. There, are othor exc^le, of p&? *Jf

t d i 197T ith substantial falls *» jrlcee ^e^ed in
also saw reduced export earnings. There, are ^ p?
and the coffee boom came to an end in 197T vith substantial falls *» jrlcee
1978. Cocoa was an exception to the over-aH trend in prices.and, althou^
below-the exceptional levels recorded in 1977, prices were 8UU-^^^
actual^, increased as the year progressed. The- .aid xluctuatxbna.oin Ptic£fi of
commodities/on which ipany developing A£ricaji counte.es depend for the buliof
earnings have imposed serious problems on the countries concerned in .the fiscal,
payments and planning fields, Ubder such drcamstr^ces plan- di^plementation has become
extremely difficult with the budget and b^nce-of-paynents ppsx^ons ^^J0.^;^.
fluctuations since budgetary receipts emanate to a large extent from export and ifcpOTt
taxes. As export earnings fall so it is difficult to continue the previous level of
imports, and receipts from both sorts of duties fall. Demand management for developing
countries has thus become extremely clifficult o . ■ .■.

It would Se -wrong to consider the present low'rstes of expansion in the developed
marfcet economies, a transitory phenomenon. In spite of the :considerable efforts being
made, these countries are still f^r from findirig the required policy mixes for I^oper
demand management to cope with the. problem of recession, ^ait^^ent T1^11^^,
commonly known as stagflation,' ii> xs a puencmenon ohd,^ seem^ JJ.Kely to bedevil growth

in the world economy extending to the 1930s

In this connexion tribute mist- be p?.id to the international community at
for the increased level ot .aid to the develcping eountrlea. , This increased aid ^ ..
has enabled developing African countries to maintain a level of fixed capital formation
higher than would otherwise have been possible, Thanks to tbit high level of fixed
capital formation, a^aloping Africa,, in epite :cf ths world recession, was able to
register .continued-expansion of real oirtpuS racing between 5-6 per cen^ yearly during
1976 and 1977 and around 5 per cent during 1978 according to the prelijninary estimates of
national accounts at constant prices. This is slightly over, the trend line of *•»¥«■
cent achieved during the 1960s and 1970^ and higher than the yearly average of 1974 and
1975 which were years of particular difficulties in many African developing countries•

Tribute is also due in no smaller measure to the developing African counr«^ies
themselves. More than half of them, inclv-dins the mtior oil-exporting countries, have
recently adopted stabilization measures to curb inflation and widening balance-of-parents
deficits. Some success has been achieved in this respect thanks to the efforts made to
impose discipline in the field of"i'lscal and ^onetarv policies- Deficit financing as being
curtaUed, curbs iniposed on credit expansion a;id money creation, wxth some results being ,
achieved particularly in the field :of reducing inflation. Buch efforts have no doubt been
helped by the lower rates of increase in import prices..
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.However, it must be pointed out that in spite of these laudable efforts, the balance-
of-payments deficit on goods and services of African developing countries as a whole (botfi
major <?il and non-oil exporting countries) widened in 1978 compared with 1977, although
as a result of an increased inflow of aid and capital, the basic balance-of-payments position
remained the same if not slightly improved, particularly for the non-oil-exporting countries
with concomitant small increases in their foreign exchange reserves.

Growth domestic savings and fixed capital formation

As pointed out, it is indeed gratifying that, in spite of the unfavourable impact of
the world recession, GDP at constant prices for African developing countries as a whole
increased in 1977 by 5-8 per cent compared with 6.3 per cent inl976, The prelkninafry
information for 1978 points to & growth rate of some 5 per cent. The average annual rate
of powth for the past three years of about 5-7 per cent is about one percentage point
higher than the average for the J$6Os and 1970s. However, the prospect for 1979 is for
a reduction with regard to the trend obtained in the past three years.

However, these wer-all averages for 1976 to 1978, satisfactory as they seem, conceal
serious disparities in the performance of African developing countries classified into
oil and non-oil-exporting countries and the disparities are even wider if countries are
classified according to per capita income groups.

While the major oil-exporting countries achieved an over-all average annual rate of
expansion at constant prices of over 7 per cent during the 1960s (or over k per cent yearly
on a per capita basis) with some acceleration during the present decade, the noh-oil-
exporting countries achieved a much more modest average annual increase of only 3.7 rar cent
yearly or a mere one per cent on a per capita basis if account is taken of the annual rate
of population growth of 2,7 per cant. For this group of countries, about 75 years would be
needed to double per capita income if the past trend continues into the future, a
frightening forecast indeed considering their present low per capita incomes. The prospect
is even worse if consideration is given to the deceleration in the rate of economic growth
from 3«9 per cent yearly in the 1960s to 3.5 per cent in the period 1970 to 1977, '

The classification of the non-oil-exporting countries by per capita income groups
reveals that countries with GDP of less than $US 100 per capita in 1970.- a group comprising
some 14 countries, realized an average annual rate of growth of a mere 2.5 per cent in the
19o0s with no growth in per capita income. However, this group of countries achieved* a
small acceleration in the rate of expansion in the 1970s to about 3.5 per cent yearly.

The middle-income groups of countries with a GDP of $US 300 per capita achieved a
slightly better performance with real GDP rising at 3.5 to h per cent yearly from i960
to 1977 but the rate of expansion decelerated seriously from the k to 5 per cent realized
during the 1960s to only 3 per cent during the 1970s.

The higher income group of countries with a GDP cf $US 300 to $US ^00 per capita
achieved an average rate of growth in real GDP of 6 per cent for i960 to 1977 although the
rate of expansion decelerated marginally between the 1960s and the 1970s.

For developing Africa as a whole the degree of self-reliance, judging by the share of
domestic savings in GDP, has been seriously impaired in recent years. The share of domestic
savings in GDP declined from 18.6 per cent in 1970 to 16.5 per cent in 1977 and this trend
continued in 1978 which implies a marginal propensity to save of 0.11, far less than the
marginal propensity to save of 0.30 realized during the 1960s.
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in the four major oil-exporting countries savings ratios rose sharply in 1973-197** "
have since declined Seriously as a result of .a sharp expansion in both public and private
consumption expenditure,, This sharp rise iii"disposable income has encouraged very large _
inserts which, coupled with a decline in exports of petroleum in 1977, led to the eliminafcior
of the l&rge surpluses on current account previously enjoyed and in 1978 there was a sub
stantial deficit/ Resort was made to drawings on the foreign exchange reserves and large
borrowings from abroad. It is gratifying to'note that strict stabilization programmes were

introduced in a number of these countries curbing government expenditure, both current and
capital-, and imposing restraints on bank credit and monetary expansion with a view to con

taining the external: deficits, ,

"it is in the non-pil-exporting countries as a group that savings efforts were enhanced.
The share of domestic savings in GDP appears to have risen from the level of W.7 per cent
recorded in 1^6 and ihis, coupled with the larger inflow of foreign aid, bs,syelped these
countries to expand fixed capital-formation both in" real terms and as a. proportion .of GBP../

from 16.9 per cent in 1970 to 17.7 per cent in 1977-

Agriculture

•'■■-■' The data on.-real GDP by industrial origin reveal,extremely disturbing unbalanced
growth. The most serious and far-reaching trend is the lag in agricultural, production, .

including food. According to national accounts estimates, African developing countries - ■■;

as a whole realized a growth rate of only 1.9 per cent yearly in value added for GDP by .
agriculture, forestry and fishing in the 1970s compared with 2.4 per cent annually during
the 1960s. FAO production indices show an even a lower annual rate of expansion in^food
production of a mere 1.3 per cent in the 1970s compared with 2.7 per cent in the 1960s.
Food production forms about 90 per cent of total agricultural production,, The growth rate ;
of food production is far below the annual rate of population growth estimated at 2.7 per
cent, while demand for food products is also rising because of increasing real incomes., |he,
United Nations has estimated that the rate of increase in demand for food products is1 about
k per cent yearly and this means^there has been a rising requirement for food imports *
According to the FAO Regional Food:Plan for Africa, prepared in response to,the Freetown
Declaration adopted in November 1976 by the African Ministers of Agriculture, the self-
sufficiency ratio in food production declined from 98 per cent in 1962-I96U to' 9Qpe|: cent
in 1972i-197V, with a consequent decline in calorie self-sufficiency in all parts: of ^, 1 .

Africa' except the north in spite" of rising imports of food products. This equation is;
serious/in a continent where about 100 million, equal to a quarter of tfce total, population,

have a calorie intake below the critical minimum,_.-■: ., \

If this trend in food production continues, the self-sufficiency ratio for cereals .

in Africa would decline further from 83 per cent in 1972-197^ to 76 per cent in I985 and
for iniife from 85 per cent to j6 per cent, while deficits would emerge for commodities
where Africa is at present in surplus. For example, the self-sufficiency ratio would

decline from XCfJ (1972-1974) to 90 per cent (1985) forpulses, from 10$ to 8k per cent
for meat and from 126 to 97 per cent for fish, and Africa would become a seriously net ■

deficit continent for "most food commodities. . ; -

: The FAO Regional Food Elan for Africa has made a number of proposals to avoid, these
dismal forecasts. Among these proposals arei (a) rapid expansion of irrigation projects
especially in the Sahel; (b) the eradication of onchocerciasis on 100,000 square kilometres
of fertile valley soil; (c7 cleaning 10 million square kilometres of land of ty£anosomiasis;
(d) increasing the number of tractors in use from 227,000 in 1975 to 622,000 in 1990 in
order to raise their availability from one tractor per 518 hectares to one tractor per
278 hectares. FAO has estimated that the required investment for these different projects
is $US 27.3 billion at 1975 prices between. 1975 and 1990 or an average annual outlay of
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about $0S"l'.8 bilirbnY It should be noted that the avel^e-'aiahual atnount of investment
required is almost .equal to the average yearly Impartbill for food during the years .^,.

1972-197^. ' . , ■ .'.--- '-,

Among the other policy measures suggested were positive discrimination in favour
of agriculture in producer pricing policies, This is extremely important in view' of the
established fact that the supply response to prices in agriculture is substantial. Other
measures sug^e^ted include increased application of fertilizers and propagated seeds,
building of storage t.nd transport facilities, common organizations for lake ana. river
basin development, common food security end co-ordination in agricultural research, training
programmes and a harmonized struggle against pests and diseases * However, it should be
noted that even with these policy measures, Africa is projected not to reach total self-
sufficiency, but it would go a reasonable way towards it by the year 1990„ The self- a
sufficiency ratio forecast could rise for cereals from 85 per cent in 1972-197* to 89 per
cent by 1990, for root crops from 100 to 106, for pulses from 107 to 109. However, for -
meat it would decline from 105 in 1972-197^ to 79 per cent in 1990, for milk from 85 to .- ■ ■ ,
around 70 per cent and for fish from 101 to 82 per cent*

A warning should be given here against complacency .* It is certainly not true that
the area suitable for cultivation in Africa is unlimited. According to FAQ State of Natural
Resources and the Human Environment for Food and Agriculture (1977), Uh per cent of the
land in this continent is subject to drought (twice the world average) and 55 per cent is „■
affected by or likely to be affected by desertification (against k per cent in Asia and
one per cent in South America), Thus, drought and desertification are serious problems,
inhibiting land use in this continent. In the past there has also been a dear tendency
for lack of dynamic response at existing prices in the agricultural sector to- increased food
demand resulting from urbanization. However, 10 million square kilometres in 21 African-
countries are menaced by tsetse fly and the clearance of this scourge, plus others on the
continent, would open up large areas at present mainly occupied only by wild animals.

It is shown in FAO production figures related to the area under cultivation in deve
loping Africa that for virtually all" crops grcrcn in the region the average yield per
hectare is well below world averages,, Even for crops for which Africa has certain natural
advantages, the same situation prevails and this emphasizes the basic need to encourage the
peasant cultivators in the region to use more of those inputs which are essential for
greatly increased productivity. Without some such revolution in agricultural practices, the
region has only a limited prospect of breaking c**ay from the situation of lower growth in
aericulttrcal output than the eprWih of population. The extuation in agricultural policies
is changing in a nunibcc of .countries but; ths rate of change ic too slow tc expect any early .
improvements in the per capita output in the region as a whole™

Factors which act as strong built-in deterrent to an enlarged agricultural program*
include the stringent conditions for lending by the banking system, the thin spreadof
extension worker3 vbo cr ?or .tha nast y-c'^too ill-trained and ill-equipped to. diffuse
agricultural innovations to farmers and the limited number of marketing, storage and <•
agricultural research centres. Even more disturbing has been the low level of fxxed capital
formation in agriculture. There has been a general tendency to keep the prices of^X£^-
tural products at low levels for the benefit of the urban* population and to levyhigh export
duties on agricultural commodities which has depressed the supply response to prices in ,:

this sector of the economy. , :
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According to an analysis made ^::tMG]^j7&ecretartobYGB the trend in average and
marginal productivity per unit of labdur-and laj^.4* ^seems that the increase in agricultural
output asfeuffiSii^otfcer.^ Partly to the increase in. the agri
cultural labour force and increases in productivity.per unit of labour and partly to the;

increase in the area under cultivation with no increase in productivity per unit of land.

The fact that the ra&rgir^^^ decidedly larger than the

averse while the' marginal .productivityj.per^.-unii: ,of .iand is only slightly higher than the
average supports the fact that it .is b^greftter intensity of farming, (i^e. increased labour
input) that agricultural production can be expanded significantly in the future. It should

be mentiohe^iif this"-connexion that most-of..the^f0^ii^/J3^nds.;in.,4frica are already under

cuiti^tibn^fthd'-'only: land of marginal fertility^r^ains^ to be reclaimed probably .at much
higher coista^eii: uiilt of-'output than inthe,past>;; 3$ steld also, be-noted ^hat-producti-fflty
per unit o:F:ia6a-aSd fer ^nit- of labour represent^-partS^l productivity indices., ^Attempts .
were jnade in this Survey to separate the ■ effect. o£ atcre^ge--and labour on pu,i^ut^y.tfitting
multiple regression equations with output as the dependent variable. Owing to the paucity
of observations', the reg^nal results were rather. ^seratj.c but on- the wboletl^e. results for
the re^^r&alre it evi-den^-'-ihat labour?iaad a much-more -significant, ro^e ^e^^l^f
output tnatfjiind. Gcmbitelg thes6-results for developing Africjst.as a:^^^|$;
the ^^iciiybf output with respect to:labour.ifrFa,T^ while that wii^ res^pt
0,53. -^is^ere^ore certainly reinforces the recommendation for reyifii^ ^the, ex
structure and holding systems, with * view to increasing labour intensity.jLn^African
agriculture. . ., . ,..-.'..■ : ;-- ■;. . ■ .

The existing pattern of land .©wnershig in parts o^the continent ,does. not appear to be

conducive to intensity of farming amd-daicreased ^tBixiirper unit of land. ...Contrary to the

notion that limd is in plentiful supply, it has now ^ecxme apparent that;,^lanc[ is a scarce
factor of production1 taking into-aocount not 'Otfly^he .limited size of the 'fertile, land " d
but also the hi^i:'<ibst of reclaimirig-aew margiflai 2sfid» th§.limited capital available r ;;J,
and the'necessity to meet the nuti&tlcnal requdrefflents .of ioth human and ani^naX popu- ;.',
lations.e The land holding system is. mostly crudeva^d-rsubject-to arbitrary t&$jLO$r ',.,,!'"
techni.cal decisions ' It is mainly tribal and feuctol; Thi&.:,tn effect suggei^'ih^tl^r,
usg structures would need to be rigorously investigated and specifically geared *0.r.r:i"^",!
maximizing productivity per unit of land. The factor mix of labour and other related'L J
inputs would need to be greatly improved to try to meet.Jhis target,: .The,,^a^ge.,size qf.> ,.:

the agricultural sector in most parts of the continent also"suggests thict"Tmicn of'- tn« -:: —

burden.of absorbing the-increase^in the labour force.mast continue to fall,pn.ragriculture,

not only tp aJleviate^pov^rty to-the* rural areas, and "to hel© to stem ^e';rurfpL-url?an exodus
but also to create^Baritets io stiaulate production: and^/employment in the rest of. the ',

Manufacturing

j9t5has 1>ben scaae improvement: in .-t^i#i;perfoi3nan)ce:;:-pt the manufacturing

sector for' '^evelppihgAfrica as*, whole. In 1976, the -.value added' at 1970 constant
prices registered an iiScrea^e'lof 8.1 per cent and in 1977 it increased by Y.^per cent
compared wi^fe an average'of 6.1 per cent achieved during-the 1966s and, early 1970s« .
However, there "were wide disparities in-the performance of the manufacturing sect.br
among countries■. • The■ major oil-exposrtiftg countries attained a growth record of 10.1

per cent in 1977, compared to 17.1 per cent in 1976, or an average of 13.6 per cent for
1976 and 1977. The non-oil-exporting countries attained a growth rate of 6,5 per cent
in 1977 ccaspared to ^-9 per cent in 1976 or an average of 5»7 per cent for 1976 and
1977o Even here there has been a wide disparity in performance. It is in the least

developed countries, paarti/sularly in those countries with per capita GDP of less than
$US 100. that the growth of the manofacrturing sector has been lagging seriously.
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Based on value added to GDP at 1970 prices, West Africa with an annual rver&ge
growth of 7.8 per cent between 1970-3977 neari^attained the target ^rowtji rate for
manufacturing industry in the Second Development Decade.*.; N«rtn Africa at*ained an
average annual' growth of 6.6 per cent while East: and .Central Africa were ffiufito lovea? at 3.9
per cent and 3.U per cent, respectively. , - ; ■.

The share of manufacturing in total value added 4s stiU relatively low, the
highest figure being no aore than 16 per cent even in those countries^where manufacturing
growth had been above 10 per cent per annum during the period 197O-1977.

The process of industrial transformation is taking !*** orOjjr *1<^ *£ 4^lfttlve
ries%&ich had a large share of manufacturing in GDP in 1970 retained thel* restive
tlon^ to 577V In 19T7, the share of manufacturing in GDP in five countries was 15

^ cent! it was between 10 and 15 per cent in 13 countries,-but in the remaining
countries the share of manufacturing was under: 8 per cent.

During the 1970s, real output in manufacturing industry, has increased by

in lower gi4fch in enjoyment, prcbably in the region of k per cent a year but a high
annual growth in output per unit of labour.

Among the factors inhibiting rapid industrial transformation in^Africaare

depressed.

External trade and balance of payments

and imports) rose substantially in value'terms ^f
? $ 0813 tilUo in 1977. pough:this

indices registered a substantial rise of about 13 per cent yearly.

-. )■
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For the major oil-exportjbg countries', exports rose from $US -25-3 billion, in
to $US 27.7,bilLion in 1977, while imports increased from $US 17.2 billion to $US 22.8
billion/ during the same period* Consequently,. the major oil-exporting countries ;■

registered a trade surplus of $US U.9 billion in 1977 which was far below the surplus of

$US 84. billion attained in;1976. Their «*port volume rose from 89 (1970=100) in 1976
to 95 in 1977. With import prices rising modestly, the higher receipts from exports

were able to finance a-significantly higher volume of imports and the 1977 volume was

26.5 per cent.higher than in 1976 and 23^ per cent higher than in £970. The terms of
trade of the major oil-exporting countries improved modestly, and the index reached 273.

(1970=100)- comparedjwith 267 in 197$. . .

For the other developing African countries, exports increased from $US 16*8 billion
* in iflS to $US 19.1 billion in' 1977 while imports rose from $US 21,9 billion to $US 2>.9
billion during the same period. The deficit on merchandise trade rose from $US 5 billion
in 1976 to $US.5.9 billion in 1977. Tke volume of exports for this group of. countries

• declined by one per cent between 1976 and 19773 while the volume of their imports rose, by
8 pi^r ^cent* The increased gap between imports and exports was financed.by a larger .

inO^v of foreign resource's. 3ke terms-of trade of this group of countries, improved ^nd -
the index reached 99 in 1977 > compared to 90 in 1976 (base year 197O100).

Crude petroleum accounted for 58 per cent of the total value of exports of developing
Africa in 1977 as against 61 per cent in 1976. A further 18 commodities accounted for

25 per cent of exports in 1977, compared to 23 per cent in 1976. Earnings from coffee,
cocoa and tea rose sharply in 1977', accounting for much of the relative improvement in ;..;
these other commodities as a group. The commodities recording particular volume falls

in 1977 over 1976 were cocoa beans,, copper, iron ore,, groundnuts, manganese ore, olive
oil, sesame seed and sisal. Among the commodities that registered significant increases

in volume during the same year, were crude petroleum, phosphate rock, sugar, tea, tobacco,

zinc and zinc ore.

As a result of the high demand, and low supply, prices for coffee *nd cocoa rose

substantially in both 1976 and 1977 while tea benefitted in 1977 from the switch in cpnsumer

demand from coffee. However, in the first half of 1978y coffee and cocoa recorded:-

significant price*declines although the level of prices was much higher than the.average

for 1975 and.;i976. During the first half of 1978* prices of copper, cotton, phosphate rock,

tea, manganese ore,,sisal, zinc and lead registered a; decline*

It seems likely that total exports from the region declined substantially in value in

1978 while imports increased, so that the level of the trade deficit sharply increased. This

factor -was one of the reasons for the tightening of balance-of-payments restrictions*

Transactions on goods and services account in the balance of payments of the major oil-

exporting countries resulted" in a small deficit of $US 2kO million in 1977 after a surplus
of $US 1,015 million in 1976. This deficit in 1977 was more than covered by an inflow

of capital estimated at $US 627 million. For 1978,the prospects are of a fairly large

deficit on goods and services account covered by a larger capital inflow and some reduction

in international reserves.

For.the other developing African countries, the 1977 deficit on goods and services

accounts $US\7.8 billion was a little less than in 1976 and much reduced from the high
1975 figure. Net transfer-receipts were $US .2.6 billion in 1977 and there, was also a net

inflow of capital of $US 5,9 billion, so that international reserves were increased*
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Intra-African trade shows a particularly disappointing trend since 1970-with' its-

share in the trade of the region falling from 5.3 to less than h per cent by 1977•
commodity composition of trade among African countries shows that trade in meat and meat .

products has declined substantially since the Sahel drought years of 1973 and 197^> while
trade in petroleum products has been, influenced by the rapid, growth 4-n national capacity.

The proportion of developing Africa's imports from non-OEEC developing countries was

8.1* per cent in 1970 and 8,1 per cent in 1977- For exports, the figures were 8.9 per cent
and 9.k per cent, respectively. The most important group of products exported from

developing Africa-to the non-OEEC developing countries continues to be mineral fuels and

related materials. Second in importance is other manufactured goods and third is the

relatively small export of food, beverages and tobacco. Imports from these other developing

countries continue to consist mainly of non-primary commodities.

A large number of African countries adopted stabilization measures in 1977 and 1978* .
and these measures helped to contain the trade deficits. This achievement -was mitigated

to some extent by an increase in net payments for external debt services • Despite .the large

current account deficits faced by African non-oil^exporting countries, their total internat

ional reserves rose as receipts from capital inflows and official transfers exceeded the

current account deficit in 1977- However, this, foreign borrowing raised their external debt

substantially.

As regards regional co-operation among African countries, the Economic Community

of West African States (ECOWAS) became operational in June 1977. In eastern and southern -

Africa, intergovernmental negotiations under the aegis or ECA continued during 1978
towards establishment of a 17-member preferential trade area. .

Monetary developments and inflation

The factors affecting growth in money supply, namely changes in net foreign assets,

net claims on the government and bank credit extended to the private sector show large

disparities among individual developing African countries.

Taking 32 countries for which complete monetary and price data are available, money

supply (defined as demand deposits, currency outside the banking system and quasi-money)
grew at a rate of 15.3 per cent between 1970 and 1973 but increased to 2^.9 per cent from .
1973 to 1977* These rates were 3.5 to five times as large as the rates of increase in real

GDP. i The major factor affecting money supply has been an excessive extension of bank

credit. In some countries the influence of net foreign assets held by the banking system

on the money supply growth has also been substantial. There were particularly sharp rises1- .■

(averaging more than 25 per cent per year) in net foreign assets in Burundi, Niger,

Nigeria, Rwanda, Somalia and Tunisia but large falls for the Congo, Egypt, Gabon,

Mauritania;Senegal, Sierra Leone, the Sudan, the United Republic, of Cameroon, Zaire

and Zambia. :

While claims on the private sector from 1973 to 1977 rose at about the same rates

as in the years 1970 to 1973,government borrowing from the banking system rose substantially

during the period 1973-1977 leading to an accelerated rate of increase in money supply.

In fact, government borrowing from the banking system has been a major source of inflation

in this continent. . ■ - .
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With growth in real «utput being belaw 5 per cent for the developing African

countries as a whole, the modal rate «f expansion in money supply being about 18 per cent -

annually"during 1970-75 and 50 per cent yearly durifig 1975-77, consumer prices have risen '-■
at a modal annual rate of: 15.8 per cent during the latter period, compared with some 5-8

per cent during 1970-1973. '

However, following the stabilization measures introduced in a large number of

countries destined~to curb government expenditure and bank credit to contain the~balance- -

of-payments deficit, the modal rate of: inflation declined to about 11 per cent in 1976
and 1977.

The reasons:.for consumer price increases vary from country to country but deficit

financing played the major role. Among the other factors responsible for the rise in

consumer prices were higher costs of imports^ large expansion of bank credit to the ■•

private sector and the slow growth of output• ■

Attempts were made to find the relationship between changes_ in"consumer; jarices ;.;r/- .

indices and the rate of inflationary influence (money supply increase less GDP growth

rate and adjusted-for increased monetization) and this reveals that farrevery one percentage

increase in .inflationary factors, between 1970-1977 in selected African^: countries, the

increase in consumer prices was about 0.9 per cent.- The high degree of correlation

between the inflationary influence and consumer prices is of extreme importance' for '

framing future monetary policies for African developing countries.

The social scene ; ■

The growth of education has been extremely rapid and with emphasis on secondary

and higher education, governments have been finding it more and more difficult to continue

to finance iihe education budget and maintain past rates of expansion. In 1978* very

rough estimates indicate that there were approximately 50 million primary school pupils

in developing.^Africa and a further.9«5 Billion students at secondary schools• .ICtiere were

also.about 90%000 in higher education. The annual growth rates in enrolments since-.

1970 were 7.2 per cent for primary education, 9.8 per cent for secondary education ando ..

U.1 per cent <for .higher education, .The primary enrolment rate, reached.60 pe.r-c"ent in >.v £*

1977. ■ . ' ■: ■ -fc^T:

In the field of health services, the over-all doctor/population ratid in developing

Africa appears to have been l:6',5OO in 1978. .This is a distinct improvement on the
ratio in 1970 of about 1:10,000. However, there are very wide differences among

sub-regions and among individual countries, Nutrition as measured by the intake of . .

nutrients per head .has probably declined in many Afridan countries since 1970 because of , :

the low growth rate for food production. When food supplies per head fall, as.they have

done between 1970 and 1977, it is the poorer groups in the population who are the main

sufferers and it seems evident that the incidence of malnutrition has increased in the

period under review.

As regards housing, the rapid .development of urban areas, particularly the cities

in the regionj and only limited, growth in the stock of housing, has resulted in the

growth of substantial slum or squatter areas. " a

Estimates show that the se^^s'ly'poor in 1972 constituted 69'per cent and the ..
destitute 59 Per cen^ °t the total pojwlation of developing Africa. Underemployment and
unemployment in 1975 were estimated at about 45 per cent of the total labour force.
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Incomplete data on income distribution for the years 1965-1971 in nine African countries

suggest that «ie richest 20 per fiejrt of .ttoejpopulaifcton $a£ ant±nccKe:.shiare*o^^&i7 per
cent,:whi3-e t*ie,purest 40 per cent, of the po^aOwfclon «ha*ett 12.3 per cent^with per■ capita
incomes about one tenth of the richest group, ;3&e. explosive pressure of large numbers"""
represented by"the annual additions-.toJthe-labours force seeking, job and' income ogpor*

tunities, in order to be able to support and cater for the increasing number of dependents,

and to satisfy their basic needs becomes more clear ■when it is realized that in most

countries at present only a small proportion of the labour force is gainfully employed

in the modern sector and that large numbers are either unemployed or seriously under-'

employed, but in either case existing on poverty-level incomes. '

Among the socio-political forces which have affected economic development are the

failure on the part of some leaders to-identify and understand the changes-in the goals

which have motivated the various soelal>and political groups* .This.has led to\ irrational ■■■

policy decisions which in turn have resulted in unstable political, economic and social
consequences. , ■ ,,..,.. , ,....

Resources flows and external debt . - ^ r , ;;: r.- . .■■■;■.-

•: The total net flow ©& resources to developing countries as■« Tiftiole tfrom alii sources -

rose from $UB I6.7 billion in 1970 to $US: 52 ;9& Million in 197°" and $HS 63.93 billion in
1977> an average .annual rate of expansion, of 21 per .cent at current pricesv During the ^

1970s, official development assistance (ODA) rose: at,an average aniiu«i.:r«te-0EI3.5 periffettt

yearly while the non-concessional flows rose.at the higher-rate of'^6 per cent yearly which

means a substantial deterioration in the terms and conditions of resources flows to developing

countries as a whole • As a result of this trend, the share of official development assis

tance in the total flows declined substantially from kB per cent in 1970 to 31 per cent* in
1977« ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ : . -.. .:.- ■ . .- -. .- ■■.: v - ; -..:■ ■.

The net flow of resources to developing Africa.has risen from $U8 6^879 million, in
197^ to $US liJ-j6&^. million in.l977j an average emnualTrsfte of iricrSease of 28,7 per cent
at current prices. The Development Assistance^ Committee (nAC^-'oduntides arid multilateral

agencies recorded particularly large increase in their resource flows to African countries

over this period. At-.1970 constant prices'the increase;from-197U to 19T7 was frcm $US U.17

%& 7-29 Mlliotvan average annual rate of 20.5 P©r cent."Despite an aararage- annual ra*e cif
growth of 15.6 per cent at 1970 prices in ODA., the share of official development assistance
in the total flows to African developing countries fell from around 62 per cent in 197U

to 55 percent in 1977. TM-s fact points to the deterioration in the terms and conditions

of the flows of resources to developing Africa. .

In Africa, kO countries increased their total disbursed debt from $US 9 billion in

1970 to $0S30 billion in 197^ and their debt service payments from $US 0.9 billion to

$US 3 "billion. These figures may be compared with merchandise eagjort earnings in'1976 of

approximately $US kO million and for 1970 of about $US 12 million. Thus, the ratio of debt
service payments to merchandise export earnings appears to have stayed the same comparing

1970 and 1976.

For the low income group of developing countries i.e. these with per capita GDP of

$US 160 and-below iri* 1975, the rate of growth of debt outstanding fVcm 1970 to 1976 was ■
13-2 per cent a year. This group of countries continues to rely*on official lending and '

in more recent years has certainly benefitted from increasing grant receipts • In 1976, niore
than 90 pe* cent of the outstanding debt of these countries was owed t.o official lenders. .

At the other extreme, the "outstanding debt of countries with per -capita GNP of $US 801 and
more in 1975 grew by 21 it per cent a year between 1970 and 1976. At the same time the
ratio of the debt owed to private lenders grew from' 4o to 56 per cent. The rate of growth
of their interest payments was 27-7 per cent a year.
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The least developed countries were able to benefit from low-interest government and
multilateral loans, so that their debt service ratio as a proportion of debt outstanding was.
5.8 per cent in 3.970, According to OECD, the least developed countries owed $US 12.1 biliion
in 1977 and the debt service ratio was just under 5 per cent of the total debt outstanding.

Demographic trends and policies

Demographic indicators for African developing countries show a.continued decline in
mortality rates for the 1970s and a consequent acceleration in. the rates of population
growth. -The current average annual rate of population growth on the entire continent of
2.65 per, cent per annum is almost double the world average, more than three times that of all
developed countries and about Ik per cent higher than the average for developing countries
as a whoie. During the 198Os'and 1990s, the growth rate is projected to accelerate to
3 per cent yearly according to the medium variant" and to 3.5-per cent.according to the
high variant. The current crude birth rate is 1*6,3-per l>0°<> Vnlch is the highest in
all continents, while the crude death rate of about 19.8 per 1,000 is also high by

international standards. , : .-; . ■"; :

As a result of the continued high fertility rates, coupled with -tjhe substantial
fall in mortality rates, particularly for infants and children, the population in Africa
has become younger. The current share of children under 15 years old in total population
is Uh.2 per cent.. Adding the share of persons 63 years old and over, it is estimated
that for every 10 persons between the ages of 15 and 65,--there are about 8.3 children
under 15 years old and 0.6 persons aged 65 years and over giving a total of 8.9 dependents
compared,with an average dependency ratio of 7-5 in North America and Europe.

One of the important factors which influences population growth is urbanization.
In Africa, the rural population forms about 70 per cent of total population compared, with
60 per cent in the world as a whole. During the years i960 to 1975, urban population in ;
Africa increased at the average annual rate of 5 per cent and the rural population at a
mere 2 per cent. Thase figures compare with 3.2 per cent for urban and 1.3 per cent for
rural population for the world as a whole. By the yoar2000 ,37.7 per cent of African
population is projected to be urban compared with h^.S per cent for the world as a whole
and 69 per cent for the developed countries. -

High popuiation growth rates lead to an increase in the proportion of the totel ,
income that is consumed, which in turn depletes the level of domestic, savings necessary
for financing fixed capital formation,, It also absorbs'a larger share of fixed capital
formation in the form of housing, schools and hospitals. Family planning should reduce
the broad pyramid base of Africa's population after two or three decades, thus reducing
dependency ratios and increasing the proportion of the population in the economically
active group which, if properly utilized, can contribute to accelerated economic .

development.

It has been estimated that people of working age in Africa will increase betweeii ,
1975 and the^year 2000 at an average annual rate of 3 per cent which is about the .sara
ratio as that, of total population growth. The labour force growth rate is adjusted for
changes in male and female participation rates is projected to accelerate **om-fsfae .current
2.3 per cent yearly to 2.6 per cent during the 1980s and to 2.8 per cent during ^hel^Os.
However, on present trends, only half of the projected increase in the labour force of
225 million by the year 2000 vculd find gainful employment, it is estimated that,the current

rate of open unemployment in the urban areas represents 10 per cent of the urban labour
force. Underemployment in the urban areas is estijnated at some 25 per cent of the urban
labour force as against ho per cent in the case of the rural labour force. In other words,
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unemployment and underemployment were estimated at over JO per cent of the total
African labour force in 1915, accounting for a total of over 60 million people.

. During the 1970s, the population grew faster than food production, ^suiting in
a declining trendL per capita food output. Itoing 1972 and 1973, drought ^oughtfood
scarcities and famine to a number of countries in the Sahel region, Ethiopia and Somalia.

Che adoption of family planning policies by governments will not in themselves
substantially influence population growth rates in the short run, Other factors will
have come: into play - mass literacy, raising the statua of women, expansion of the
welfare system^ improved standards of living. The major cause of the rural-to-urban
migration is-the higher wage rate in the urban area, in addition to the general attraction^
of citv life. Thus, many African governments have expressed the wish to develop rural areas
more rapidly so as to reduce rural-urban income differentials, thus curbing migration ftrom

the country-side to the towns* . .

Least developed countries: performances and issues

The number of countries classified as least developed has reached 31 and the number
of African countries among them is 20. Together these 20 countries account for ^t
one^rTor the total population of developing African countries. As regards geographical,
situation, 11 of these countries are land-locked with generally poor transport and
communications liaks with neighbouring countries and two are island countries.

the period 1970 to 1977 the economic performance of the 20 least devel05€dAi^_
Afric^c^trLrarmeasured by the output of goods and services, was far from satiBffcctory
GDP at .constant prices for these countries rose by a mere 3-2 per cent per annu*OT ij.

per cent per year on a Per capita basis contrasting with the JT^^^JiS^-S :
5a per cent per annum or 2.3 per cent per annum of a per capita basis achieved by all
otoeHfricandeveloping.countries and 6 per cent per annum and 3.5 P« centner^annum
on a per capita basis, called for i* the Strategy for the Second United Nations Deve-

lopment Decade. . ....

In the majority of these least developed countries, agriculture accounts for over.;: .-.-;
1*0 per cent of total GDP and it was only in two out of the 20 countries that total
agricultural output grew by the target rate of h per cent per annum in the 1970s.
Sought »od desertification, especially in the Sahel zone countries and in- Ethiopia
and Somalia, have contributed to the poor state of the agricultural sector. ■

• Growth in manufacturing has been extremely low in the 1970s estionated at onJy _• ,
2.1 percent per annum. This compares with more than 6 per cent a year achieved by the
other developing African countries. V

While in 1976 and 1977 some favourable developments took place in the terms of
trade of many least developed countries, especial*/ the coffee, cotton and cocoa _
eSortersTseven least developed countries in Africa had failed to regain their 1970
S«l of per capita purchasing power of exports by 1977. Furthermore, many countries
J^frecorfTaS-^clineTli expoi* voloae during the 1970s and only four countries
recorded appreciable gains in export volume. . .



Owing to the extremely slow development of these least developed countries,
programmes of special measure* have formed the basis of a concerted attack^ on. their
economic problems by the international community. UNCTAD resolutions spedfically
urged the developed countries and multilateral financial institutions to Wdtha
flow of assistance to the least developed countries. The developed countries and multi
lateral financial institutions were also requested to improve ^rtwrtiBJ^ the tenw
and conditions of financial and technical assistance to such countries and in particular
to cancel the official debts and to give immediate and favourable consideration to
providing highly concessional terms of relief for their debt burdens. Action on
«>ecialmeasures was further requested in the fields of commercial policy, economic
co-operation among developing countries, shipping freight rates and transfer of

technology.

Considerable progress has been made with regards to the need to increase facial
flows to the least developed countries. Sotal assistance flows reached .a peak in 1975.
^declined sanewhat in 1976 and have probably levelled off at jround *JB 15 :WM£*
in Vm* -*n 1977 > real per capita concessional flows to the least developed countries
were ^0 per cent higher than in 1972. •

However, the results achieved so far in the 1970s have not been particularly
encouraging and the special measures provided for in various resolutions remain in
large parTunimplemented. Indeed, in view of the continuing situation of P« g"?Jf
only iimost least developed countries, consideration is being given to new initiatives
abactions. In particular, it has been suggested that, in defining their <*J«*1»«
of economic and social development, least developed countries should put more emphasis
on increasing self-sustainment and self-reliance.
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II. THE INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY

Considerable-discussions'are now taking place within-and .outside the United,..
Nations system'-on the shortcomings of the International Development Strategy for .- .
the Second :Urii ted Nations Development Decade, a large number.of decisions and
resolutions have- been adopted during -the" 1970s including in particular, General
Assembly resolutions 3201 (S~VT> and 3202 (S-Vl) relating to the New International ■

Economic Order- - '

The objeot of this chapter is first to examine the strategy for the Secorid .
United Nations Development Decade and then to summarize-trends in thinking within

the United Nations system during the 1970s. ■

In the preamble of the Strategy for the Second United Nations Development Decade
it is stated that the success of the strategy would depend largely on improvement in
the- general international economic situation and .international, co-operation oxx^a :. .-.~;

scale commensurate with the magnitude of the-problems faced by the developing.countries.
While the developing countries themselves bear the primary:.responsibility for their
own development, however, the Strategy emphasizes that their efforts will not In _ ,
themselves be enough to raise the level of economic activity and standards of welfare.

The Strategy seta-target for the developing oountries of,, an average annual..rate
of growth in'gross domestic product of 6 per ce^t or 3.5 P©* oent per -capita. Also,-,
targets were set for an average annual'expansion of 4 per cent in agricultural output-
and 8 per cent in manufacturing: output together with a rise of somewhat less than-
7 per cent in imports and somewhat higher than 7 per cent in exports at constant prices.

The Strategy is consistent in the sense that over-all growth rates are consistent
with the sectoral ones, with the efforts set for domestic savings and targets for the
inflow of foreign capital. The growth rates of both exports and imports in real terms
are consistent with the fact that the import content of fixed capital formation is
higher than GDP as a whole and with the idea of avoiding frustrated savings owing to
the oompartmentalized type of production in the developing oountries. It is also
consistent with the idea of expanded domestic savings, reduced balance-of-payments
deficit as a percentage of GDP of developing countries and this increased self-reliance
at the national level defined in that limited sense. On the domestic front the need
is also stressed to pursue sound fiscal and monetary policies and to eliminate insti
tutional and administrative obstacles to the efficiency of public enterprises.

Concerning resource transfers, the Strategy invites each developed country to

transfer annually in real terms the equivalent of 1 per cent of its GDP to the
developing countries with a target for official development assistance fixed at 0.7
per cent. Yet the norms are partial with no provision for equitable distribution.

The Strategy's goals and objectives also cover the desirability of fulfilling
social objective. It is considered essential to bring about sooial justice in sooiety.
The objectives include a more equitable distribution of income, increasing employment
opportunities, expanding and improving facilities for education and health and improving

nutrition standards and safeguarding the environment.
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It is-clear from the above summary that some of the objectives are too sweeping

to quantify. Naturally, "behind-such weakness lie two'important facts. The first

is that the Strategy deals with Governmen+3 and these Governments can only be really
be committed to specific policy ttciions at the'ddmestic level- Hence, the Strategy

was formulated as aspirational in character lacking contractual commitments, with no.
provisions for contingencies and unforeseen circumstances,* assuming continued.

dependence of developing countries and continued improvement in the general international

economic situation with its full effect on growth in the developing countries and

trickle down effects to the poor masses in these countries. ,

Although'ihe Strategy has'rightly highlighted deficiencies in domestic savings,
and foreign-exchange in developing economies in a framework of thinking .krtpwn as the

"two gaps"-theory, it has hot given due emphasis to the perverse effects'of markets,

both international and domestic, that may undermine the attainment of desired goals.

The vagueness of some of the objectives can partly explain the large number of

resolutions adopted at various conferences held in the 1970s. .These resolutions have

not only set out' new quantitative targets for the 1980s or up to the year 2000 but

also suggest structural and institutional transformations together with the relevant

international and national programmes. . , ,, ■ .

- &rao!hg'the tiia'jbr fields covered by various resolutions are integrated' rural

development with emphasis, on nutrition and food; agrarian reform; effective mass * . .
participation; environmental' management and control, full" permanent sovereignty of

State's over the possession, use and disposal of their wealth and natural resources;'

balanced world economy in harmony with the needs and interests of all countries

especially the developing ones; reform of the international monetary system; educational

planning; improved credit and marketing systems; physical infrastructure;'satisfaction ,

of basic needs; and long-term industrial planning. .._ .

With these resolutions and bearing in mind the critique of the Strategy for the

1970s, the preparation of a strategy for the Third United Nations Development Deoade

faces a number of questions and problems. l

To attempt to answer such questions a co-ordinating Task Force on Long-Term

Development Objectives and Projections has been established within the United Nations

system*, -.

The existing programme of work in the United Nations system is expected.to

generate a series of decision-oriented studies to assist the relevant bodies in the

preparation of a new international Sevelopment strategy for the Third United-Nations .

Development Decade and beyond. ' .

In this connexion; the FAO project entitled "Agrioulture towards 2000" is.Sk,. -

normative study designed to generate inter—alia ,national.strategies and policies of

individual countries by-providing a long-term perspective'-of developments in the field

of food and agriculture, international economic co-operation programmes, with particular

reference to global and regional investment needs for the sector.
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At its thirteenth session held in April 1977 the,. Committee for Development
Planning examined the third over-all review and appraisal of progress in,, the.implemen-
tation.of. the Strategy for the Second United Nations Development Decade:including
the one prepared fey the ECA secretariat, l/ It also examined the long-term trends
and forecasts in the economic development of the various regions of the world =
(including document E/5937/Adri./3 prepared \>y the EGA secretariat) and their mutual
relationship including methodological guidelines for the further examination, of suoh
trends in the;regions.

g t0 the C0™01"^6® for Development Planning atits fourtesn*. weston 2/ ftudanar^
been prompted £*>out to the nature and adequacy cf 1fce economic relationship among

countries. The Strategy for the 1970s was based on the assumption that steady economic
growth would continue in developed countries and that, with some improvement in aid,
trade and transfer of technology, it would have a posLil^ effect in developing countries.
However, trends in the developed market economies during the 1970s with the recession,
inflation and unemployment were in marked, contrast with the 1960s.

The. .diversity in performance of, developing countries makes it difficult if not
impossible to speak of developing countries as a homogenous group of countries with
similar problems. Although some attempt was made during the 1960s and 1970s to
identify a category of countries defined as least developed with special measures
in their favour, and also another group, temporarily called the most seriously affected
countries, yet i;t. is the group of poorer countries ,-that continue to offer the greatest
challenge to the world at large. A new group of developing nations with middle and
high per capita incomes have achieved moderate to high growth rates and are likely to-
continue to do so in the future..

Reference may be made .to the emergence of a certain international ambivalence .
about the kind of international relationship in particular between developed and
developing countries. In the developed market economies certain schools of thinking
are arguing less about growth of physical output and more about growth of services

designed, 'to improve the quality 'of life and to conserve the environment and the scarce
non-renewable resources. The Committee rightly observed that "given the growing
interdependence of the global economy, given the continuing need in nearly all

developing nations for .rapid economic, growth,, and given the need to tackle the
insistent problems of poverty and. economic dependence in the poorest countries, it
is clear that we require more rather than less growth of the world economy, although
there are clear needs for changes in its structure." 3/

The Committee made a number of preliminary suggestions, for a strategy for the'

1980s although it cautioned.that it was only, one voice, and not a very leading one,
among those that tould be joining the debate over a world strategy for the 1980s, and
the most important participants would,in the end, be Governments themselves.

, . 1/ ECA, Survey of Economic and Social Conditions in Africa, 1976.-parts I and II.
(E/cN.14/654) ; ;—~~—~——^—

2/ Committee for Development. Planning,. Report, of, the fourteenth session
(6-16 March 1978). (e/1978/46).

3/ Ibid., p. 7.
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Regarding the'long-term goals/extending to the year 2000 which should be used as
a reference to. the 19$>e. strategy,' the Committee, recomfflended^that its objectives
should be to. diminish ir not eradicate the several extreme imbalances which
characterize the world today such as the larg« inequalities in; per capita income
levels among countries and lack of a rational balance within and among ccuntries
in certain key sectors such as energy, food and industrial production.

A sensible, strategy for the 1980s in the view of the Committee for Development

(d) low-income developing countries. THese groupings may or may not overlap but .
nevertheless they permit tentative approaches to a differentiated strategy.

":^-MeV Io»^?n4ome oouhtries in particular need the assistance of the international
community'to'ielp to ■•ensure their accelerated progress. International aid should ;
aim not only "at the mere elimination of mass poverty but also.at making these>. r '■ ■
countries self-sustaining by helping to finance major improvements in economic infra-
structure which are « precondition for rapid agricultural and industrial expansion
in-such cotuitries. Official development assistance (ODA) to the poorer pountries
should be. oh grant or near-grant terms, and there, is.a strong case fpr conveying fresh
concessional transfers to them in the form of the.cancellatipn of debt service pi
due,|n-respect of official development assistance or of cancellation of past OM

The' role of ECA : ;-.;

. .. -The starting point for the preparations of an international strategy for the
Third United Nations^ Development Decade was the preparation in 1975 of an African
Strategy. This Strategy is embodied in the revised framework of principles for the
implementation'of the new international economic order in Africa. 4/

■ ■ According to the African Strategy for the 1980s., and beyond, economic and social ^
development should rest on the three basic objectives. ^) the deliberate promotion
of *k increasing measure of self-reliance; (b) the. acceleration of eternally located
and relatively autonomous processes of growth and diversification-, and (o_) the
progressive eradication,of unemployment and mass poverty.

" These three objectives, taken together, lead to the necessity to build a.
-.scenario of transformation" of African economies and not a. "scenario of reproduction-
even^ith some adjustment and refinements. This "scenario of transformation" is to _
SS^ in effective linkage between agriculture and industry and, .jn the manufacturing
sector,, between small-scale industries that could service large- and me^m-eoale V ;
Industries. ' In this "sbenario of transformation" agriculture is subOect. to demand
pressures from industry and public works in the-rural sector; industry is subject to
SHressures from^griculture and public works in the rural sector;ahd.^g?™*?
in the rural sector are subject to demand pressures from both agriculture and industry.

" 27~^vised framework of principles for the implementation of the new International
Economic Order in Africa, 1976-1981-1985 ( EM.14/ECO/9O/Rev.3).
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It is neoessary to design deliberate policy instruments, programmes and plans

to promote development. In view of the small size of most African countries and the

dominance of subsistence output in many of them, multinational oo-operation in the

production and distribution of many inputs critical for initiating or accelerating ■■...

processes.of soQ-io~ecoB©mic change is singled out as a major area where concrete and .

concerted action is needed* : '

Inadequate supply of competent entrepreneurs and skilled manpower in both

the public and the private sectors, limited range of choioe of technology, lack: of

information on production processes and product markets, limited use of inter-industry

integration, large imports of inputs, small output mix, and limited domestic markets

relative to efficient plant sizes are also mentioned as factors which restrict the ..

absorptive capacities of Afrioan countries to respond at the ifiicro level to initiatives

at the national and regional levels* ■ : ' i.

In. response to the specific request and reoommendations--coJitained in General

Assembly resolution 3508 (XXX) and the subsequent Economic and Social Council resolu
tions, the'Economic Commission for Africa has undertaken a preliminary specification- -

of a standard projection model for Afrioan countries under alternative sets of
development scenarios. . J

Prior to the specification of a projection .model, ECA.prepared a. preliminary

assessmeal; of long-term development trends in the EGA..region during the period i960-
1975" and long-term prospects and forecasts based on past trends and policies drawn
in the light of individual Afrioan countries1 problems and plans- It should be noted,

that the long-term studies and projections thus far carried out in the EGA secretariat

have been based on the assumption of no change in parameters and policies and on an

iterative process or a series of successive.approximations to reach an optimal level

of development.

The need for accelerating socio—economio development.in Africa through systematic

planning of the various macro- and micro—mechanics of the African eoonomies has.been
recognized for some time now by all the countries in the African region. To this end,

individual countries have formulated development plans incorporating various policy
variables and instruments* However, in many cases, development plans have tended to

cover periods of only three to seven years. Such a duration is desirable in terms of:
utility and operational expediency, but it imposes certain crucial limitations on the

degree of change or transformation that can be envisaged.

Development in general and African development in particular has, at the present

time, reached an important stage which involved taokling not only economic issues but

also social and political factors. Thus planning'for the present day development - "!

process necessitates, among others, a deep and pragmatic assessment of various

objectives and their priority listing, an analysis of the various social", political :
and economic problems along with, their-orders of magnitude and, consequently, the ■

generation of consistent and realistic policy instruments. Zn addition, the high ;- ■■..-

sensitivity of African1economies to external forces like nature!s climatio ohanges

and fluctuations in growth in the developed countries results in considerable economio

uncertainties.
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On the basis of the possible alternative development targets suggested by :
various United Nations conferences, a model using a setof four long-term development

n??!^! r "? W^^th? mti<?aal action and tw0 other, dealing with the international
-li! yretained *" ^ E°A r8gl°n &S Wel1 as aset of scenarios

n??!^! r ? ^^? g e internatio
on self-reliance! y-retained *" ^ E°A r8gl°n &S Wel1 as a-set of scenarios

^«iP0P e?°pleJ as ^Pwified in the International Development Strategy for the Second
Development Decade one scenario of this model postulates an over-all economic growth
in th! «!!+ T , PS? °e^ yeai>ly t0 be achieved bv all developing African countries
™+2 • decade. In all oases, the target growth rate of GDP should imply a growth
rate in per capita income of not less than 3.5 per cent annually. Of specific interesty

tLllLZt^l^^ ? deriV6d ^^ rates Of a^°ulture and n
their compatibility with the targets of the Second Development Decade.

In order to reach the target of 6 per cent annual growth rate in GDP in Africa
and since in many countries agriculture constitutes an important part of GDP, an average
^^ ra*e <* 4 Per cent in agricultural output wL assumed to be Cached IS §

maintained ^y all African countries in the 1980s. However, during *
the period 197Q-1O?7 and deepite the potentials in land, labour, and water
resources, food production in many Afrioan countries had to faoe many difficulties
including severe droughts and other climatic factors which partly explain the
substantial lag behind the target of 4 per cent.

The model assumes another scenario relating to the Lima Declaration which
recommends that industrial growth in developing African countries should be at 12-to 1*

?£ tt wnT }7 t0 a°hieVe the Share Of 2 per cent of world industrial output set
for the ECA region compared with the present percentage share of only 0.6 per cent.
Once such an annual growth rate is assigned to the manufacturing sector, change in the
value added of gross product and other endogenous variables of the model are derived
accordingly through simulation.

In many developing Afrioan countries, there is a need for a policy of greater
self-reliance; that is, a national and/or collective strategy aimed at achieving
economic progress through the building of the country or region's own independent

capacities and ability by-regional co-operation among African and other developing
countries .^rough the principal elements of promoting agricultural production, rural
transformation and basic industrialization, the enlargement of markets and the
restructuring of international trade.
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III, THE INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC SITUATION AND INTERNATIONAL MONETARY POLICY

Since the end of World.War II, the industrial world has achieved a'rapid rate of
economic growth unprecedented inits history. Behind this achievement was theposi^war
r^^M,*atiun ■an<i reconstruction efforts, enhanced technological progress; continued""'-
supply .pf.raw materials and energy at cheap prices,a favourable economic climate created
by government policies of full employment and an open multilateral system for inter- '
national trade and payments which was conducive to competition, efficiency and expansion1
in economic integration and the volume of international trade." -

In recent.years, .however, the industrial economies have been confronted with
substantial slack in economic growth coupled with high unemployment and inflation rates.
Adjustment within OECD^countries to the situation of stagflation and large balance-of-
payment deficits Jias been slow, and consequently the danger uf protectionism has increased.

For many decades, the developed market economies followed repeated cyclical
fluctuations extending over perieds of three to five years which had serious impacts on
developing African countries which depend, mainly on the markets: of these*countries. In
the 1970s the cyclical fluctuations taking the form of upswings and downswings in "
economic activities became sharper and were characterized-by .high; unemployment and ' ;
inflation. ... . . . , .

In 1970 the rate Df growth of real output and. volume of trade of all developed '
market economies decelerated in comparispn with the last years of the 1960s, but; from
the end of 1971 the downswing was reversed and real output in 1972 rose by about 5.5
per cent (compared with an average yearly growth of 3.75 per cent during 1969-1971 and
4-6 per cent during 1962-72). -The recovery continued in 1973 with real output expanding
°y"« per cent. . , , °

■in,* ? 1^74 Teal "ou**ut stagnated;, and in 1975 it declined by 1 per cent followed in
197* by .an expansion of almost %5 P.er- cent. In both 1977 and 1978 economic growth
continued at the modast average annual rate of a mere 3.5 -per; cent with the gaps between
potentxal and actual output varying substantially among the OECD member countries. The
same growth rate, of 3*5 per cent in real output is projected for 1979.

According to the O£CD. secretariat l/ the slowdown observed early in 1978 is likely
to be somewhat mitigated to the temporary upsurge, in demand resulting, from a number of
factors which include the r.ebound from the influences of strikes and unfavourable weather
conditions in the United States uf America and the Federal' Republic of Germany, the
fiscal stimuli in Japan and the Federal Republic of Germany, and the less restrictive
policies in a number of smaller developed countries. With the effect of such policies
being exhausted, it is projected that private demand will not increase automatically and
some deceleration in real economic activities will be experienced during the first half
of 1979. Thus the volume of OECD trade in both 1978 and 1979 may continue to expand
around the modest rate of 5 per cent registered in 1977 compared with the long-term
average annual rate of increase of 8 per cent.

In spite of some achievements in this respect, inflation prospects are still high by
historical standards. For all industrial countries the average annual rate of price
increase judging by GNP deflator was a mere 4.1 per cent during the decade ending in 1972
compared with 7.4 per cent in 1973, 12 per cent in 1974, 11 per cent in 1975, 8 per cent
yearly in 1976 and 1977 and some 7 per cent per annum forecast for 1978 and 1979,

1/ OECD, Economic Outlouk. 23 July 1978, p. v.
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The .unemployment rates :for 03CB pountries are.pro jected for 1979 to continue at the,

high rate of.5«5 per cent recorded in both 1977 and 1978* .';.;-..

.The OECD's external current account deficit is projected to he reduced from the •" ■■'■

$tJS 32 billion in 1977 to $US 17 billion in 1978 and-a similar figure for 1979 with the /

United States accounting for most of the deficit experience^ and Japan and the Federal ■

Republic of Germany for most uf the surpluses* The terms of trade have improved in favour

of th« industrial countries and this improvement is projected to be maintained"in 1979-

As shown in the following tabled tfcie OPEC surplus is projected to continue fb decline *:•■■■'•"■''

from its .'-level of- $US 39 -billion in*-1976 to'$US 34 billion in 1977, &US 19 billion in' '

1978 and $US 16 billion in 1979- " ■:.... ■ -

.However the external qurrent account deficits of non-oil developing countries are -.

projected to deteriorate from the $US 26.5 billion faced in both 1976. and 1977 to $US 38

billion in 1978 and &US 39*5 billion in 1979.

Table Ourrent balance fBi 11 in»H n-r United States dollar?)

Total"OECD
OPEC

Non~oil developing countries

1974

-33
61

-24

-6,

29'

-39.

5 .

5

. 1976

"-24.5
39

-26.5

■1977

-32

■ 34
-26.5

1978

-17
19

-38

.15*79

-17 >

16 ■ '■"•

-39.5

' Source: OfeCD, Economic Outlook, 23 July 1978, p. vii. - ; '" ' '

During the -generally unsatisfactory period .for the developed market economies in.

1974 and 1975 the growth in output of eastern Europe and the Soviet Union was substantial

with Soviet Union achieving an average growth rate of 5 pe*1 cent and important countries

in eastern Europe showing growth rates of 6 per cent or. more. In 1976 the growth rate for

this region, as a whole was 5.2 per cent and in 1977 the aggregate rate aimecL for was'4.8,

per cent.

However, while economic performance in 1977 followed planned trends, acceleration in

eastern Europe was less vigorous than planned (6.0 per cent) while the 3.5 per cent.growth
rate in the Soviet Union was below the plan target and as a result aggregate net material*

product rose by 4.2 per cent of one percentage point less than in 1976. -?

C&nsidering the high degree of dependence of African developing countries on the

industrial countries and in particular the OECD countries, it seems that the prospect

for 1979 is not better than what obtained in both 1977 and' 1978. The prospect for
developing African countries as a whole in 1979 is for continued modest:growth rates,

serious current ,balance-pf-payments positions, continued imported inflation, which, :

as in the past, is likely to be enhanced by deficit financing and excessive expansion

in bank credit to the private sector.
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A comprehensive strategy covering growth, inflation, employment, international

monetary policy, energy, trade and other issues uf particular interest to both developed

and developing countries was concluded by the heads of State and Government of the seven

major industrial nations (Canada, France, the Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, Ja£an,
the United Kingdom and the United States) at their summit meeting held at Bonn on.16 and'

IT July 1978. 1/

The strategy is a coherent whole whose parts are interdependent and mutually reinforc

ing, with their total effect expected to be more than the sum of their components. A.

programme of different actions by countries that face different problems was urged to

assure steady non-inflationary growth. Countries with a comfortable balance-of—payments

situation and low rates of inflation undertook to pursue policies for faster growth in

domestic demand. On the other hand, countries facing rising prices and'costs promised

to take new measures against inflation.

Indeed, the co-ordinated strategy amounts to a concerted international—effort to

put the world economy back on a more satisfactory path of development,, A consensus, has : :"

been noted in recent international forums on the most effeotivtfTyrficy"'measures to~a*chieve
world economic growth.

In the fields of trade, the summit welcomed the progress set forth in the "framework

of understanding..on .thfiJCpteyo RouncL of Multilateral Trade Negotiations" issued..pn_r13J!uly..

I978, The successful conclusion of these negotiations would represent extremely important,

progress in the field of non-tariff measures'.

The summit stated that those monetary authorities of participating countries will

continue" to intervene to the extent necessary to counter disorderly ctmii±t±cms~i.n-the ~

exohange markets and will continue extensive consultations to enhance IMP surveillance.

The specific contributions agreed by the seven major industrial countries are as

follows; ."

(a) Canada* reaffirmed its intention, within the limits permitted by the need to

contain and reduce inflation, to achieve higher growth of employment and an increase in

output of up to 5 per cent.

(b) As a contribution to avert the worldwide disturbances uf economic equilibrium,

the Federal Republic of Germany has indicated that by the end of August 1978 a proposal .
will be submitted to the legislative bodies for additional substantial measures to step ..

up the gross national product by 1 per cent, in order to achieve a significant strengthr-

ening of demand and a higher rate of growth. The order uf magnitude will take account of
the absorptive capacity of the capital market and the need to avoid inflationary pressures-

(g) While pursuing its policy of reducing the rate of inflation, France agreed, as ■■■■

a contribution to the common effort, to increase the deficit of the- State budget for the ■

year 1978 by an amount of about 0,5 per cent of gross national product*

(d) Italy undertook to raise the rate of economic growth in 1979 by 1.5 percentage

points over 1978. It plans to achieve this goal by cutting public current expenditure

while stimulating investments, with the aim of increasing employment in a non-inflationary

context.

1/ See IMF, Survey, 31 July 1978.
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(e) While striving for the attainment of the real growth target for fiscal year
1978, which is about 1.5 percentage points higher than the performance of the previous
year, mainly through the expansion of domestic demand, Japan undertook to determine by

August ox September 1978 whether additional measures "were needed. ;

Cf)' The United Kingdom, having achieved a major reduction in the rate of inflation
and approvement in the balance of payments, has recently given a.fiscal stimulus
©equivalent :to rather more than.o»e_per cent of gross national product. The Government

intends to continue.the figfrt against inflation so as to improve still further the

prospects for growth .and employment. . '

(g) The Unite&. _Sta,t_es stressed that reducing inflation. iB the top priority

of the United States economic policy* The major actions that have been taken and are

being taken to counter inflation in the United States are that the tax cuts originally
proposed for fiscal year 1979 have now been reduced by $10 billion* government :

expenditure projections for I978 and 15^'have been reduced; a very tight budget is
being prepared for 1980.$ steps are being taken to reduce the direct contribution 6f

government regulations or restrictions raising costs and prices; arid a voluntary-

taa t-'-iVi undertaken ta achieve a deceleration of wages and; prioee* :o-

International monetary.policy :,,.,-■ .;

According to the summit declaration, large fluctuations in the--exchang;©: markets

particularly in recent months have had damaging effects on confidence, investment and

growth rates of output throughout the world. At the root of the exchange rate

instability are the large balance-of^payments deficits and surpluses* The rectification

of such large imbalances.,is essential for achieving stability in-the exchange rate and

thus the implementation of the policies stipulated in the agreed common-programmes

referred to above Will help to bring about a better pattern of world payments.balances

and lead to greater stability in international exchange markets. This stability will

in turn improve confidence and the environment for sustained economic growth.

The summit stated that, although exchange rates need to respond to changes in

underlying economic and financial conditions among nations, participating monetary

authorities Hill continue to intervene to the extent necessary to counter disorderly

conditiuns in the exchange markets. They will maintain extensive consultation to

enhance the effectiveness of such efforts and support surveillance "by the International

Monetary Fund to promote the effective functioning of the international monetary system*

The representatives of the European Community informed the meeting of the decision

of -the -European- Council at Bremen on 6 and 7. July to consider a scheme for a closer

monetary-co-operation. The meeting, welcomed the report and not^d that the Community

would keep the other participants informed. ...

It is indeed urged that the interests-of developing countries, including the., least

developed ones, be taken fully into consideration in the'scheme under'ponsideratioh for
oloser monetary co-operation and in "the current negotiations under GATT in relation to

tariff', and*, non-tariff measures. ...-._ -
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IV. GBDWTH, DOMESTIC SAVINGS AND FIXED CAPITAL FOEMATION

During 1977 GDP at constant prices in developing Africa as a whole rose "by .
5.8 per cent compared with 6.3 per cent in 1976. This is higher than the average
reoorded during the years 1970 to 1977 as a whole when GDP at constant prices rose
at the average annual rate of 4.8 per cent, which is about the same average annual
growth rate of 4.7 per cent achieved during the 1960s. The prospect for 1978 and

1979 is for a somewhat lower rate of growth than the 5 to 6 per cent yearly achieved
during 1976 and 1977. However, the over-all growth rates for the two decades conceal
substantial disparities among African developing countries classified into major-
oil-exporting and non-oil exporting countries and by 1970 per capita income groups.

It was the major oil-exporting countries that registered faster growth rates
of GDP exceeding 7 per cent yearly on the average for the two decades well above the
targets set for both the First and Second United. Nations Development Decades with some
acceleration during the 1970s to 7-4 per cent compared with 6.9 per cent for the
1960s. On a per capita "basis the growth rate was about 4.5 per cent. In 1977 real
GDP rose by 9.4 per cent compared with 11.7 per cent in 1976, an average of 10.5 per
cent for the two years and the prospects for 1978 and 1979 are for some deceleration
to 8-9 per cent yearly in view of the persistent world recession and measures taken
in a number of oil-exporting countries to curb inflation and the widening balance-
of-payment deficits.

The non-oil exporting African countries as a group achieved modest growth rates
of 3-9 per cent yearly during the 1960s which even decelerated slightly in the 1970s
to 3*5 per cent over-all and 0.9 per cent on a per capita basis, a disturbing
development indeed if compared with the target of 6 per cent over-all and 3.5 per cent
on per capita basis set in the strategy for the Second United Nations Development

Decade. The same average annual growth rate of 3.9 per cent continued in both 1976
and 1977.

\] Unless otherwise stated, all the tables presented in this chapter provide
data on 48 African developing countries classified as follows:

The major oil-exporting countries are: Algeria, Gabon, The Libyan Arab Jamahiriya
and Nigeria.

The non-oil exporting countries with:

(a) GDP less than $US 100 per capita are: Benin, Burundi, Chad, Ethiopia, Guinea,
Lesotho, Malawi, Mali, the Niger, flwanda, Somalia, the United Republic of Tanzania,
the Upper 761ta and Zaire.

(b) GDP $US 100 to under 8US 200 per oapita arei Botswana, .fhe Central African
Empire, Comoros, Gambia, Kenya, Madagascar, Mauritania, Sierra lecne, the Sudan,
Togo, Uganda and the United fiepublic of Cameroon.

(c) GDP $DS 200 to under $US 300 per capita are: Angola, Cape Verde, Egypt,
Equatorial Guinea, Ghana, Guinea-Bissau, Liberia, Mauritius, Morocco, Mozambique,
Senegal and Swaziland.

(d) GDP JUS 300 to under $US 400 per capita are: Congo, the Ivory Coast,
Sao Tome and Principe, Seychelles, Tunisia and Zambia.
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TablQ IV-1. Growth of real GPP, in developing Africa (percentage per annum)

. "... ..-'. :■ t • - . ' 'i

" ■■ ,..';.■;", ■ ' rjf - ■ - . - ; ... . ■„;:'.

■■-.. " ...-■■'.■ ■'-»■ . ■ . . i' .! *■ . ■,! ■'-■■'.];.'- .■ :■_'.'.. .■

North rAfrica

West Africa ■■' ^-J^1'

Central Africa

East Africa ., ;.-•.,

Total developing Africa

Major,oil-exporting countries

Non-bii'jezpoftiAg.countries ~" ■ '

GDP less than $100 per capita

GDP $100 to under $200 per capita

GDP #200 to under $.300 percapita

GDP ft^OO to under 3400 per capita

' -Source: ECA Statistics Division

1960 - 1970

5-3

4.6

■2.0

5.2 .

4.7. ;

6.9
3v9-'■■-■
2.5 —

4.7

3-.7
6.2

1970 - 1977

6.2

5.5
1.9
2.1

4.8

7.4

■" 3.5*-:.-:
3.5 -
3.0

3".™t

5.7

19.60 - 1977

5.7 -■■■■
5.0

. :2.0 -

3.9

; ;', 4,7 ■■; ...

.7.1

' *.7 •■■■"- -.".
'■ '■■ 2.9 "--■■■

4.0

3.4
6.0

What is even more disturbing is the .poor performance of the low-income group

countries (using the 1970 per capita inoome classification). While, the/:six countries
as a whole included in "the tables with GDP from $US: 300 to tinder $tJS 400 'per capita
achieved growth rates of some 6" per cent for the .two decades (-with some, deceleration ,
from 6.2 per cent during the 1960s to 5-7 per cent during the 1970s), which, is almost
equal"to the target set for the Second United Nations Decade, ■,the lower income groups
and in particular those with GDP less-thanIUS 100 per capita in 1970 achieved for the

two -decadss.aa-overr-ali growth of .a mare. 2^9 .per cent which is almost the same^ as the
rate of population growth. Thanks at least partly to the special measures taken in
favour of this group of countries, there is a noticeable improvement in their-perform
ance with their over-all annual growth rate accelerating from the mere 2.5 per cent
yea-ply.during the 1960s £o 3.5..par- cant during the 1970s. It is in the middle-income
countries (mostly in-East Africa)■that .serious deceleration emerged durine;the 1970s
as compared" with the 1960s. . As .stated before real growth decelerated somewhat also
in the relatively higher income group. These decelerating trends seem to.be at least
partly, connected.with:the continued world recession,, the hardening in the terms and
conditions of aid to these groups of.countries and the import restrictions imposed

by the developed.market economies which affected their export outlets, .

•Ihe disturbing serious lag in agricultural production, particularly food, will
be discussed in a special chapter. Suffice it to mention here that food production

in African, developing countries grew during the years 1970 to 1977 accordingto the
estimates of national .accounts at the meagre average annual rate of 1.9. per cenj;
yearly or half the rate of population.growth compared with the 2.7 per cent achieved
during the '1960s, On a per, capita basis food production declined yearly during the

1970s a,t the annual rate of 1.4 per cent thus failing to cope-not only with population
growth, but aiso with the increases in real per capita income, a very serious situatior

indeed, ;-■""". . ."-
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Imports of foodstuffs have had to increase with consequent serious implications

for the "balance of payments. The serious foreign exchange shortages, coupled with

the lag in agricultural production, imposed substantial difficulties on the industrial

sector, particularly agro-based industries and the import substitution ones. Develop

ments in the manufacturing sector will be covered also in a special chapter.

The lag in agricultural production on which over 70 per cent of the population

depends, would affect the mass poor and the implications of such trends on social

developments.will be discussed in a separate chapter.

In this chapter discussion is centred on GDP growth, gross domestic savings and

gross fixed capital formation and some other components of the macro picture.

Table IV~2. 'Gross domestic savings as a proportion of GDP and marginal propensity

to save by groups of countries in developing Africa, 1960-1977 (percentages'!

1960 1970 1977

■ Marginal

propensity to save" '

■1960- 1970- I960-

1970 1977 "' 1977

Major, oil-exporting countries . 8.1

Non-oil—exporting countries 13,1

GDP less than-% 100 per capita 11.7

GDP $100 to under &00 per capita 10.2
GDP £200 to under'$300 per capita 13.5
GDP 3300 to under $400 per capita 20.4

Total developing Africa - - 11.9

28.0

14.7
13.7
14-0

11;6

28.6

18.6

16.2

■■ -16.7- '

17.4

12.7
13.6

' 29.7
16.5

0.49
0.18

0.21

0.21

0.07

0.39
0.30

-0.02

0.24

0.31

0.07

0.22

0.32

0.11

0.20

0.21

0.27

0.15

0.14

0.35
0,20

Source: ECA Statistics Division.

Table IV-2 shows that*ior developing Africa aa a virols- the s^aje of_doine&-tic

in GDP declined from 18,6 per cent in 1970 to -l6.5 per cent in iy('{f showing a marginal

propensity to save of 0.11, which is lower than the average; If this is continued

it would culminate in further declines in the share of domestic savings in GDP until

both the average and marginal rates of savings are equal. This is not conducive to

self-reliance or self-sustained growth and is quite the opposite of the trends

observed during the 1960s when the average savings ratio rose from 11.9 VeT cent in

1960 to 18.6 in 1970 with a marginal propensity to save of 0.30, which was high by

international standards.

Most, if not all, of the serious decline in savings ratios took place in the

major oil—exporting countries as a result of the substantial increase in consumption

expenditure, both private and public. This group of four countries taken together,

after maintaining a marginal propensity to save of 0-49 during the 1960s, maintained

a negative marginal propensity to save 6f 0.02 in, the 1970s which means that for

every increase in real GDP of say $U3100j- they consume two dollars more. The

continuation of this trend would culminate in a reduction in future growth potential

and an increase in balance-of payments deficits and hence it has to be reversed without

delay.
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What the table also shows is that the domestic savings efforts of the non-oil

exporting countries as a whole were enhanced judging by the increase in the marginal

propensity to save from 0.18 during the 1960s to 0.24 during the 1970s. But; here'

not all non-oil exporting developing African countries participated in such commend- ■■

able efforts. The efforts of the lowest income group having GDP less than $100 ■

hper capita ,is particularly commendable since the marginal propensity to save rose'from

0.21 in the 1960s to 0.31 in the 1970s. The higher income groups with GDP $300 to •

under $400 per capita continue to pursue high savings efforts although at somewhat
reduced rates, • ■ ■'....

Table IV-3. Gross fixed-capital formation as a proportion of GBP by group of countries

in developing Africa 1960 to 1977 (percentage) "

1960 1970 1977

Major oil-exporting countries

Non-oil exporting countries

GDP less than $100 per capita

GDP $ 100 to under $200 per capita

GDP $ 200 to under $ 300 per capita
GDP. ?300' to under-i;400- per capita
Total, developing Africa-

23

13

11

11

U
20

16

.2

.6

.0

.8

.1

,0

.0

21.1

16.9

15.1

13.9

17.3

-23*2
. .1-8.1.

40

17
16

15

18
21
26

-9

-7
.2

.4

.2

.4-

.0

Source: ECA Statistics Division,

r-1 ■ 'Gross fixed capital formation rose substantially in.developing African countries

as a whole and also in each income group. Its share in GDP rose from 16 per c-ent

in 19o0 to 18.1 per cent in 1970 and 26 per cent in 1977. This is a good step

forward in building up the productive capacity needed for future growth and in creating

productive employment opportunities. It is in the major oil exporting countries tEat
gross fixed capital formation expanded most, currently forming over 40 per cent of

GDP. However, the enormous expansion in gross fixed capital formation in the major

oil—exporting countries seems to have over-strained their economies particularly

when the enhanced investment was accompanied by large increases in consumption

expenditure. : ■

Another development in the major oil—exporting countries is the widening gap

between domestic savings,both average and marginal, and gross fixed capital,

formation* In 1977 the resource gap reached about 24-7 per cent of their combined

GDP, most of which was met from' the accumulated foreign exchange reserves. The

continuation of this trend would1 deplete the reserves accumulated in the past and

may necessitate large borrowings from abroad unless exports could be increased and

imports curbed- substantially. " ■

Another noticeable outcome of such substantial expansion in gross fixed capital,

formation is the fall in the efficiency of capital investment. With the average share

of gross fixed capital formation in the four major, oil-exporting countries during

the 1970s amounting to over 30 per cent of GDp and real growth about 7»4> the implicit

capital output ratio was over 4 compared with 3.2 in the 1960s.
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For-the-non-oil exporting African countries, the share of gross fixed capital

formation rose from 13.6 per cent in 19-60.to 16*9 per cent in 1970 and 17.7 per cent" ■

in 1977 which, w&en compared with the average annual growth rates in real GDP^, implies

that the incremental capital output, ratio rose from $^ in the 1960s to 4.9 in the

1970s. Unfortunately, no data are available on the distribution of fixed investment

by sector and gestation period to explain the factors behind the rise in the incremental

capital output ratio. A number of factors are already common to-most countries some'TT

of which,,are the substantial increase in the cost of capital goods and the world re

cession which culminates in the emergence of larger excess capacities, at-least in

the manufacturing sectors. There is also some shift towards investment in agriculture

and water resources which may have contributed to this tendency.

While during the 1960s the volume of exports of goods and services of African

developing countries as a whole rose at the average rate of 5.8 per cent, imports

of goods and'services' in real terms'rose at 3.9 per cent only, with some consequent

improvement in the balance of payments on goods and services. The import elasticity

with.respect to real GDP for the region as a whole was 0.83* ^t was even lower at

0.49 for major oil-exporting countries and was about 1 for the non-oil exporting

countries as.a group. *

In the 1,970s this favourable trend was completely reversed; while, exports of goods

and services rose at the average annual rate of 3*2 per cent (about half the average

growth rates of the 1960s) djnports of goods .and services atconstant prices swelled-

at an average annual rate o£ 9-5 per cent yearly (doubling iti. seven to eight years)

and consequently the import -elasticity rose tfrom 0.83 in the 1960s to 1.98 in the

1970s". In" the major oil-exporting countries imports of goods and services in real

terms rose at an average annual rate of 17-3 per cent (doubling in four"to five years)
compared with a mere 3.4 per cent during the 1960s and the import elasticity rose

from 0.49 to 2*34 respectively, straining the balance of payments on goods and services,

both current and potential, .

For non-k>il exporting countries as a whole exports of goods and services in real.

terms rose iri the 1970s at an average annual rate of 4.7 per cent compared with 3.6

per cent during the 1960s and imports of goods and s'erviceu increased at 4-9 per

cent compared with 4. per cent. Import elasticity rose from 1.03 in the 1960s to

1.40 in the 1970. ' . '

For the major oil-exporting countries, the large deoline in the marginal and

average propensity to save, the substantial expansion in gross fixed capital formation,

the stagnant export growth rate of goods and services in real terms, the substantial

increase in the import propensity and the rise in the capital output ratios would

constrain future development if these1 policies and trends are continued.

For the non-oil exporting countries the position is mixed. On one hand there . .

is the large increase in the average and marginal propensity, to save and the continued

expansion in the share of fixed capital formation in GDP. On the other hand,1 the

incremental capital output ratio rose and imports of goods and services are increasing

at rates slightly higher than the growth rates of exports of goods and services, which

indicates a widening resource gap. With changes in policies towards greater

efficiency in capital investment, increased export growth rates and some curb on

imports, particularly through accelerated agricultural and food production anfi regional

co-operation, growth rates of GDP significantly higher than in the past seems feasible-
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It is in the oil-exporting countries that substantial poljioy oHaages are

needed to ourb the inpreasing^ftnrth of consumption and imports,:to booat exports
and to improve tiie efficiency of capital investment, if the past ^growth rates of
real GDP of i'\ to 8 per bent yearly are to be maintained during .the 1980s. Changes
in policies in that direction are already being taken in a number of major oil-
exporting countries in Africa, particularly Nigeria.
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V. AGRICULTURE

Introduction

Agriculture fared poorly in Africa during the 1970s with 'an average annual

growth rate of only .about 1.9 per cent during the years 1970-1977 according to ECA
estimates and a mere 1.3 per cent aooording to the FAO production index, ECA
estimates are value added calculated at constant fabtbr cost using single general

price and not sectoral deflators, while the FAO index refers to gross output,

including the output of crops, vegetables, rubber, meat and so on, but excluding

the output of hides and skins, fisheries, hunting and forestry products. Thus the

differences arise from the various methodologies, coverage and deflators used. The

differences are large and can to some extent be justified^from the relative improve

ment of the terms of trade of the agriculture sector viz-a-viz the rest of the

economy but all the data point clearly to the poor performance during the 1970s as

compared with the 1960s when agricultural production measured for the national

aooounts rose at an average, annual rate of about 2.4 per cent yearly compared with
the average of 1,9 per cent, in the 1970s'. Food production, acoording to FAO, rose
at an average annual rate of 1.2 per-cent yearly during-the 1970s compared with 2#7

per cent during the 1960s. . ECA has no separate estimates for food production while

FAO provides such estimates and consequently FAO estimates" of food production will

be used* It should be mentioned in this context that food production in developing

Africa has, represented in recent years some 87 per cent of total agricultural

production. . - -

Development in the 1970s in agricultural and fotid"production

EGA national accounts estimates show that, excluding the mineral exporters, it

is in subregions and also countries where agriculture expanded rapidly that GDP in
real terms also grew rapidly. Owing to the large share of agricultural production in

GDP in developing Africa as a whole, its growth elasticity with respect to GDP is

high* being 0.40 is the present decade (eta table V-j),. It ia higher than this
coefficient in southern Africa, East and. North Africa, V--ut deoidedly smaller in the

Sahel and West Africa and negative in Central Africa owing to the poor performance of

tha agricultural sector. -■- . . -

In both North and southern Africa agriculture's contribution to GDP rose at the

relatively high rates of 3.8 and '4 per" cent respectively from 1970 to 1977 and real
GDP consequently rose at the faster ra.tes of 6.2 .and 6.3 per cent respectively. In
Central Africa, with a decline of an average annual rate of 2.1 in agriculture's
contribution, GDP rose yearly, at a mere 1.9 per cent during the 1970s. The poor
performance of agricultural production in East Africa reduced the over-all growth
of G32P in this subregion. Indeed, it is in West, East and particularly Central Afrioa
that agricultural production has been lagging substantially and has pulled down the
regional average for Africa as a whole. This is particularly serious considering that
Vest, Central and East Africa represent over 70 per cent of the total population of
developing Africa and about 66 per cent of the total cultivated area in 1977*
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Table 7-1, GDP and agriculture growth rates and elasticity of agrioulture

to GDP in auhregiona of tjlqvTsloping .Africa, I960, 19?0» 1977

A v e'T age annual g r o w t,h r.a t'.e a (percentage)

Total GDP GDP from agrioulture .

Area 1960-1970 .1970-1977 1960-1977 ; 1960-1970 1970-1977 1960-1977

.'I:'

North .

Sahel i . * . /

West (other than
Sahel)

Central (other
than Sahel)

East ■'... ,

Southern . ;

5.3
.2.6

""*';." 5.0

2,0

.5.2
. 6.9

6.2

2.6

5.9

1.9
2.0

6 ,,3

5.'7
2.6

5.4

1.9

3.9
6.6

2.0

1.3

2.9

0.8

3.3

2.9

3.8

0.7

1.8

2.1

1.7
4.0

2.7
1.0

2.5

-0.4

2,6

3.4

Developing Africa 4.7,. :. 4.8 ■ '■ 4.7

Growth elasticity of

agrioulture related to GDP

1960-1970 1970-1977 1960-1977

2.4

Share

. I960

1.9

of agriculture

(percentage)

1970

2.2

in GDP

1977

ITortii,

Sahol, a/
West (.oilier than

Sahel)
Central (other

than Sahel)
East

Southern b/

Developing Africa

0.38

■.'O.50

70.58

0*40.

0.63

0.42

0--51

0.61

0.27

. .. .0.31

. '-i.il
7. 7 0.85

0,63

0.40

0.47
0.38

0.46

-0.21

O.67
0.52

0.47

30.26

48.38

55.71

41.23
47.48

54.07

42.26

21.81

42.52

45.69

36.77
39-68
37.02

33.88

18,56

37.39

34-66

27.86

38.88

31-92

27.87

Sourcet Based on 33CA national accounts estimates/

a/ -Cape Verde, Chad, the Gambia, Mali, Mauritania, the Niger, Senegal and the
Volta. . ....

...Botswana, Lesotho., ..Swaziland*
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Tahle V-2 shows that agricultures" contribution to GDP has lagged more' ±n~

lower per capita income countries than in higher per capita income ones excluding

the major oil-expcrting countries!'" This phenomenon was also noticed during" the 1960s*

With the share of agriculture in GDP being much higher in lower^ per capita income

countries than in higher ones the lag in agricultural production in low per capita

income countries has serious implications on persons living below the poverty

line._ Improbably implies the lack of resources invested in agriculture in the ■■

low income groups of countries. . " "™ ~""

The share of agriculture in real GDP fell sharply in developing Africa as a

whole from 42,3 per cent in 1960 to 33.9 per cent in 1970 and 27.9 per cent In 1977V

The fall in" the share of agriculture in GDP extended during the -last two deoades-

to all per capita income groups- However, it is in the higher per capita income' groups

of African developing countries (i.e. per capita GDP ^300 to under ^400) that the
fall in the' share of agriculture in .GDP represents improved structural changes

and was due not to the'lag in output of the sector which in fact rose substantially

at 4 to 5 pei* cent yearly, but rather to the ifaster growth in other sectors of the

eoonomies. ' *. ._ . ' '

5hare of agriculture inTrDP:and average annual growth rated W..

'aX #godaotic«i in d^ralapjjag African--ooijntries classified by-of

jncoirfe ■si-ouragy 1970 and 1977

Countries grouped

according to 1970*

per capita GDP

I960 1970 1977

Peroentege

of GDP

Percentage

of GDP

Annual growth

rates agricultural

Percentage production

of GDP (perpezrtags)" "

Developing Africa 42.3

Major oil—exporting countries 43.1

Non-oil-exporting countries 42.0

GDP less than i100 per capita 51*1

GDP *100 to under *200 48.3
GDP #200 to under >3O0 37-9

GDP tf300 to under MOO 27.2

33.9

28,3
36.2

44.1
39.6

34-8

22.8

1960/70 1970/77

27.9

19.4

32.7. ■■-.
37-8

35-9
32.3

21.9

2.4
2.6

\.2<3...
0.8

2.7 .
2.8

4.3

• 1.9

1-7
2;0

1.3

- 1-5

. 1-9

5.1

Sources Based on ECA national accounts estimates.

Agricultural population rose during 1970 to 1977 at an average annual .rate of

1.3 per cent and its share in total population declined from about 71«5 P©? cent

in 15170 to ,abon.t 65.1 per cent in 1977-. Taking the share of agriculture in GDP,

agricultural population in total population and th'e annual 'average' growth in-agri

culture's contribution to GDP at 1.9 per cent as compared with 4.8 per cent for GDP

as a whole, this would suggest that while non-agricultural per capita income in

1970 was around 4.9 times that of the agricultural per capita income, it fell slightly

to a"bout 4-8 times in 1977. With per capita income being as low as it is in African

developing countries (i.e. #US 200 in 1977)9 the continuation of such wide income
disparities would suggest that mass poverty is widespread and the living-conditions

of people below the poverty datum line are not being improved, : ; ■■ ;-■
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Table V~3. .. Agricultural labour force by region of Africa, 1960, 1970 and 1977

.--Agricultural labour force

(millions)

Area 1960 1970 1977

Growth rates (p©r#antage)

1960-1970 1970-^977 1960-1977

North

Wetot (other
than Sahel)

Central (other

than Sahel)
East

Southern

12.3

8.4

25.1

8.5
30.1

0.8

14-1

9.7

27.0

9.9
36.0

0;9

15.7

10.7

28.5

10.8

40.1

1.0

1-4

1-4

0,8

1.5
1.8

1.2

1.5

1.4

0.8

1.2

1.5

-1.5

1-4

1.4

0.8

1.4

1.7

1.3

Developing Africa 85.2 97.6 106.8 1.4 '1.3 1-3

Sources t Bfegionai Fopd. Plan for Africa, p.. 57, and FAQ Production Yearbook, 1976.

Notes:• The annual •■groir%h-:ratea- between 1962-1964 and-1972-1974 is. assumed to be
the same as b-etween i960 and 1970 also the annual growtii rat-« "hetwaen

I972-I974 and 1975 is assumed to be the same as Toetwe-en 1972-1974 and
■--■ ■ r~ --■ , 1977,

r ■■ With the exception of three countries in Southern Africa (Botswana, Lesotho
and Swaziland) the best performance.has been made-by North Africa, where both total
and .agricultural GDP have increased' faster than elsewhere in Africa.

"■" Out of a total of 50 . African countries, only 17, with a population "*

representing less than one quarter of the African total, have increased their.agri
cultural production by more than 3 per cent a year, a rate which is considered the .

minimum' necessary for improving the. perpjamtv food supply.

The Regional Picture of output ■ . ."..".

The figures for the production of most crops and livestock items, are given in

table .V-4. ■

The increases in output between 1970. and 1977 for the groups of.products listed

in this table were:

Food products

Animal products

Mainly commercial crops

All items

11.3 per cent

8.9 per cent

1.1 per cent

10.1 per cent

1.5 per cent a year

1.2 por cent a year

0.2 per cent-a year

1.4 per cent a year.

Per capita produation compared to a population growth rate of 2.7 per cent a year
has fallen for all groups of products. The fall in output per head^of mainly
commercial crops was: equal to 2.5 per cent a year which is larger than the fall in
per capita food"production of about 1.3 per cent a year. t . ■

Productivity average and marginal per unit of land and labour will be discnssed
later in this chapter. At this juncture it should be stated that when production
per hectare for developing Africa is examined in relation to world averages it is
shown that there are only a mere handful of products for which output per hectare
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Table T-4-- ; Output of ma.jor crops and livestock products in developing Africa,

197<V 1973 and 1915-1977

Pood products

Cereal's '

BDOts ,ahd tubers

Pulses, . . .

Vegetables and melons

Fruits

Subtotal 1

Animal products

Meat

Milk

Subtotal

Mainly commercial crops

Coffee (green)
Cocoa beans

Tea ■•.■..:•

Sisal ■ ■ •

Tobacco '--■ ■

Wine

Seed cotton

Sesame seed

Groundnuts,in shell

Sugar,c en trifugal

Palm kernels

Palm oil

Olive oil

Rubber

Subtotal

Source: FAO, Rdme.

(thousands

1970

52 247

68 195
4 819

15 208

23 377

63 846 1

4 1-59
9 466

13 625

1 345
1 092

121

366

163

1 ©57
3 790

545

4 719

3 175
■ 764

1 028

174
202

18 541

of tcnn-es)

1973

47 875
68 820

4 666

15 114

24 787

61 922

4 105

9 191

13 296

1 362

942

155
337

. '173

824
3 430

516

3 727

3 715
611

989

214

242

11 237

1

55

71

■5
18

25

175

4

9

13

1

3

4

3

1

17

975

075
985
000

119

625

804

298

587

885

188

996

151.
258

229

635
123

522

893
426

672

107

292

■245

-737

1976 .

59 677
7 4 490

5.058

18 645
26 678-

184 548

,

4 454

9 915

14 369

1 228

862

161

226

241

566

2 995 .
505

5 087
3 827

676

1 108

- 179

231

17 892

. 1977

54 961

75 525
4 861

19 312

27 634 :

182 293

: 4 616
, 10 222

14 8,38

. 1 284
958

196

2t7
252

569
■ 3 323;

529 -...

5 151-

4 033
681

1 119
198

242 ;

18 752

is higher in Africa and the only really important item in %he list is sugar cane

for which production in developing Africa in 1977 was 61 tonnes per hectare against

a world average of 56 tonnes per hectare.

In"the case of items such as rice paddy and maize for which Africa . ■ . . •.

has afi good a climate as other important.growing areas; the output figures per

hectare in developing Africa were 67.6 per cent.and 38.8 per cent respectively of

world averages in 1977, ooth figures being, less than those of. 78.7 per cent and 44.9

per cent recorded for 1970. For millet the '1977 figure for Africa was 92 per cent

of the world average and for sorghum it was 55 Pe^ cent. , But for these two products

grown in the drier areas, the output per hectare is less than half that of other ,
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In rt77 fin 1977

I°r a11 CerealS the 0UtPut per hectare in developing Africa in
n fi V *"" aS "that re°°rdea in' 197O; ^-.rld aYWagef were *, 349
or 1.1.1 per coat bettor than tLu 1,746'kg recorded in 1970. '

and J?'^^ tmefits from certain natural cli-matio-advsntages-in Africa
and which,is a major food item in the tropical areas, the average output per hectare

°S ^ ^ '9T1 WaS 6-87 t0nn6S' - -li*t redaction M le 696 tn
pl areas, the average output per hectar

of ™S ^ ^ '9T1 WaS 6-87 t0nn6S' - -li*t redaction M le 6.96 tonnes
LHT'/H ^erages were 91 tnn i 1977 d 96

7 0' - -li*t redaction M le 6.96 tonn
tLHT/H ^erages were 9.1 tonnes in 1977 and 9..I6 tonnes in 1970. For all
roots and tubers there was no change in average output per hectare in developing

and J^ia"coommeroial ^Ps "^ed in table ^4 except for sugar cane, tea
and sisal,the average-outputs per hectare in developing Afri«a were significant

AfrfoaZfd aVeraS6S- F°VhB thr6e maj°r C°mm^iesin export"^1Z
tj^ f o d tt

Zf V port^ Z^o
tj^ fif ' ooo« and =°tton - the 1977 average outputs per hectare.were 86
?TO Cer cent M " V^^0^' °f TOPld ^e^es; in 1970 these ratios MbVfc
100 per cent. 94 per cent and 76 per cent respectively.

Factors responsible for the lag in aeric.nl t,,T-a.i

^^- Man^.f?ason^ are Siven for this poor performance, among which drought and
socio-political factors are most often advanced. It is of course difficult td- ■

?^Tii1ZVS ^f aPPr°Priate Actors and measures depend on the'type of land - .
K'/!1 ou"ivation and action needed, to increase productivity per unit of V . '
»5?L££ ^ " «Mtln8 and potential areas under, cultivation. The countries
affected by drought in the Sahel maintained an average growth rate of 0.7 per cent
in the agricultural sector within the period. Similarly the agricultural GDP of • ■
the countries whiah have gained independence during the period decreased by as

bv°n^v fV1" °enVhlie th0S6 oountries that had major political upheavals grew
,n,rX ?!r ° :■ Ihe remainin8 sroup of countries which have not encountered
such difficulties indicated an average annual agricultural GEP growth rate of 2.8 .
pei* ceti"t»

In addition to the exogenous factors such as drought or social unrest: other
factors more closely associated with agricultural policies such as investment ■
programmes in agriculture, incentives to fermers and the land holding system hindering
intensity of labour in farming should also certainly be held responsible for the
situation. The land tenure system and.necessity-of comprehensive land reform will
be discussed later in this chapter. ■ ■ i-

According to a study made by FAO in 1977^44"per cent"of"the land in Africa
is subject to drought, which is almost twice the world average. * In addition,■55
per cent or the area is affected, or .likely to be affected, by desertification against-
only 4 per cent in Asia and 1 per cent in South America. Desertification and drought
are therefore two of the major problems confronting this continent..

Another factor is the inadequate use of fertilizer. Out of 84 million metric
tons of plant nutrients consumed in 1973/74, only 1.5 million were us.ed in Africa/
other developing continents such' as Latin America and Asia consume respectively three.
srji raght 'times more than Africa.However, the growth rate in fertilizer usage from
19/0 to 1977 was comparatively rapid from 1.06 to 1-.81 million tonnes.

1/State of Natural Resources and the Human Environment for Food and Agri
culture - SOFA, 1977s FAO, Rome, > ■ *
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Worse still has been the prevalence of trypanosomiasis and river "blindness

which have most profoundly affected not only population settlement but also.livestook
development in several areas of the continent. It is now estimated that 21
Afrioan countries covering an area of approximately ten million square.kilometres'

are still menaced by the tsetse fly. 2/

Another disturbing fact is that even in areas where the climatic, conditions
are more favourable, it seems that the increased food demand generated by urbanization,
industrialization and the general increase in the level of living has.failed to
trigger a sufficiently dynamic-response from the agricultural sector at prevailing

price levels.

Among the other problems which have been a strong deterrent to intensified

cultivation has been the conditions for lending by financial institutions, 'the

absence of firmly established research institutions with international and inter-

country connexions, the. thin spread of extension workers who are for the most -
pa#fetoo ill-paid, ill-trained and ill-equipped to diffuse technological innovations
to farmers, and an inadequate spread of marketing, storage, transport and other
infrastructure facilities. Tiie limited and fragmented size of most African markets
do not permit effective economic integration among different countries in the re
gion thus losing the advantages' of country specialization in the field of agriculture.

Indeed because of the substantial population increases, too, the availability of

land has become'a major constraint to rural development. Bie notion that it is
in plentiful supply is currently being questioned, 3/ and hence there^is urgent -
need for measures to increase productivity per unit of land. Population carrying

capacity of the land is much more limited in certain areas where o-vers tooking of ^
animals exists. Ohis type of high pressure on the land, which .causes deterioration ■

of the environment, is aggravated in cases like the Sahel.

Indeed government policies have been in some aspects biased against agriculture)

this sector has received limited public investment and little assistance in the

form of bank credit and:-other facilities. There has been a general; tendency..to
keop prices of agricultural products low for the benefit of- urba^ population jjind :
to impose high export duties on agricultural products, which depresses the"-"supply-

response to prices in this sector. While the effective taxation of agriculture

is extremely high (accounting perhaps for one third of value added .on the average), .
both current and capital government expenditure for the benefit of that sector

is not substantial, . . . .

Productivity per unit of labour and per unit of land

Ihe data available on efficiency in African agriculture are patchy indeed.

However, a number of rough productivity indices "are attempted in this study. The.^
term productivity is used to denote the ratio of output to any input in real ternm. "
Obese ratios are partial productivity measures, the most common of which is output
per unit of labour and per unit of land. Obviously partial productivity ratioE/ •

2/ Edward Saouma, opening address to the Regional Conference of■ the'African

Ministers of Agriculture, Arusha, United Republic of Tanzania, 1&-29 September 1978.

^J FAO, "Agrarian Reform and Rural Development, paper prepared for the 10th

FAQ"Regional Conference for Africa, Arusha, United Republic of -Tanzania, 18-29

September 1978- . " "" '.. " ' ' "
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useful as they are for measuring the saving in a particular input achieved ^

ti'me, do not measure- over-all changes in productive efficiency .since they are ,af£eo,te.d
by factor substitution or changes in the ■composition of inputs. ... ■.,,.

Labour force in agriculture aa shown earlier in table V-3 -rose at the -average

annual rate of 1,3 per cent during the 1970s compared with 1.4 per cent'during the
1960s. . the rate of growth of labour force in agriculture accelerated in North and
-southern Africa, decelerated in Central and Eastern Africa and continued at;si*dii-t
the same average annual rate in the Sahel and the West African subregion.

Table >-5 reveals that productivity per unit of labour in agriculture rose

for African developing countries as a whole at 0.6 per cent yearly compared w?.th .■..,.

1 per cent during the 1960s. In North, southern and West Africa (other than the
Sahel) productivity per unit of labour rose at the substantial average annual rates

of 2.2, 2.5 and 1.1 per cent respectively. In East Africa productivity grew marginal
ly while in Central Africa and the Sahel it declined seriously at annual average

rates of 3.4 and 0.7 per cent respectively. While productivity per unit of labour .
accelerated in North and aouthem-Africa during the 1970s as compared with 1960s, . .
it decelerated sharply in the Sahel,- West and East African subregions. The <leoeXera*io*i

was even more serious in the Central African subregion. • ' ..I

Ike table also shows that in North and West Africa the average productivities :

per man' in 1977 were higher and in the Sahel, southern, East and Central Africa
were lower than average for African developing countries as a whole. It is m
the North, West and southern Africa that the marginal productivity per unit of
labour b.etween--197O-1977 was much higher than the average productivity in 1970 in
the respective regions. In the Sahel it was' lower and in Central Africa marginal
productivity per unit of labour was in fact negative as compared with the average

in 1970, while in East Africa the marginal productivity was near average.

Table V-5. Average and marginal productivity per unit of labour by area of ■■

developig Africa, 1960-1977 . . . .. ./ "'

Average productivity

in 1970 dollars

Subregion or area

/
North Sahel Wes C ent ral-' Eas t southern All

I960

1970

1977

287.80 99.29 165.46

305.04 97.22 204.93

356.37 92.71 220.67

Marginal productivity in 1970 dollars

196O-.197O' 422.78 83.85 726.32
1970-1977 808.75 49-00 504*00

1960-1,977 604.41 68.70 628.24

Changes in productivity per labour unit

(percentage per annum)

1960-1970

"1970-1977
1960-1977

0.6

2.2

-0.2

-0.7

-0.4

2.2

1.1

■1-7

204-71
191.21

151.11

109.29

-29O..OO

-46.96

-0.7

-3.4
-1.8

98.31

113.97
107.78

193.90

123.66

165.10

1,5

0.9

91.25
107.78
128.00

240.00

310.00

275.no

1.7
2.5
2.0

f5.6-.09
172.85
,1.80.21

287.98
"258.26

275.32

1.0

0.6.

0.8

Source: Estimates prepared in ECA Division of Socio-Economlc Research and

Planning.

a/ Excluding the Sahel countries.
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In Nor"th and"particularly cw>uthern Africa an, important factor in the high growth
rates in agricultural output was the high growth.rates of the labour force in that ■
sector. It seems that high average and marginal productivity of labour was

attracting larger labour inputs:,_. -Invest Africa'.the' modest gpo-wtb in agriculiniral

production is at least partly related to the relatively slow growth in labour1 force
in the sector. Here productivity per unit of labour both average and marginal was
lower than in North Africa duringp-70-1977 and "this "might" account for the small" growth
in the labour force in agriculture, particularly in Nigeria where the oil boom made
other pursuits more attractive. ' - " ~ ~ "

In southern Africa as in North and West Africa- the marginal productivity of
labour is higher than the average, which indicates better future potential for the
expansion intue agricultural sector with increased*labour inputs and intensity of
farming. On■the other hand, in-East Africa, the Sahel and worst still in Central
Africa, the position is not as promising In "the former subregion the marginal '
productivity of—labour is about the saffi-S-'aTS'>"fhe"average, while in the £?ahel it is
less and in.Central Africa marginal productivity'is-negative and the average producti
vity is now less than the average for~"3CfriS"ah"^evelbplngV6untriiB" as" a'whQle,
whereas earlier it had been higher. • - .- ■ ■ - , >v

So while for tfortfc,...West, -fl.outhem and.East^Africa,labQi»r;intensity can ^e an
important factor contributing to increase-d: agricu"rture" prodWtibn,
in Central Africa labour intensity per umt.;o£.-4aiad-~ie the highest, suggesting
that the average size of farm is relatively small;and, thus the" average yield per
unit of land,ig.isubstantially. higher than the marginal, Thus'in .Central Africa
factors other than labour .intensity seem to operate.

On the whole it can be concluded that in the pe±-io.d 197CW77 over two thirds
of the incre'ase in agricultural production in developing Africa as a whole was due
to increased labour input and less than one third to increased productivity per
unit of labour. . .

However, comparing the rate of growth of the labour force in agriculture with
that of the area under cultivation, labour intensity per unit of

land fell by. about 4 per-cent during- the 1970s {see table V-6)\ Ihe cumulative
fall since 1960 was abou-t 8 per cent/ Hie reduced labour intensity seems partly
to be a factor behind the lag in'agricultural arid food production. Considering, that
the total labour force in African developing countries' expanded' by 2.4 per cent

yearly during the 1970s and that unemployment arid underemployment were rising, it
seems that there are many obstacles facing increased-labour int-ensity-per unit of
land in African agriculture. .A major factor appears to be the'J.and tenure system
in many parts of the continent, which is discussed later. , v ... " ■

Comparing the rise in the value added in agriculture at an average annual rate
of 1.9 per cent yearly during the 1970s and 2.4 per cent during the 196Os'and the
growth of the labour force in agriculture of 1.3 arid' 1.4'per cent respectively, it
seems that almost 68 per cent of the increased output during the 1970s compared with
58 per cent during the 1960s was due to increased labour input. The difference of
32 and 42 pe, cent during the respective periods'seems to be due to increased pro
ductivity per unit of labour, ... -v -.'.. . - ■

The area under cultivation'(see table V-7 rose during the 1970s at an average
annual rate of 1.9 per cent compared with 1*8 per cent during'the 1960s. With
value added rising in: the 1970s at the same annual rate of 1.9 per cent it is evident
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that the increase in acreage under cultivation accounts for the increase in
value added for African developing countries, as.a whole. If related to volume out
put figures,yield per hectare appears to have fallen between 1970 and 1977. During
the 1960s increased area under cultivation accounted for 75 per cent of the in
crease in output und yield per unit of land for some 25 per cent.

of persons per hectare of land by area of developing; Africa
: :

Table
1960,1970 and 1977

Area 1960 1970 1977
North

Sahel

West (other than Sahel)
Central (other than.Sahel)
East

Southern

Developing Africa

0.719

0.903

2.703

1.060

0.889

0.632

0,740

0.771
1.650

1.169
1.000

0.581

0.775
0.699
1.367

1.234
0,909

O-.941 0.903 0.868

Source: Tabl es V-3 and V-7,

gable 7-7. Aroa und»r rultivation by area of developing Africa, 1960,1970 and 1977

.rea under cultivation
millions of hectares)

Area 1960 1970 1977
Growth rates (percentage)

1960-1970 1970-1977 1960-1977

North

Sahel

West (other than
Sahel)

Central (other than
Sahel)

East

Southern

17.1
12.2

27.8

4-1

28.4

0,9

22.3

13.1

35-0

6,0

30.8

0.9

27.0

13.8

40.8

7-9

32.5

1.1

2.7

0.7

2.3

3.9
0.8

0.0

2.8

0.7

2.2

4.0

0.8

2-9

2.7

0.7

2.3

3.9
0.8

1.2

Developing Africa 90,5 ■ 108,1 123,1 1.8 1.9 1.8

Source: "Regional Pood Plan for Africa", page 58, and FAQ Production Yearbook,

Notes: Annual growth, between 1962-1964 and 1975 is assumed to be the same :
1977.

Table^ V-8 shows the trend in average and marginal productivity per unit of
land. It is to be noted that the measure used for marginal productivity of
land conceal factors other than acreage which may have affected output. But this

should not make it difficult to compare it with the average productivity per acre

which also includes such effects. It. is disturbing indeed that for African developing
countries .as a whole the marginal productivity per unit of land is not significantly °
larger than the average. It has ev«n declined during the 1970s. As a result of/this
tendency the entire increment in output during the present decade was due to the in
crease in the area under cultivation and the contribution of increased yield to the
increment in output was negligible if; nothing at all. It is only in North, East,
southern Africa and the Sahel that the marginal productivity per unit of land is
higher than the average, but in the' Voerfc African euhregion oth-er than the Sahel
raargmal productivity is about the same as the average, while in Central Africa

productivity is much lower than the average and is even negative. This seems to be

due at least partly to the fact that the farm size is small in Central Africa. In
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small-sizedJarms,the average yield per unit of land is substantially larger tthan the1

marginal due to high intensity of farming. Another factor is the relatively'.'low "

fertilizer input per hectare of arable land, ■■ ■ - * ■■

As stated before, productivity per. _utut of .labour and per unit of ■ land-are partial

productivity "indices. Combining both, assuming other factors being the same, it

seems that the-increase in output'was due partly to "the "increase in the agricultural '

labour force and increases in productivity per unit of labour, and partly due to' .the' ■■ :

increase-in the area under cultivation with no increase in pro&uctivity-per Unit 'Of la'nd<
Ther« are Ho'wervBr/other important factors in the production function which might have >

affected changes in output of which no information is directly available.

■ - The fact that' marginal productivity per. unit of labour is decidedly larger
than the average while per unit of land marginal productivity is orUy, slightly,t

higher than the average supports the finding that it is by the greater .intensify ■
of farming (i.e. increased labour input) that agricultural procts-ction "can"'be"■"exp'arid-
e& significantly in the future. This confirms the;well-known finding that most of

the*fertile lands in Africa are already under cultivation and only land of marginal

fertility remains to be reclaimed,probably at much higher cost per unit of output"than
in the past.'

An attempt was made to separate the effect of acreage and labour on output by

fitting multiple regression equations with output as the dependent, variable^,, Owing .

to paucity of observation regional results were rather erratic 4>u"t*on 'the1 whole"" "l

the results for the region makes it evidoit that labour had .a -much more significant-

role in the expansion'of output than land, Combinjng-thes-9 results for developing" :_

Africa as a whole, the elasticity of output with respect ta labour is 0,76

while that with respect _to acreage is 0.33. • This therefore certainly reinforces n

the observations made in this chapter. A more detailed note on this may be found in
the Technical annex to this chapter. ■ ■ ■ *

The land holding systems and the necessity for comprehensive land reform

/ / . ■■■■'' ■ -

The land holding systems^ in Africa vary widely among countries and
regions and in most cases ai*e apparently not conducive to intensity of farming- and

increased output per unit of land. * Land is relatively the scarcest factor of

production on. this continent taking into1 account not only the limited size of the

fertile land but also the high cost of reclaiming new marginal land the limited

capital available and the necessity to meet the nutritional requirements of both, human

and animal population. The land holding system is mostly crude and subject to

arbitrary and non-teohnical decisions. It is mainly tribal andfeudal.

Five broad types of land ownership and use have been identified. These include:

fi) feudal and/or semi~feudalj (ii) traditional communal; (iii) individualization
(market economy); (%v) plantation ranch and (v).emerging socialist category. The
traditional communal type of land ownership under which.authority to allocate and

to regulate the land is vested in the tribal or clan chiefs is the most predominant "»■

type of land holding. Individual ownership is strictly confined to the period of

agricultural production after which the land reverts to communal ownership* This

type of land tenure is typical of the eastern parts of the continent. In West

Africa, the right, to land ownership has been exclusively vested in the clan chief

and memmers of the clan or tribe can be allocated land so far as they are able to ■

4/ PAO/ARC/78/2,. FAO Regional Conference for Africa, Agrarian reform and
rural development in the region, Arusha, United-Republic of Tanzania, 18-29 September

1978.
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Table Average 'and marginal productivity per, unit of land by area of
developing Africa,.1960-1977

Average productivity

(in 1970 dollars).

Subregion or area

Nor-fch Sahel Central^/ East southern. All

1960

1970

1977-

Marginal productivity

(in 1970 dollars). _,.

1960-1970' :

197Q-1977
1^60-1977;

Change in productivity
per unit Of ..land

Per ^

207.02 68.36 149.39

192.87 71.98 158.09
207.22 71.88 154.14

146.35 121.11 191.67

275.32 70.00 130.34

207.58 98.75 164.31

424.39
315.50

206.58

104.19
133.21

141.85

80.

137-
-28.

53
37
42

.476.

298.

402.

67
24
6Q

81.11 146.95
107*78 .156.06

116.36 156.34

-..-, * 202.90

155.00 158*40

275.00 182.42

1960-1970

1970-1977
1960-1977

-0.

1.

0.

7
o ■

1 ;

0

■■' o
.5
;1

■:"3 ■

0

-0

0

.6 ■"■

.?■'

-3

■■, ,""O

" "~4

.0

.3

2.5

0.9
1..8

2.9
1.1

2.1

0,6
0.1

0.4

■ gpuroe; Estimates prepared in ECA, Division of Socio-Etobnomic Research and'
Planning.

a/ Excluding the Sahel countries.

uae it, In.pl^ces where land is in abundant supply, it Can also be allotted to ' '
non-members, of the clan-without any difficulty. In recent years, however, 'the land ""
administration laws have permitted individual ownership, secured by title deeds over
land, h^ch a systed of land holding has given rise to the emergence of an enter-
preneurial class of landholders .who have been able to boost production of certain : '
types of crops. However, such a system,good as it .may be-to increase agricultural
production has either displaced or marginalized a number of peasant farmers, and in
the,savannah belt, good tracts of land suitable for the indigenous population to usefor
oereal production and grazing are being heitty- the antrepreneurial class to the benefit
of relatively few individuals. However, these; persons have easy acces.s to the use
of suitable technology (ploughs, tractors etc.),'whereas these improved farming methods
ms£ be outside the managerial scope of peasant producers. .Such type of farming has
brought in its wake the transition from a traditional communal ' type qf land owner
ship obstructing, efficient products to a better system of private ownership.

Under the plantation system of land ownership, individuals or corporations
obtain leases over land for specified lengths of time either for the production
of crops or for cattle ranching. Asunder the pastoral land tenure, any claim of
tribal ownership is precluded and ownership is almost at. the national-level.
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aficultural Programme has so far

;

■*

unit of land and labour by farm

ssiL

sss
to agree with such tendencies in thinking.

farminf
instead of'wage^abour is used" UndfrV^T
to maximize total output from the u?J !!
the family, labour will be allied tn = i if'
product of the last unit of labour falls

agricultural product and

S° l0ng aS family labour
farming *• objective is

laboUr bein« free

surplus to be

6/ Ibid., p. 134.

i^;, i965 edition, Hutchison
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His conclusion: that tlie marketable surplus will be reduced if subsistence

farming is extended at the cost of commercial farming through redistribution, of

land is based on the assumption- that, under both subsistence and commercial farm-:

ing, the wages are egual to the food consumption per unit of labour (as, di&tincf
from per worker). He adds that, under subsistence or family farming, total con

sumption retained on the farm is equal to total production and thus-there will

be no marketable surplus. But, under commercial agriculture, the removal of the

additional units of labour which would be employed under family farming Up to
the'point where the marginal product of labour is equal to zero instead of the

point where it is equal to wages will raise the marketable food surplus.

The seasonal peak demands for labour when the labour force in agriculture

appears to be fully employed make it difficult to remove labour from small

to large farms without reducing production. These seasonal peaks together with

the pattern of land tenure in many African developing countries restrict access

to productive resources thus reducing farming intensity,'output and employment.

Reference Was made to this phenomena earlier in this chapter. Hence the importance

of the redistribution of land and selective mechanization to cope with peak,

periods of cultivation and cropping.

Te attain the most efficient level of resource allocation among the ,

different production units, holdings, regions and industries, a number of r

•onditions have to be fulfilled, namely, that resources must be distributed within ,'

eaeh farm, among different farms, between farm areas and other producing units "\

outside agriculture and over time so that the marginal productivity of the resource',

service factors are equal, jj ,- >.

The'data available in most countries of the world shows that labour inputs

are not distributed among holdings according to size, so that the average gross

physical marginal productivities per working day are equal on farms of different

size. . •

Most of the studies - and they are extensive for developing countries - point

to the.fact that the marginal yield per unit of land tends to fall with size.

In other words, in small farms both the average and marginal yield per unit of .

land is substantially larger than in large farms. While this is true for

moat crops, there are exceptions here and there. In small farms, the average

yield per unit of land is substantially larger than the marginal, the gap between

the two yields tending to narrow in middle-size holdings.

Another important observation from the empirical research carried out in Asia

and by the ILO is that this trend seems to be related to the intensity of farming

in terms 6t labour, draught animals and other inputs. Per unit of land,'all these
inputs decline as the size of holdings increases, so that the larger output of

smaller holdings is the result of larger inputs. 8/ ,...'',

2/ For a full discussion, see Earl .0- Heady, Economics of Agricultural

Production and Resource Use, Hew York, Prentice-Hall IncV, 1952* .

8/ See the extensive research undertaken by ILO in this respect and published

in the International Labour Review.
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The returns to labour in agriculture) unlike to the returns to land^increas^e.:1!.-v

as the ..size of farms increases and vice versa. This does not necessarily suggest

that large farms are operating under conditions of increasing returns and small

farms, decreasing returns. All that the available, data from many developing countries

indicate is that both marginal and average productivity per unit of labour is higher

on big than on small farms because labour intensity per unit of land is larger on

small farms and thus the law of diminishing returns operates more on. small holdings.

OSms, the to^al output of agriculture would be greater if .the labour and land re

sources employed by the different sizes of holdings could be rearranged to give more

labour to big farms and less to small ones. In other words, land distribution into

relatively small family farms would lead not only to larger employment bwt also to

a larger yield per unit of land and labour at the national level. The loss in output

per unit of labour as a result of the shift in.working days from small farms will*

for some time, to come, be compensated for by the larger output per unit of labour on

what are at present big farms. The,optimal distribution will be achieved when marginal

value productivities per unit of labour are equal for the country as a whole.

Owing to data limitations it is difficult to examine precisely the magnitude

of inefficiency in African agriculture. However, the limited data available point

to the undisputable fact that inefficiency is serious. It seems that one of the

main obstacles to improved utilization of agricultural resources in many African

oountries stems from the structure of agriculture where land in many areas is con

centrated in the hands of relatively few owners or its allocation decided by tribal

chiefs while labour is concentrated mainly in small family farms, with the re

sult that excess labour capacity is found in smaller farms and excess land capacity

in larger and tribal holdings. Another major obstacle, in addition to the -present

pattern of land tenure, is that of the seasonal demands for labour which create labour

shortages during the peak periods and excess supply at other times. Here the 3?ole of

selective mechanization in alleviating the peak shortages could be very important.

Among other important causes are market wages, which are higher in most develop

ing countries than the subsistence or the social cost of labour, .the availability

of family labour for family farms up to the point where marginal productivity is

low or zero, the low price elasticity of demand for farm products which would result

in a smaller rather than larger revenue for the sector if output were increased

substantially, ignorance on the part of farmers, technical uncertainties and develop

ment of new techniques, leasing and tenure imperfections, changes in the demand and

supply function for agricultural products, difficulties of reconciling the costs

and returns to the farm with the costs and returns to society, capital limitation,

population growth, institutional rigidities including location problems and monopoly

structure.

As Heady £/ says, *not all the ends toward which farm size can be directed are
compatible. At the farm level the operator must compare the utility from (possible)

added profits with the disutility from taking greater risks or expanding greater

energies in the management function. At the national level society may choose between

2/ Earl 0. Heady, op. cit. p: 349
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larger farms as a means of attaining labour economies in food production and smaller
£arma as a means of attaining larger yield per unit, of land, sociological ,.
ofcjeciiirea arid political stability including wider employment■and better,income dis
tribution. The extent to which one end should be extended at the expenses of another,

either at the farm or national level, depends quite, largely on jfcne nature.,of .returns'
to scale in farming. If scale or size economies are very\ great," ather'ends may )£$>■'... .

extended only at a very great sacrifice. If .scale ec'ono^iW: a're small or non-exislte'^t,
small farms might t>e used with little sacrifice in attaining a. more nearly equal *'■
distribution of farm wealth, political' stability within: Agriculture, and similar enxis'.
Returns to 'scale in agriculture are small indeed,and un^er the present system of L'.'.
farming in developing" countries, which is labour-intensive, economies of "scale, ^'
size are in fact non-existent. Thus the redistribution of land would lead, to bet
utilizatiph of labour, increased employment and higher output. This result would.
be enhanced if the redistribution of land holdings was supported by .the extension
of government services to agriculture, including technical advice, better! credit'" . ;
-fa^.1^i^s and distribution of high-yielding seeds. Encouraging'the co-operative
movement'could also help. If social justice and political stability.are also con-. '
sidered, the redistribution of land appears to be commendable. Indeed, it seems
that the cross-country analysis shows that the relatively low yield per unit of land
in many countries as compared with others is related inter alia to the larger,size
of holdings in the former countries. Similarly, the relatively, slower growth in
yield in countries characterized'by large farms seems to be related.inter alia
to the same factor. - .

The necessity of cost and., farm management studies in African developing count
ries to1 ■promote apprppriat'e'policies for the effective use of resources should. .
be stressed. Estimates of average productivities alone are not enough. It is
essential to study the productivity of resources when combined in varying proportions
and quantities and to know why they differ with the different combinations. An '.'._
optimum farm size is that size which' give's the highest net return or maximum profit.

It determines the optimum quantities of all inputs and outputs. Obviously as stated
earlier one factor of production is not a sufficient measure of optimum size and all

factors, such as land, labour arid capital, must be taken into account. Size is
measured in terras of various inputs, outputs or returns,,

It is true that estimates of optimum farm size are very complex for.the developing

countries "because ,of a number of factors such as the divergence .between market wages?

rent and cost of capital from the social cost, the difficulty in obtaining reliable

data on a regular and uniform, basis ,etc. " . '

Yet there is no bther way to study efficiency.in resource use. Suffice it to

say for this continent that there are widespread inefficiencies arid the measures and

ponies adopted are inefficient and conducive to more waste,thereby accentuating the
problems of the poor.

In many African developing countries the absolute growth in the labour "force

exceeds the growth ih; job opportunities so that t&e" problem of open unemployment,.,,
underemployment and the1 consequent increase in the number of those below the" poverty
line is increasing in severity and has already assumed serious proportions. It is

perhaps the most serious and challenging problem facing African developing countries
today. ,.....,.,

The estimates of unemployment in several countries for which data, although

defective, are available indicate that open unemployment ranges from between 8 and
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12 per cent of the labour force. It is clear in many African countries that in

successive periods new employment opportunities have failed to absorb new entrants

into the labour force and that the baoklog of unemployment is increasing. This ds -

particularly true in the case of younger members of the labour force (ages 15-25) and
women, in respect of whom the unemployment rate is considerably higher- than the average:

To these should be added the underemployed or partially employed and those employed in

low productivity occupations.

. For African developing countries as a whole, IK) estimates that in the early 1970s

unemployment affected 10 million Africans and underemployment 53 million or 7..1 per cent

and 37.9 per cent (a total of 45 per cent) of the total labour force respectively.
These numbers and ratios are likely to increase in the future* Projections of the

labour force indicate that the problems of unemployment will worsen by the end of the

1970s. It is estimated that the labour force in Africa will reach 168 million or .

36.2 per cent of the total population in 1980, having increased by 36 million during,

the decade or by 2.3 per cent per annum. Assuming that the proportion of unemployed

and underemployed to the total labour force remains at 45 per cent for the rest of. Jjhis

decade, only some 19.8 million of the estimated increase of 36 million people in .the

labour force are likely to find remunerative employment and 16.2 million will find no

employment. These are disturbing trends indeed which can not be solved by marginal

policies. With the labour-output ratio in manufacturing declining and the high'capital

intensity in this sector, the only hope left is increased utilization of labour in

farming by proper and comprehensive land reform including land distribution.

Regional Food Plan for Africa—'

As stated before, for the Afrioan region as a whole the average annual rate of

increase in food production during 1970-1977 was only 1*3 per cent which was half the

rate of population growth and half the average annual rate of increase of 2.7 per oent

attained in the decade of the 1960s. Even more disturbing has been the average annual

rate of food production per capita which had been approximately stable but fell by 1O4

per oent a year in the period 1970 to 1977* Tke region's self-suffioiency ratio (SSRjll,
with regard to food commodities declined from 98 per cent in I962-I964 to 90 per oent

in 1972-1974. And with the exception of North Africa, there has also been a pronounced

decline in calory self-suffioiency in all parts of the region. Out of a total of 455

million people in the world reported to be below the adopted critical minimum intake in

1972-1974, 90 million, equal to 23 per oent of the regionTs population, were in Africa^

Because of this disappointingly slow increase in food production, a number of

African countries have had to resort to substantial food imports to augment the short

fall in domestic production. While the region's import bill for food rose to ^1,844

million on average for 1972-1974* net imports of cereals increased on average from 3<-3

million tonnes in I962-I964 to 5 million tonnes in 1972-1974 valued at #374 million and

£1,295 million respectively. The strain on the balance of payments was made more serioj

because of the increased use of vital agricultural inputs (e.g. fertilizers) destined to
boost agricultural production which also rose sharply in price.

Afrioa's growing dependence on cereal imports particularly wheat continues unabateo

cereals accounted for 51 per cent of the value of African food imports in I962-I964

and 64 per cent in 1972-1974* Worse still has.been the import requirement

10/ Based mainly on document ARC/78/5 dated July 1978 of the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations.

ll/ SSB « Domestic production x 100.
Domestic utilization (demand)
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of the '.most seriously affected African countries which reached the alarming propor
tion of 7.5 million tonnes in 1977 -and is forecast to reach 8.1 million tonnes in
1978. - ■ - . .- . ■ -■

Although there is enough ecof.cgica! complementarity, among regions for the
expansion of intra-African food trade, the poorly developed transportation system
discourages the smooth flow of commodities from one region to the other. Among
other obstacles to Intra-African trade are tariff and non-tariff barriers.' Even
the emphasis on indirect taxation in the form of export, import and excise duties
serves to discourage the free flow of commodities among different regions and countries
Furthermore, some countries for balance-of-payments considerations resort to non-
tariff barriers such as quantitative and exchange control regulations which also
discourage the flow of commodities, among countries.

Even on the assumption that; enough food would be available to provide a proper
diet, the poorest strata of the urban population may not be able to buy it in the
quantities required. The provision, of employment and\income for the rapidly increas^-
ing population is bound to be a real" problem Some countries have pursued policies...
of holding down food prices but such policies have not been without their limitations/
For one' thing, without economical producer prices,they may create a disincentive . '
to increase food production thus aggravating the. domestic supply shortages. Without
adequate money incomes, oven.though the rural poor can obtain their subsistence needs

from their own efforts, they will continue to be attracted to the fast-growing

urban areas and will help to swell the ranks of the urban poor whose effective plight
can be very much worse than the rural poor-

Indeed it is the gravity of the food situation in Africa that prompted African
Ministers of Agriculture to issue the Freetown Declaration (November 1976) requesting .
FAO and WFC in co-operation with OATJ and the ECA "to draw up a Regional Food
Plan which would enable member States of the OAU to be self-sufficient in food within
a period of ten years". Ihis has been done but implementing the Food plan, is above
all, the responsibility of individual Governments. FAO and ECA have Jointly put
forward a limited.number of assumptions and scenarios which can guide the-Governments
in their efforts to'reach, self-sufficiency in f.=od "by 1990.

However, an examination of existing,- trends suggest that unless African countries
vigorously pursue appropriate strategies to eope with the increasing demand for food, -

the self-sufficiency ratio of 90 per cent attained in 1972-1974 seems likely to de
celerate to 81 per cent by the year 1985, In essence, therefore, the attainment
of the projected self-sufficiency ratio of 94 per cent-by.the year 1985^ would,

among-other things, necessitate a strong political commitment and a particularly - ■'
intensive effort, destined to develop agriculture and the rural areas. Fortunately-

more recent development plans, in the countries of the region are increasingly emphasiz
ing a priority commitment.to agriculture.

V-9 has been drawn up on a reasonably optimistic but also realistic basis'"
and, assuming that the'gravity of the food situation continues to be fully recognized: "
and that the increasing demand allowing for income effects must be met more fully

from localssupply, it appears.-that the cereal production self-sufficiency ratio 'r'r '
can be increased from 83 per cent-'-in 1972-19*74 to 89 per cent in 1983. For root
crops and pulses increased surpluses appear to be possible but for meat and fish'

the ratios could fall from more than 100 in 1972-1974 to 88 and 84 per cent respectively
in 1985 and even further down in 1990, . . "--.



Table ^ -Projeated MPP-^self-suffioiency levels and .demand and production growth
rates for the ma.ior commodity groups in Africa between 1972-1974 and 1990" ■ •?.* ■

Self-sufficiency ratioa A h h u a 1 r o w t h rates

1972/74-1985- 1985-1-990

Commodity . 1972-1974 1985 1990

Prod

uction'

Total

demand

Cereals

Boot crops

Pulses

83

100

107

Flsh
85

89
105

109

88

69

84

89

106

109

79
70

82

(Percentage )

-4.0 3.4-

2.7 8.3

„ 3..7 • 3,*5
:4-3-_^9'

3.4 5-1
2.6 . .4.-1.

Prod

uction

3.8

2.8

3.7

5^4

Ibtal

demand

3.4
2.4

3.8

6.9
5.0

2.0'

Source: -Food' and Agriculture Organiartfttoil of the United NafibheJ document'ARC/78/5.

,12/ Maximum feasible production and demand.

The over-aai self-sufficiency ratio would vary from one region to the other and
by product. For instance, the a elf-sufficiency ratio for cereals for North Africa :

X! i°ZeC^Lt0 ?Se fPOm 74 per Cent in 19?2-1974 to83 per cent in 1985 and to 85 per
can* by 1990. However, in spite of these expected gains in the self-sufficiency ratio,
imports of cBreals are projected to be maintained at their 572-1974levels. The self-
sufficiency ratios for milk, meat and fish are forecast to decelerate by 1985 from the
levels attained in .1-972^1974. Except for milk and wheat, marked improvement in the
self-sufficiency leyeis fc ■ all for all food items is projected for the Sahel- countries.
In riest Africa, the projected self-sufficiency ratio for cereals would be maintained
at a relatively high level. However, as the subregion is nof ecologically suited for
wheat cultivation, large imports of wheat will still be required to meet the increasing
demand. Owing to the increasing demand for protein-rich animal food, the level of
self-sufficiency for meat and milk would further decelerate by 1985 and 1990 In
Centra;. Africa the level of self-sufficiency ratio for cereals is forecast to decline
Jrom n per cent attained ±nl$12-Xm to 67 per cent and 62 per cent In S

r

and milk are also projected to decelerate by 1990.
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Increases in agricultural production can either emanate from an expansion of

the,growing area or from increases in yields. ■ The .contribution_jof..eaph.would"of_..._■:;

course dlff&r.among the different subregions inJUae with the crowing patterns-and:_
additional ranii'avaiXa'BTe "for"curtivatibn.""" For"ins"tance,' in countries where there

are large tracts of land that can be opened to cultivation such as the Sudan 9the....

increase in agricultural production would normally come from area expansion. On the other

hand, in-..couxiiries "wKere there is a scarcity of both land aM* water-sucir as Egypt/in-

creases.in agricultural production would require increases in yields. In the Sahel

subregioh'three distinct types of countries have been identified. First, there are

those with a relatively good natural resource base but under-developed infrastructure,

(Mali and Chad). Secondly, there are countries with both poorly developed infr4s'iruc.tiire
and'apoor natural resource base" ( thcJCpper Yolta, Mauritania and the Niger) and the last

group of countries has an improved infrastructural system but poorly developed resource

base and includes Senegal and the Gambia. ;. ;. ,.,_.

Table V-10 Estimated contribution of area, yield and cropping pattern changes

to output increases between 1975 and 1990 / ■. . i

Subregion -....— Area•■ Tield Cropping pattern - Total

* •■ L ' n■•'•■■ .. -(Percentage) - ' -

North 55 45 - 10°
Sahel - 4* 37 17 100
West ' 49 41 - 100

Central ' 58 ^ . . 17 ' ' - '1p9
East and southern 55 "' 33 ' 12 100

Total Africa • '53 39 8 100

Source: Food and Agriculture Organization of the .United Nations, • document AEC/78/5.

On the whole the Regional Food Plan estimates that the output increases should

emanate almost 5^ per cent from area expansion and the remaining half from, in

creased yield and improvement in the cropping pattern. liith a system of comprehensive

land reform'and distribution as suggested earlier, ■* the .' contribution ". , .

of yield to .increased output could be enhanced substantially from what is sug£es'ted_.
in the Regional Pood Plan and thus the investment needed to ..reclaim, new land "may be

reduced substantially. • ' " . . : .. .

Accor'ding to the. Regional- Food Plan the rapid increase of food production will

call for high investment expenditure for the. development of rain—fed agriouLture,■".:.

mechaniza'tion and for'increases in livestock production and; th&.-fish catch. It has

beenc Estimated that a ,sum: of ^US. 27, 310 million (at 1975 PFic.es) of capital expendi -
tufl will have to be spent between 1975.and 1990 to achieve -fopd production targets.
Of this amount about ^tTS'i 1,800"million or 43 per cent would be needed fox North-

Africa and $US6,370 million or 23 per cent for East and southern Africa. Above

and beyond the s*US27,31O million earmarked for capital expenditure, the cost of other

agricultural inputs such as fertilizers, seeds and feeds is forecasts to increase

from tfUS2,108 million in 1975 to *US4,593 million and «>US6,5OO million (all at 1975
prices) respectively in 1985 and 1990. These investments do not, however, take into

account other agriculture-related services such as feeder roads, marketing, trans

portation, storage, extension, manpower training and processing of plants.
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Such high expenditures would constitute a heavy, burden on the region's limited

domestic and foreign exchange resources. Consequently, an increased flow of foreign

assistance will have to be forthcoming to help to meet the resources gap of the invest

ment programme.

Table VrlT. Preliminary estimates of capital investments required from 1978-1990

to achieve food production targets in Africa (at .1975 prices). . t ■

Expenditure heading

Period

1975-1985

Period

1985-1990

1975-1990

Total Annual average

(million US dollars)

1» Development of non-

irrigated arable lands

2» Irrigation:

— Development

- Improvement

Mechanization

Livestock development

Fisheries development

967 499 1 466

3*

4.

5*

Total capital investment

*>
1

4

3

16

200

614
838

989
316

924

3

3

2

10

200

641

244
542

260

386

8

2

8

6

27

400

255
082

531

576

310

560

150 -

539
438

38

1 821

Source: Pood and Agriculture Organization of United Natiors, dooument ARC/78/5;.

The food situation and problems vary from one country to the other. What is

more, since foo4. strategies and policies embrace the economic, social and political

institutions inessh country, they should be conceived within the framework of over

all development objectives so as to contribute to the alleviation of mass poverty»

malnutrition and unemployment.

Hie food situation and problems emanate from a series of causes but for purposes

of providing a meaningful basis of categorizing country situations, six broad areas

have been identified in the Regional Food Plan. The first arises from the scarcity

of natural resources. Generally speaking, few sountries are sufficiently endowed with

all the resources needed to develop their agriculture potential. Even where "the

situation warrants the undertaking of an extensive agricultural programme, the in

creased use of the more fertile land for export crops will tend to limit food produc

tion. She second problem arises either from subsistence-oriented production where

traditional methods are used or from the sheer neglect of. developing the 'agricultural

sector in favour of other activities such as mineral extraction (e.g. oil). The third
problem has been attributed to increased demand for preferred goods (wheat) which '
have not normally been produced in the country concerned. The fourth problem arises

from the traditional diet which maybe deficient in;particular nutrients such as

protein or vitamins and the fifth one'emanates from localized poverty associated with

unequal distribution of income. Finally, the last problem has heen ascribed to the-

prevalence of recurrent droughts and other environmental hazards.
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; Any strategy aimed at alleviating the food problem will have to b,e

country-specific particularly because the food situation and problems, as well as

■-their underlying cause vary -from one country to the other. Generally speaking two

basic strategy recommendations appear to be the most feasible for all countries in

view of the .Regional Food Plan. Firstly the production of staple foodstuffs will

have.r.tp.;be _s_^epped up and secondly,with very few exceptions, small farms should, provide

a viable baeis for increased food production as opposed, to large—scale commercial .

farms, Ihis latter conclusion is reinforced because the benefits of large-scale com

mercial farming would be derived only by a small segment of the rural population. As

stated early in this chapter relatively small farms maximize productivity per

unit .of.land and labour at the national level and are thus conducive to increased

productivity and social justice.

According to the Regional Food Plan, in countries where there are water and

land constraints, yield-increasing technology will have to be vigorously pursued.

On the other hand, in countries where there is subsistence-oriented production system

a great deal of emphasis should be laid on the provision of extension services, *

farmer training, improved transportation, storage, marketing, easy credit and

guaranteed prices. In places where there is increased demand for preferred products,* '

the Government will have to scrutinize carefully the continued need for importing

these items. In countries where the traditional diet is deficient, policies will nave

to be vigorously pursued to step up the production of protein foods such as pulses,. "

soya beans, animal products, fish and fruits and vegetables. This would in turn call*

for. changes .in cropping pattern, nutrition and family welfare education. In areas

where there is localized poverty and undernourishment with skewed distribution of

income.,, the way out would be to reduce poverty with emphasis

on improvement of income distribution, rural development programmes and nutrition

education- of the less privileged strata of the population. Finally, in countries

where there is giant instability in the production of food crops, Governments should

vigorously pursue contingency planning and formulate a long-term development strategy

aimed at maintaining the ecological balance. Apart from the need to maintain

sufficient food reserves, there is also the urgent need far re—examining existing agri

cultural -production systems and settlement locations. The development of irrigation

schemes, pasture management practices, improved animal health services and the

commercialization of livestock production are among other priority areas.

Above and beyond the policies suggested in the Regional Food.Plan, an enlarged

food programme would require institutional as well as administrative innovations

specifically geared to assist farmers of small means. Keeping ruralj/urban wage

differentials within reasonable limits and the improvement of rural/urban terms

of trade through appropriate pricing policies deserve.special consideration. Poverty ,

oriented rural development focused on increasing the productivity of small farmers,,

the development of infrastructure in the rural areas and improvements in agra.rd.an

structure and institutional framework, including changes in land tenures and in

the organization of production are among the other priority areas suggested in the

plan. Perhaps in no other field of development endeavour is regional co-operation

more urgent than in ■fehe agricultural sector.

It is seen from the study that the region is capable of advancing to

a much better position in terms of food self-sufficiency- However, the

whole process of development in the agriculture, livestock and fishing industries

must be realistically integrated in the country development programmes and pursued

yigorously in order to cope with the vital tasks ahead.
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.Technical ftpxuex- . on productivity measures*.

. ..If y. is defined as...the output, X. as .. the., labour., input and-A &s the-acreage

of land under cultivation the average productivity per unit of la'bour and per

Y Y ::' " ■
unit of land is given conventionally .."by y and.7- , while .marginal productivity per

unit of labour and per unit of land is given by A- and^rr- respectively.

Both these measures however are somewhat orude as they ignore the problem

of substitution of factors, or changes in input composition.

Assuming, .that, y,the output, is a certain function of L and A given by*

then, &Y - if . aL + if

3L |T

■ ■ - — 3 f 3 f ' ' " " "
Defined thus^. =■=- and —■ are the partial marginal productivities respectively

in the precis© sense, But this makes it necessary to find the exact nature of the

function f (L, A ). Hie data available for this are the values of Y, L, A "

for each region for i960, 1970 and 1 ^77- Linear function of the form:-

Y=a+bL+c.A

or a non-linear Cobb-Douglas type of fUnCjion:

may be used,. Log Y = A + B Log L + C Log A r

.It .may .he. noted, that in both the case* ..at least thisa^-constanta need to •

be evaluated. As there are three points of observation this does not give a

best fitting measure in the least square sense but a rather artificial exact value

for a, b,;cor A, B, C depending on the years i960, 1970 and 1977. Since i960,

1970 and 1977 are by no means average years in any sense, whatever peculiarities they

may haver will affectthe system of coefficients. In order however to see what

the nature of the values are even, in spite of th«ir -limitations, the equations were

solved for both a, b3 c and A, B, C and the following values were obtained:



Region

North

Sahel

West

Central

East ,

Southern

Developing Africa

Region .

North

Sahel

West

Central

East

Southern

Developing Africa

Table I

•

Values of

a

144662.5

, 29078.92

-207981.09

-3125.79
285982.1

-150.5

-155233.0

Table 2

Values of A, B, C

A

-8.0

18.5
29.1

-7.1
55.8
4.8

7,08

■-- - - "■-

a, b, c in the linear model

b

-22509.11

3222.9

11641.9
827.9

74668.0

240.0

487.8

p

7997.98

-4534.2

-2880.5
-529-5

-17879.4
35.0

140.8

in the log linear.case

B

13.5

5.5
-11.5

9.0

15.4

2.4

4.5

,C

-6.2

. -9.4

4.9

-3.9

-29.9

0,115
-2.1

It may be noted that b, c are to be interpreted as partial marginal .

productivity and B, C as the elasticities in the two cases respectively. It is

noted that a majority of 6 out of 7 in both the models gives a positive marginal

productivity of labour, or positive labour elasticity to output. Ihis indicates

that whatever the magnitude, on the whole labour productivity is rising in

agriculture in developing Africa as a whole possibly because of better methods and

more capital equipment. But by and large most of the productivity measures for

acreage are negative in both the linear and the log linear case.

It is more difficult to interpret this negative relation. Possibly with

increasing acreage, land of poorer quality or more prone to drought has bean taken
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in so that there has been a decline in the marginal sense as mor« acreage has

been brought into cultivation. But as noted before it is also possible this ia
■to a random effect like weather in specific yeas* rather than a genuine relation
ship* This is a point on which without more detailed investigation it is difficult

to express an opinion.

Finally, an attempt was made to consider all the three years* observations
as sets of random observations for all of developing Africa thus assuming that the
years have no special significance in the matter, each year supplying a random set
of points which can be studied with those of other years. In other words assuming
that the- relationships are only spatial rather than temporal, the following results
were obtained by fitting regression equations with 18 sets of observations.

Log T - 4.78092 +■ 0.76172 log L + 0.32946 Log Ao H2 = #.9094

Hhe linear form did not give meaningful results but the non-linear form did
give a meaningful result with labour elasticity of output more than twice that of
acreage, but the acreage elasticity though less is still reasonably high*

Olius the relationship states that, corresponding to 1 per cent growth in labour?
therft is .76 per cent growth in output while corresponding to 1 per cent growth
in acreage, there is only .32 per cent growth in output. It is also interesting to

note that the sum of the elasticities is nearly 1,



;ta. DEVELOPMENTS IN .MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY

Intrpduofibh "'■('• ■ ' ; . , ■;■ ■;. - - - ...■

. ; A large majority of developing1 Af^ic-flJaJsour.tr:- en r^r© making vigorous, efforts. .^

to'xaise- the rate of growth*-of the manufac1»ring sector and they are allocating 4^ .:-...

substantial part of .'their scarce resources including foreign exchange in prder ^o r-■

increase "output and-"ftp encourage investment'.in this, seotor« The level of tjxe fiscal,

financial and,atho?T; incentives granted to j^rojuo-te ma.nufact\iring development"_iW its
own indicator of.yihe importance attacked ."Oflj. these eff:H:-~ . , " ■" ,

Despite the target in the International IDovelopio^ni; iati^ategy (T.JSJ for growth in
manufacturing industry of 8 per cent a year in the Second Development Decade, a

country should be regarded as having done reasonably well, bearing in mind the

general level o*F economic activity in the region and the'handicaps imposed on the
development of export industries, if it has achieved an annual growth of 6 per cent

or more in this field:in the period 1970 to 1977»'

As shown'in table "VI-1, West Africa has" managad "to aohiovo, *b« ■■ target grpwth

of 7*8 ,por cent-a year and with a fairly good ra$o of annual, increase in North

Afrioa'.iiof *6.6 .per cent, the ayerago,.for. African developing; countries1 as a whole is

6.11 per-ofint^ a-yeardespite; low growth of only *3,»9. per' cent rhd 3=4. per cent a year

in East Africa and Central Africa respectively ..,'"* " . ' ...

Table VI-1. Growth of manufacturing value added by subregiea of Africa. 1970-1977

Growth rates in perpentaga.

Annual average

Subregion or area 1970-1977 1970-1977

North Africa 56 »J. 0«6
West Africa 69.6 7=8

East Afrioa 3O«9 5*9
Central Afrioa 26*6 t ^.4,

Developing Afrioa 51 • 8 °*«1

Source: EGA Statistics Division based on CjIjP value added at 1970 prices*

While the over-all performance for the region is not too unsatisfactory yet there

are wide disparities in achievements^ There ware nine wcarrfcries in which value added

in manufacturing fell between 1970 and 1977 when measured at oomitant prices and in a

further 15 the growth rate was belcw 5 per osnt* Of the remaining countries, 12 achieved

growth rates for the sector between 5 and 8 per cent a year and a further 13 countries

managed to reach or exceed the target growth rate of 8 pei* cent a year.

The countries with negative growth rates in this sector include those which

achieved independence from Portugal this decade and a number of the least developed

countries. Those v:;ioh reached or exceeded the IDS target growth rate of 8 per cent
include the major oil-exporting countries and a number of others where growth in

agriculture in particular has been favourableo
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Table VI-2. Distribution of African' .developing countries by average annual growth rates
in manufacturing industry a/ 1970-1977

Below

9

. Mumber

zero

of countries with

Zero and up

but under 5

15 ■

annual

to

average growth

5 and up

but under

.12

raije

to

8

(percentage)

18 and over

13

Sources ECA Statistics Division.

- a/ value1 adde"d at cbhstant prices. : •----.- • •• -

.... ,.?f .countries are grouped, aocording. to per capita-GDP at 1970 prices- it- is -seen that
during the period since. 1975 .countries with low growth rates in value added by manu
facturing-industry include those with low per capita incomes while the really high growth
rates have been- achieved"by the four major oil exporting countries. -

■ —^he share- of manufacturing industry in total GDf has been rising "in" a number of
countries an developing Africa but in 1977 there were only five countries in the region
where thia share exceeded 15 per cent and' in 13 other countries it was between 10 and 15
per cent. .... J

.f..wyfc-K .~&CQ~Hth. rates, in value-added in manufacturing industry ^-dgveloping African
countries grouped according to levels of GDP per capita, 1970-1977 \ —

Group of oountries

Group of countries
Growth rates in percentage

1975 to 19761976 to 1977 1970 to 1977

Other developing oountries

With per capita GDP in 1970
of $US 300 and over

$US 200 to 299

* $US 100 to 199

Below $US 100

- Developing Africa

17.1
4-9

10.1

6.5
11.2

4.5

10.5

4-9
4.8

0,3

5.3

8.2

5.2

3.7

8.7
3-7

4.5

3.9

-8.1 7.6 6.1

Sources EGA Statistics! Division.

The limited, data available for a few African countries wmili indicate itat their capital
formation in.manufacturing industry has been growing at an average annual rate of about
° P^ cent^since 197Q. The actual .increase in value added during the same period has been

■ 7r^ ?1 iS suSSests ^ incremental capital output ratio of 1.3 during the
period 1970 .to 1977. Indeed there are indications that fixed capital.formation in the
manufacturing sector in some countries has favoured the larger, more capital intensive,
long-gestation type of projects, e.g. iron and steel works and petroleum refineries.
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Bnployment in manufacturing industry

There is only very limited information available but index numbers built up from
a.small number u£~cases pro-vide the picture, given in--table VI-4» Employment in manu
facturing industry between 1971 and 1976 appears *o.:have risen by 5.8 per cent
a year in North'Africa, %t per •entla Wes^ Africa'but by only about 2,7 P« °f* *
year in East Africa, The relationship between the 'increase in employment and tnat or

value added varies but in West Africa the employment elasticity was about0.6 that is
for every one per cent increase in real value added'employment increased byO^6 percent.

In North Africa the employment elasticity was about 0.8, and in East Africa it

was' '0;9'."

Table VI-4. Indices of employment in manufacturing industry by Bubregion of Africa,

1971 and 1975*

. . . .^^^————^—fa———■

Index of employment Annual rates of growth
(1970 = 100) 1971-1976 (percentage)

Subregion 1971 1976 EmploymentGDP a/Employment
0 . elasticity

asfbrth Africa 102.9 136-4 5«8 6.9 °*5
West Africa 107*4 HI.2 5-6 9.4 °«6
East Africa 106.5 121-7 2.7 3.0 0.9"
Central Africa 109.3 133.6 .... ... m»

Sources ECA Statistics Division.

a/ Value added by manufacturing sector.

-An examination of figures for individual countries -reveals wide differences but
in Egypt, which has one of the largest manufacturing sectors in developing Africa, the
increase in both CJDP value added at constant prices and employment in-manufacturing
industries was 2.5 per cent a year and the employment elasticity was 1 between 1971 •
and 1976. In Mauritius the employment elasticity was higher because the industries
created from 1971 onwards'were light industries mainly producing clothing. This
elasticity was 1.7 resulting from an increase in wage employment from 9,200 to db^uu

or 25.5 per cent a year and in value added of 13.9 per cent a year.

Policies and strategies fi>r the promotion, of manufacturing industry ...

There are a number of objectives which African" Gover"nm"ent¥'"have set for the
manufacturing sector and there are a number of policy instruments used to attain these
objectives. As a generalization it was probably true that import substitution was the
major strategy for the development of manufacturing industry in the 1960s and early
1970s but more recently export industries have been emphasized and now it seems that
industries leading to linkages within sectors of the economy are being favoured. Some
countries favour public sector developments and others -foe private sectar,tufc mare gener
ally there is some combination of both. Large scale public-sector enterprise activity
in manufacturing implies resource allocation and management by direct methods of
control and monitoring, while a large private sector .implies .use of the market
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mechanisms and-ihdireet stimulants. Howeverf the' objectives to■ "be attained by'the

two approaches are about the-■•same,- namely growth vf~ investment, outpUf^aUd employment,

while aiming^simultaneously at[.self-reliance and structural transformation of the . . . .

economies. In countries whore tlio"growth of manufacturing industry has been entrusted to

a large extent to the public sector'there is" concern about the inefficient working of the

public ssotor... enterprises ovdng at least partly-to the wrong pricing policies pursued. The

results of poor management are reflected in high capital output ratios and low labour

productivity Vnile V^ng'iiisuiat'ed against effective competition enables the enterprises

concerned in some cases to use monopoly pricing and other devices to cover the high level

of costs* In the private sector there is considerable evidence of over-protection, cosily

tax-holiday incentives and other practises, leading to inefficient high-cost production ar3

making it difficult to move into the era of export-led growth in the economies concerned.

.. A..num,b.er^DX-Afrlcan countries have gone -and are still going-through; the now familiar

stages of establishing manufacturing industries starting with import substitution of

consumer, .goods and of intermediate and capital goods with-investment r±n the later

'stages ih'tended to bring about a capacity to undertake local productiun of manufactures
exportable at competitive world prices* ■ * •■■

Table "VT-5 shows tjiat the share of. heavy industries in manufacturing value added

defined to include ch.emj.cals, petroleum products, non—metallic minerals products, basic

metals and metal products rose from 32 per cent in 1970 to 39.8 per cent in 1976. On

the other hands the share of light industries which include food, beverages, tobacco,

clothing, footwear, textiles, wood products, furniture and paper products, deolined from
68 per cent in 1970 to 60.2 per cent in 1976. With real output of manufacturing

rising at.an annual average uf 5.9 per cent, this implies that heavy industries rose at

the rate of 9*3-per cent yearly while light industries grew at-a mere 4.1 per cent-yearly.

Among the countries listed in table VT-5 are Egypt, Tunisia, Nigeria, Kenya and

Zambia which in 1976 had about 40 per cent of their manufacturing in heavy industry.

However, the definition of heavy industry in this context is probably a little optimistic

in terms of what heavy industry means in the world's industrialized countries.

One question which.is now to be looked at is the costs which African countries have

to bear-in.order to achieve rapid industrialization and structural transformation.

Practically every African country maintains a high degree of effective protection

around its domestic manufacturing industries through customs tariffs or in other ways

such as use of import licensing. Effective protection is measured by the difference

between value added at wurld market prices and value added at domestic prices. 11; is

noted that the level of effective protection is decidedly higher for light industries than

for the heavy industries. However, customs tariffs, a component of effective protection,

■are imposed not for protection of domestic manufacture alone but also for revenue purposes

especially in countries where the direct tax base is limited and there is often a conflict

between revenue requirements and the effective level of protection required by industry.

The incentives provided in investment codes to encourage investors include tax-

holidays, duty rebates on imported inputs and capital goods, the right to repatriation of

profits and capital and others. The level of the incentives provided is often determined

by competition from other countries attempting to attract similar types of enterprises,

When linked to high protective customs tariffs and quantitative restrictions of various

kinds the manfucturer concerned is probably in receipt of far more than is required and

the result ^ high-cost production. Even when the early years -when protection of infant

'ti is ;:ns*t*.r't..vl*i\^*^. ;i,s«&, the level of effective protection is very rarely reduce
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Table VI-1?. Distribution of manufacturing value added between heavy and light industries
in a number of developing African countries, 1970 and 1976

197Q
Hea

Country and subregion

vy5/
Percentage

1976

Light Heavy

Percentage

Libyan Arab Jamahiriya

Sudan

Tunisia

North Africa

57-4
73.8

79-2

56.4

6O.7

42.6

26.2

20.8

43.6

39.3

Central African Empire

Congo

United Republic of Cameroon

Zaire

Central Africa

88.4
78.4
72.4
55.8

67.1

11.6

21,6

27-6

44-2

32.9

50.

63
78,

47.7

53.7

82.0

79.2

67.2

65.O

67.6

49.3

36.9
21.7

51.3

46.3

Ghana

Nigeria

Togo

West Africa

Ethiopia

Kenya

Mauritius

Somalia

United Republic, of Tanzania

Zambia *
East Africa

74.7
69.3
91.6

71-3

85.2

54-0

84.O

97.7
76.3
68.7

74.0

25.3
30.7

8.4
28,7

14.8

46.O

16.0

2.3

23-7
31.3
26.0

68,5
57.8

81,9

65.4

80.8

49.5
82.1

94.7
69*6

60.6

68.1

31.5
42.2

18a
34.6

19,2

50.5
17.9— 1 — ^

5.3

30.4

39.4

31.9

l8o0

20.8

32.8

35-0

32.4

Developing Africa 68.0 32.0 60.2 39.8

Sources ECA Statistics and Industry Divisions*

a/ Light industries include: food, beverages, tobacco, clothing, footwear, textile
wood products, furniture and paper products*

b/ Heavy industries include: chemicals, petroleum products, non-metallic mineral
products, basic metals and metal products.

and in many cases it is increased. The direct import and foreign exchange controls

applied for balance of payments purposes naturally reinforce effective levels of protect

ion,, This is not conducive to efficiency in the manufacturing sector and to export
promotion.
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In a number of countries small scale industries provide more employment than in the

modern (large scale) manufacturing units. Yet in most cases the incentive .packages which

are included in the investment codes effectively exclude. small scale enterprises,.. The

credit ■facilities,.and technical assistance provided to small scale enterprises may be.,

totally inadequate although small scale enterprises can produce cheap consumer goods such

as garments, joinery items, furniture, food products, mechanical repairs, metal working,

textiles, shoes and other leather products*

The infant industry argument in favour of protection and the right incentives is

too well known to be repeated here. The emphasis now on export industries and integrated

industries is probably realistic in relation to the need to improve the growth rate of the

region and. the linkages within the economies uf the countries in the region.

The use of export processing zones in particular countries has proved in some cases

to be an effective means of increasing the growth rate of manufacturing industry but even

in Mauritius with its very special success in this field there is now a desire to move

into more technically advanced processes in export industries to provide more, employment

for the increasingly better educated persons in the labour field. ".-..'

Many African countries now agree that they should exploit their comparative
advantages which lie in establishing agro-based industries to process further their raw

materials for export to the developed market economies. The Maghreb, countries and Egypt

have already adopted the Export Processing Zone Scheme from which they expect to reap

great advantages because of their proximity to the developed markets of Europe and have

begun the further processing of their own basic materials to produce items for these
markets. . . ' --.-,...... ..i
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VII. THE SOCIAL SCEtfE

Tnis chapter is divided into two parts, the fi- it is a short description of'

developments in various social sectors since 1970 including a study on inequalities

in employment and income and the second is an analysis of socio-political forces

affecting economic development- ,

j&ucation

In 1978 very rough estimates indicate that there were approximately 50 million

primary school1pupils in developing Africa and a further 9.5 million students at

secondary sdhopl. There were also about 900,000 in higher educatiun. The annual

growth rates in enrolments since 1970 were 7.2 per cent for primary education, 9.8
per cent for secondary education' and 11.1 per cent for higher education.

The growth of education has been extremely rapid and, with an emphasis on

secondary and higher education, Governments have been finding it more anil more

difficult to continue to finance the education budget and continue the past rates

of expansion. A number of countries have introduced policies leading to the fairly

swift attainment of universal primary education and the over-all enrolment rate of

the eligible" age group > (normally 7-13) in primary schools in the region as a whole
had risen to about 60 ,per cent in* 1978. There isa very wide variation in enrolment

rates ranging from less than 25 per cent in countries such as Burundi, Chad, Djibouti,

Ethiopia and the Upper Volta to more than 80 per cent in Algeria, Botswana, the Congo,

Egypt, Gabon, Kenya, the 'Ivors' Coast? Lesotho the Libyan Arab Jansaiririya, Mauritius,

Sao Tome and PrincipeN Seychelles and Zambia.

The ratio of secondary to primary enrolment varies widely^ the average for develop

ing Africa is 19 per cent, meaning that less than one fifth of primary school students

are able to go on to secondary level studies. But this ratio is more than 30 per cent
in Egypt, Ghana,tlL9- Libyan Arofc-Jamahiriya,"-Uauritius and Morocco. More common percent

ages range between 10 and 20 per cent in most countries of Africa.

The total higher level enrolment estimated at 900,000 in 197& is only one
eleventh of the students at secondary school and 1.8 per cent of those at primary

school* Most higher level students are in North African universities. Outside this

subregion the total higher level enrolment was about 200,000 in 1978, a small number
related to a total population of more than 300 million in the 43 countries concerned.

Education policies introduced or being investigated over the last few years cover

the need to orient primary education better to the requirements of small-scale farming

which is likely to be the occupation of most primary school leavers^ at post-primary

level there is now a much greater emphasis on vocational skills and technical and

science subjects; some attempt has also been made to widen the range of studies at

universities in the direction of science and technology but also covering the medical

field. There is now a wider use of vernacular languages particularly in the early

educational years and basic education is being introduced covering numeracy,

literacy and practical skills.
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While secondary education in particular has grown very fast since 1970 there is
now some emphasis in Government policies in trying to ensure that more, children obtain
some primary education instead of continting to increase the number of students in
secondary schools at■ ths rap?* ra+e of the pp.st, However, there is a. tremendous pent-

up demand for above average education in most communities and a particular example is
the growth of enrolments in Harambee secondary schools in Kenya, Such schools are
supported only by the fees paid by parents and by the funds that can be raised from
public subscriptions-.

Teacher training has had to be stepped up in most countries to try to meet the

demand for teachers in the schools being developed. Where policy has changed such as

i in the abolition of fees for roir.cuv school*, ,jtbo very rapid increase in enrolments
has had-to be met by using untrained teachers. It is usually intended to train such

teachers or phase them out over a period.of years.

Secondary teaching posts and those at universities are filled to a .relatively
high degree by expatriates in many countries- There are specialized institutions

training some categories of secondary level teachers but most teachers under training
are attending specialized courses at university. The supply of such teachers has been
increasing, but it will probably take some time before all posts can be filled by

local applicants*

Health services

Despite the advances registered, mainly in the supply of doctors and nurses, there

are still a considerable number of countries in developing Africa with very high
population/doctor ratios but a lesser number with really unsatisfactory hospital bed/
population ratios. It appears to have been easier to build up institutions than to

train doctors*or even to encourage expatriate doctors to work in countries in the region

In 1978 the over-all doctor/population ratio in developing Africa appears to have
been 1:6,500* TMs is a distinct improvement on the ratio in 1970 of about 1:10,000
and figures for 1^58 show 10 2,700. However, there are very wide differences among

subregions and among individual countries. The ratio in 197^ was less than 2,000
persons per doctor "only -: T^t^Xhc Libyan Arab Jamahiriya and Mauritius, it was more

than 10,000 porsans pei* J-ctox'in Morocco and the Sudan in North Africa,, in 13
countries invest Africa* eight: countries in Central Africa and ten countries, in
East Africa* Particularly high figures are noted for 3enin, Mali, the Niger and tae

Upper Volta in West Africa? Burundi, Chad,■Equatorial Guinea and Rwanda in Central
Africa and Ethiopia and Malawi in East Africa*, In each country there were more than

30,000 persons per dootc_r.

Hospital beds are more xx-y-'tr- distributed throughout the region although here

Central Africa and North Africa at subregions are much better equipped than West and
East Africa* The ovo-all* average in developing Africa in 1978 was approximately 67O
persons per hospital bed v/hich is only a relatively small improvement on the average

of 69O recorded in 1970. It seems that Governments have generally aimed at a slow

improvement in the hospital bed/population ratio probably associated with very real
difficulty in finding the doctors required to man the institutions concerned.

Countries with particularly poor hospital bed/population ratios in 1978 included
Mauritania and the Upper Volta in West Africa and Ethiopia in East Africa, In each
case the ratio was 2,000 or more persons per hospital bed.
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There are no comprehensive data on the numbers of registered nurses out

countries which have provided information for the country economic surveys have

usually reported a rise in the number of nurses in service leading to an improve^

ment in the numbers available related to population. Another innovation in the

1970s is the increasing use of enrolled nurses i.e. nurses trained to a lower
level than registered nurses,

A greater availability of nurses and paramedical staff has made it easier

to build up and staff the network of clinics and dispensaries serving the rural

areas and there has been a very real development in the number of such institutions

available. However, it is still true that a significant portion of the rural

population has to travel long distances to reach a health post and when one is

siok this is not an easy proposition. Ambulance services are now more readily

available but where rural roads are poor or virtually non-existent ths patient

in the rural areas concerned can not benefit from such services.

In general policy aims are to build up comprehensive health services

throughout the countries concerned but these are naturally long-term aims and

progress will depend on the resources available in the particular country.

Nutrition in many African countries has probably declined as measured

by the intake of nutrients per head since 1970 because of the low growth

rate for food production noted in the chapter on agriculture. When food

supplies per head fall as they have done between 1970 and 1977 it is the

poorer groups in the population which are the main sufferers and it seems

evident that the incidence of malnutrition has increased in the period under

review.

On the positive side there has been an increase in the numbers in the

population in several countries having access to clean water supplies. Many

schemes have been developed to build up village water supplies and most

commonly these may relate to sinking boreholes, digging wells or even talcing

supplies by pipe from a convenient river source nearby. Policy is to extend

the coverage of the population having access to such water suppies.

Preventive rather than curative health services have been emphasized in

recent policy statements on health and here, besides clean water, programmes

cover more sewerage schemes, vaccinations, health education and seeking to

make people more aware of better nutrition intake. Family planning has also

come to be more widely emphasized in health policies and infants and mothers

are being given increasing care to cut down mortality rates.

It is evident that training of health personnel has been stepped up in

many countries and new nurses training schools plus other institutions for

paramedicals have been developed. There is now a substantial number of

university training hospitals making it possible to train more doctors in

the region. However, much still remains to be done and it is possible to

see this need reflected in many new development plans.
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The rapid, development of urban areas, particularly the cities, in the.region

and only limited growth in the stock of housing has resulted in the growth of.

substantial slum or squatter areas* In existing, houses, the rate of subdivision

has accelerated rapidly and occupancy levels in certain areas have reached the

danger point measured against the possibility of a rapid spread of disease.

Attempts have been made to remedy the situation and these include an emphasis

on more low-cost housing; site-and-service schemes tied to loan arrangements for

persons to purchase materials to build their own houses5 a lowering of inherited

building standards and making more building loans available through specialized

institutions for the persons wanting to buy their own medium-cost dwellings.

Efforts are also being made to increase the standard of the existing dwellings
in the slum areas and the services available in such areas.

these measures should help to raise the stock of housing but in the

meantime there is much profiteering and landlords have been able to take full

advantage of present shortages to raise rents to high levels. The main sufferers

are the persons in the low income levels in the urban areas concerned. Authorities

have tended to turn a blind eye on the slum-type dwellings, built by the low-income

earners as these persons attempt to resolve their housing problem in their own way..

The emphasis on improving housing and services in existing slum areas cpuld have'-'

a marked early impact on-the housing situation ,as can the .provision of substantial

numbers uf plots under site-and-service schemes;

Inequalities in employment and income

Coring the past decade, the conventional thinking that higher levels of employment

and imp coved living standards for all would automatically result from economic growth,

irrespective of the pattern pursued, has been discredited, and as a result renewed

attempts have been made to throw new light on the complex relationships between .employer

ment on the one hand and the other aspects of economic and social development on the '

other. The World .Tjiployment Programme hai attempted hy fact-finding, analysis and •
policy research to determine the. .link-between income distribution and employment,choice
of technologies, labour-intensive public works, population policies, the relevance of
education and training, international trade and migration, specific rural and .urban

employment and poverty problemss multinational enterprises and their impact on employ

ment, etc. 1/ In the 1970s there has been an emphasis on the Jinks among employment, ■
poverty and income distribution, "■•■■■+.. ;

in -coaayTs world, despite" immense effo"- s to eliminate the must abject

conditions of material deprivation, substan .al unemployment, underemployment and

poverty are unfortunately still far too prevalent. More than 700 million people

live in acu.te poverty and are destitute and at least 46O million persons are ;

estimated to suffer from a severe degree of protein-energy malnutrition. The <

number of illiterate adults was still counted in the hundreds of millions, in .;

the 1970s. The Third World is also symbolized by nearly 300 million persons

unemployed or underemployed in the mid-1970s. Moreover, in most developing

countries the richest 10 per cent of households typically receive about 40 per" 0©nt

1/ See IK) "World Employment Programme - research in retrospect and prospect"
(Geneva, 1976)* -



fento! L« t' ,ZQa ,thS P°°reSt 4° per cent of households receive 15 per -
cent or less. Inequalities also exist at the international level. The post-war"
period has been marked by growing gaps in income and wealth between the relatively
SnT I Uf lnd*strialize* countries and the bulk of the developing countries

higher growth rates in the latter group of countries.- One quarter of the
, Portion live m countries whose average incomes per head is less than
200 and whose combined total output is under 3 per cent of global output.

In Africa the picture is little different., [Two-thirds, of the world's least
tllf^t °0Unt^ieS belon? t0 this ^gian and poverty, unemployment and underemployment
are serious problems m almost all its countries. The extent of poverty and the
seriousness of the employment problem varies widely from country to country, but what
is true is that the majority of the African population has a very low standard of
living, the rural poor exist on the limits of subsistence and the urban poor live
well below any accepted poverty datum levels.

e^imated tha* the seriously poor in 1972 constituted 69 per cent and '

3?-PS! ,°ent °f the tOtal P°P^ation. 2/ Underemployment and unemployment
were estimated at about 45 per cent of the total labour force. These estimates

include open unemployment in the urban areas of 10 per cent uf the urban labour force.
Underemployment especially of those in the informal sector was estimated at 25 per
cent of the urban labour force as against 40 per cent in the case of the rural labour
force. In other words, out of a total African labour force of 140 million, the urban
areas accounted for 10 milliun unemployment and underemployed, while the rural areas
Had more than 50 million underemployed-

2*3 Per oent- Based on
Was+esti°>at^ «»t 52.7 .per cent

Plt ln°°me bel°" $US 75 and

1969 figures and sample of 14 Af
of the sample population of 63.6 ami^a^e
33.6 per cent earned a pe^ca^ta inoo^e |e"x n.

mn«+ ^et^er.inoome distributiun has improved or worsened since this, study period in
most developing countries is difficult to determine. There are very fevstudies of

thTSiteV^r diSf"utio«in individual developing oountrielovertiL? Howler
the limited data available indicate that income distribution has become more eoual in
tZZ\l6aTa in.re.d-el°Pi»S 00^^ieS tut has worsened in a number of otuelZ
There is a commitment m many African-countries to move towards more income equity
and wage rises following the inflation sparked off in 1974 have worked to thiHnd
Price rises for agricultural products have also helped to raise ru^al incomes!
However, it should be noted.that the issues of poverty and employment are Neatly

££££«* ^ ^Ve ^f6d t0ge^6r' "^ any nat^onal POlio^that aLfIt yeliminating employment problems must be formulated within the wider objective of
eliminating poverty, if such a policy is to succeed.. oojecxive 01

Employment, and basic A one-world

'•ai""tutlm
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Table Vll-l. Income distribution in selected African countries, 1965-1971

Country

Gabon

Ivory Coast

Kenya

Morocco

Sierra Leone

Sudan

Tunisia

Uganda

United Republic

of Tanzania

Year

1968

1970

1969
1965
1968

1969
1971
1970.

1967

Poorest

40

per cent

9.8
10.8

10.0

14.5
10.1

15.0

10.6

17.1

13.0

■ Middle"

40 to 60

per cent

7-

9-

14.
10.

7
1

3
0

BFCOMr; SHAES

:Middle ■■

4<7 to 80

per1 cent

24 > 7
32.1

22.0

35-8

26.0

RECEIVED BY

Middle

60 to 80

per cent

12.4
I6.7

22.6

14.4

-

Richest

20

per cent

65.5
57.1
68.0

65.4
64.I
48.I

65.O

47.1

61.0

Richest

5
per cent

20.6

33.8

17.1

22.4

Unweighted

average 12.3 10.4 (28.1) 16.6 6O.7 (23-5)

Sources "1974 Heport on the World Social Situation" (^/CN.5/512/Add.2),table 6.

Contributory factors to the problem

One possible reason for the delayed reaction uf African Governments to the magnitude

and seriousness uf the employment problem cuuld be their belief in growth as the panacea

for almost all their economic ills, particularly those assuciajteo\with, unemployment*but

the growth performance uf Africa as a whole during the 1960s and 1970s was not
very impressive. Because of high population growth rates, txie per capita' growtn rates of

the GDP for the region from i960 to 1977 is estimated at only 2.5 per cent,or less per

year, imployraent is influenced by or related not only to output but also to product

mix, technology and employment policies pursued. Factors which have caused certain

income groups "to lag behind include the disparity in the levels uf technology, wealth

distribution, lack uf intersectoral linkages and the past neglect uf .agriculture which

absorbs the bulk of the growing labour Forcei

In most developing countries, the scarcity of capital is often considered as a

major constraint to economic growth and, with little consideration being paid to the

vast amounts uf labour which either .remain unused .ur are insufficiently or unproductivelt

used,economic development particularly in the modern sector has tended to emphasize

capital-intensive methods. This state of affairs has its roots in the factor-price

relationships and the pattern of demand which is further related to the pattern of income

distribution prevailing in these economies. Government policies have artificially

cheapened capital relative to labour and thus stimulated the adoption of capital-intensi

techniques. There has also been prevalent a tendency to adopt already proved methods

of production of the developed wurld. Today, there is a pressing need for measures to

be taken to emphasize the wider usage of appropriate labour—intensive"' or intermediate

technology methods of production, in agriculture, industry and infrastructure development
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and to promote a rapid flow of technological innovations adapted to the actual factor
endowment of developing-countries. Emphasis on, labour-intensive"activmes especially
in construction projects would certainly help to create more employment and may reduce
the pu-11 of the urban areas to the rural migrant. '

'J*t TTfnk for rural-urban migration are similar in virtually all countries and'
can be best descnoed m terms uf urban-rural gaps; gaps in standards of living and
availabilxty. of social infrastructure, gaps in opportunities for employment and income
and. f1^^.^™1*11^. wa£e levelsr- Throughout Africa, the majority of the rural
population is engaged in agriculture and allied rural occupations, and an increasing
divergence between urban and rural living standards has arisen both as a result of the '
relative stagnation of agricultural earnings (partly as a direct outgrowth of post-war
bias toward industrialization at the expense uf agricultural expansion) and the con
comitant phenomenon of rapidly rising urban wage rates for unskilled workers. Table
TIi-c illustrates that in some African countries earnings in the non-agricultural modern
sector are as high as four times those in the agricultural sector. In tropical Africa,
the magnitude of. rural-urban migration has greatly exceeded the capacity of the modern

^SJ^^^S! COn°ernd 3° th3t " °an ^^Productively only a small

.gable '■■-■&£ Ratio of wages .in the non-agricultural..sector to thoa<
sector in selected African countries; ~"

Country year
Ratio

Burundi 1975 1#5 a/

Ghana 1972 ■ 2.05"/"'■"" ' -■■
Upper Volta I97I x .£a/

l™y&. 1975 3I88
Malar- - 1976 - 3.99
Mauritius . . 1976 1,01
Nigeria * I975 l p*

Swaziland 1975 '1.69 /
united Republic of Tanzania 1972 2.21-^

■____b_ . ■■.■«...

Source: Conpiled from the Yearbook of Labour Statistics, 1977. ■

a/ Ratio of wage in manufacturing to that in agriculture.

In many African countries, educational systems in the past have been ill-suited to
the manpower and development needs of their economies. They were, and a number of cases
still are, drawn up based on the pattern found in Western countries, with the result1that
they produce the wrong type of graduate for the needs uf developing countries. Among the
factors which have created problems and imbalances in the educational systems in Africa
ares (aj unsuitability of the curriculum to the economic and social situation? (b) in
appropriate teaching methods^ (c) inadequately qualified or untrained teachers? (d) over
emphasis on formal education and" paper certificates^ (e) a neglect of vocational and
technical education relative.to the needs of the economy; (f) the prestige attached to
administrative and white-collar <jobs and the negative'social attitude towards jobs
involving manual labours and (&) a structure for wages and" salaries and other incentives
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which is often inconsistent with skill attainments and requirements^ The result has

"been an excess supply uf ill-trained and ill-suited school-leavers on the one hand and

the shortage of vitally needed skilled manpower with their serious repercussions on the
economic,-political.and social life of the countries concerned.. The most damning

indictment is that whereas 70 per cent of the population still livers in the rural areas
and from farming, the primary level educational systems in the gast have not attempted
to tetich them the rudiments uf modern farming techniques nor to instil good health
prsotioes. In so many cases, the rural population is greatly disadvantaged in the
provision of primary schools and health services. '

An important element in the present employment situation is the rapid rate of growth
of population and labour force in African countries. Given the pattern of development
obtaining in many African countries and given the rather unsatisfactory growth rates in
output and wage employment, increases in population and labour force serve tu contribute

to or accentuate the. unemployment problem in thesa countries. The growth of the African
* population is still high and the labour force is growing at about 2.6 per cent a year.
This does.not augur well for employment prospects in a region which has only limited
capital resources, a poorly developing agricultural sector and a small industrial sector
with a low labour absorptive capacity.

The growth in output as well as employment in Africa depends not only on development
ncasuxes "better related to the economic systems obtaining in Africa but also on

developments and attitudes in the more advanced countries and, no less, on Africa's
ability or leverage,to influence the volume as well as the conditions of the flow of
international resources. Theoretically a labour-surplus ur capital scarce economy such
as Africa is supposed to export labour-intensive products and thus minimize the resource
constraints on growth and development. However because uf non-tariff barriers to trade

expansion and protectionist policies adopted by the advanced countries, Africa's trade
problems have become further compounded. There has been only limited growth of
industries manufacturing for export.

Generating emt?lo.ya&-it opportunities

It has been asserted that the unemployed and underemployed are generally those
below the poverty line who are usually concentrated in the rural and peri-urban aready
These economically-deprived populations usually share little in the increases in national
output, thus causing greater inequalities in the distribution of income and wealth, other

-factors being the same* The adoption or non-adoption of certain policies in the rural
sector will affect the rate and level of unemployment in urban areas because urban un
employment xs caused not only by factors prevailing in urban areas, but also by those
•found in rural areas, particularly by those pressures that encourage rural emigration.
One of the major objectives of a full-employment policy should thus be to raise the income
of these poverty groups in order that-they may be able to purchase their basic needs.
Theorists have suggested two types of measures: (i) redistribution measures through
initial distribution of assets and by correcting regressive fiscal systems, stressing
that the most important factor associated with income inequalities is the unequal
distribution wealths and (ii) incremental measures mainly throu^i direct investment.
Policy recommendations have indicated that itis necessary as a first step to formulate
appropriate policies and to undertake capacitation studies or situation analysis in order
to identify the factors responsible for the lack of or limited involvement in the
production process which causes the present poverty and low productivity. Poverty groups
have lagged behind as a result of such factors as the disparity in th© levels of

thf^^ It* °f intenrSrtOral linkaSes «nd the neglect of agriculture which absorbs
the bulk of the growing labour force;and to correct the situation it is necessary amongst
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other measures to remove all biases by an initial redistribution of assets, especially

a^i ™v ^VeSt°OlC' an in°reaSe in Vestment in those'-lagging sectors, LrreXn of
anti-poverty-group price distortions and the imposition of a progressive fiscal system.
Such measures would be expected to reduce bpth direct and indirect transfers of income
Tliti *f1CU"re Wlth "S l3rge P»'«ty .groups and even reverse the trend. However
political realities can be expected to work against the adoption of such policies
certainly in the foreseeable future, *

h3Ve S m°re lasting a"d significant impact on job creation in

01 rates of output growth, and (111) the intensification of efforts to stimulate
agricultural and rural development. Indeed output expansion is a prerequisite
not SuttiSSt Tat±Z +H°WeT! thS m6re aohi—»* <* the outpuTg^wth target is
Z+h « T■ i he tTOe °f Produ°tion technology utilized in achieving it as well

the industrial composition of the aggregate expansion can have a signififant impact
llll°Z ™iV\:UtPUt 8P01'th " *at iS needed in conjunction wi?h a package of'

to increase the economic attractions of rural life concurrently with the

fundamental importance and here higher productivity could be achieved by better land
structures and factor-mixes intended to increase intensity of farming.

^ mobili2ed and mass Poverty alleviated through well-conceived,
, public works programmes which are well integrated into the regular
ioesa-d internally consistent with th tinl dl f

pg h are well integrated into the regular
£—'fa? se7ioesa-d internally consistent with the national development efforts.
Incremental employment, which does not interfere with long-term decisions on technological
choices, and factor pricing which does not restrict the ability to compete inexpert
markets nor hamper the efficient development of the modern sector, nor interfere with
peak demands for labour in agriculture can help to promote the desirable Income re
distribution m the lagging sectors of the economy. Eural public works can also serve-
as . Naming ground, so that workers can develop some useful non-agricultural skills!

o™or.^tlTf f *?■' in1oreasinS1y tei«S faced with growing demands for employment
opportunities and educational and social services for the young, the unemployed and
under-privileged masses. The explosive pressure of large numbers represented by the
^/I'T'S th? law force ■s.ekiag job and income opportunities in order to be
able to. support and cater for the increasing number of dependents and to satisfy their
basic needs becomes more clear when it is realized that in most countries at present
an^+LH pr°P°fion of the labour force is gainfully employed in the modern sector
and that large numbers are either unemployed or seriously underemployed, but in either
case earning no better than poverty level incomes. It has been determined that if the
labour force grows at 2.6 per cent per annum while only 20. per cent of the labour force
ia gainfully employed in the modern sector of the economy (which is not exceptional) tlum
modern sector employment should grow at 13 per cent per annum just to absorb the annual
increase in the labour force and considerably more if the backlog of unemployed and
underemployed is taken into account. Unfortunately, only few countries have realized
as yet over a long period even a 5 per cent per annum increase in employment in their
mocLern sec tor •■
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Table VII-3. Africa's labour force'annual rates of growth, according to low,

and high variants of total population -projections. 1980-^2000 : '
medium

Area

Africa

East Africa

Middle Africa

North Africa

Southern Africa

West Africa

Low variant Medium variant

I98O-

1990

2.5

2.6

2.1

2.7

2-4

2.3

1990-

2000

2.5

2.6

2.2

2.6

3.1

2.4

1980-

1990

2.5

2.7
2.1

2.8

2.4

2.4

1990-

2000

2.7

2.7

2.3
2.8

3.3

■2.6

High variant

I98O-

1990

2.6

2.7

2.2

2.8

2.4

2.4

1990-

2000

2.8

2.9

2.4

2,9

3.4

2.7

Sources ILO, Statistical Branch. , ..

Socio-political forces affecting economic development in Africa, 1970-1978 . .

The strategies for economic development pursued in the 1950s and 1960s were continued

in varying degrees in the 1970s by many independent African countries. These strategies

aimed essentially at promoting exports of crops and minerals coupled with industrializa
tion through rthe mechanism of import, substitution. .

The pursuit of these strategies resulted in "growth without development" which in :

turn contributed to and in some cases aggravated existing disparities in the level of

development between the members of the various ethnic, tribal, religious, regional,

residential and occupational groups in the countries concerned. An attempt will be made
in this section to show that much of the political crisis and turmoil .that has ■ . -.

characterized many of the countries of Africa since their independence "can, to a large
extent, be traced back to the responses of many members of these groups to the disparities
in their shares of the means and fruits of development,

. In the decade of the 1960s, the responses of many members of the various collecti

vities led to a situation which posed the classical Hobbesian problem of order in which

the members of these groups wanted to maximize their gains and minimize their costs at
the expense of members of other collectivities.. The economic policies adopted by the,

various Governments to remove'the phenomenon of scarcity, which is at the heart of the
Hobbesian problem of order, did in fact lead to increases in the wealth of these nations,.
But it was in the 1970s that it began to dawn upon many of the Governments tnirt the ~ ' '

distribution of the increases in wealth of nations would not lead to order if left to

"the invisible hand" working through unregulated market forces^/ The analysis of. the
forces which brought about this change in perception of the problematic relationship

between growth and development and the impact which it made on the strategies of

4/ For one of the best statements of the Hobbesian problems of order and analysis
of the attempts by socio-economic thinkers to resolve it. see Talcott Parsons, The "' ""*'

Structure of Social Action) (New York, McGraw-Hill, 1937)> also Talcott Parsons, Essays
in Sociological Theory, Pure and Applied, (Glencoe, 111. The Free Press, 1949)-
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economic development considered,.; formulated and ezecuted in a number. of-^Afri"oan-- --:- ■

countries in the 1970s iq attempted below., . . ... . :,',...-...;.:. —

Systemic relationship between economy and society -. ■

The analysis is cono§ntrated. .on a number of crucial aspects of economic and

directly relevant non-economic structures as they functioned in the 1960s to generate

social forces and problems with which many African Governments in the present decade'

were confronted*- In their attempts to deal -with these- problems Governments have had' to

modify or attempt to; modify their previous strategies uf economic development*

The non—economic structures covered by the present study are the political and

social structure bases of identification;, affiliation and participation, or social

status—role structures, the cultural-motivational orientatiunal;patterns and their

institutional—organizational structures. Particular emphasis is placed in the study on

the effect which ,the political, economic and social institutional structures that were

created during the colonial period have had in shaping certain aspects of the economic

structures of these countries and their patterns of development.

Structure and functioning of African politics in the 1960s

Politically, one of the most significant features of African societies during the

1960s was the transformation of most of them from their status as colonial Territories

and ..dependencies of a number uf Western nations into that of politically independent

States. This transformation occurred for many countries uf Africa between i960 and 1964•

Some of the colonies-turned-States were formerly "colonies of exploitation'1! and others

were "colonies uf settlement". This distinction is of crucial importance in determining

the strategy.of economic development, pursued by the different successor States in the

period immediately after their independence and in the period und6r review. '

Irrespective of their colonial pedigree, the colonies-turned-States had the -
following political characteristics in common during the 1960s. Firstly,the communities
constituting the human base of the new States were made up of a number uf ethnic and, in

some cases, racial groups with widely differing historical experience, language, religior.
traditional culture and levels of development. Secondly, the highest status-roles in the:
sphere of collective goal formulation and goal attainment for the new States were . \
occupied by urban middle class, educated or partially educated elements drawn, in most :
cases, unevenly from the various ethnic and racial communities. Thirdly, those persons j
from which the collective decision^making and implementing elites derived both support !
and legitimacy for their positions of leadership, authority and regulation were pre
dominantly rural peasants as well as semi-urbaniaed working-class groups.

Motivational patterns uf political groups

The motivation and value orientatiunal patterns of the various politicians in the

countries identified above were as varied as Were the persons concerned. Failure on the

part of the leaders uf these countries and uf their advisers, both native and foreign,

to identify and understand the variation in the goals that motivated the various

political groups has led to the taking of a whole set uf policy decisions, which, when i

an attempt was made to execute theraj led to unstable political, economic,social and-

psychological consequences. . .
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Some of the policy decisions taken not only failed to take cognizance of

variations in motives among political groups tut the execution of such policy decisions-

failed to take full account of the human and non-human situation. Multiple goals were

normally in some kind of hierarchy of prepotency and it was sometimes overlooked that

the pursuit of any set uf goals affected and were affected by the pursuit of other goals.

It is not'necessary at this point to go into a detailed-examination-of the sources*

of the deficiency in the perception of the motivational patterns of the various groups

on the part of central decision makers and their advisers. It is pertinent to mention

briefly two ■ of their many theoretical and psychological sources. Firstly, many of the

leaders have "been knowingly or unknowingly influenced by the theory of psychic unity of

mankind deriving from the economic doctrines of the founders of classical economics and

their followers. The very important discovery by neo-classicial economists' such as

Alfred Marshall that human wants and goals are not random but are normatively related

to activities was sometimes overlooked- *J Secondly, the failure to perceive
motivational variation among various groups derives from the psychological'congeniality

of the operation of the process of the "observer's fallacy" in the thought patterns of
the leaders and their advisers. ,■■.■■.- ■■:••>'■•

Because of the effect of the foregoing many political leaders of the African

countries and others thought and acted as if the ideology of development to which most

of them undoubtedly subscribed, were universally shared hy the other political groups

in their countries irrespective of their level of education, type of occupation, the

level of urbanisation, the places uf their early socialization, current resid'ence, the
ideological component of their religious affiliations their traditional political .

oulture, their different positions in domestic and familial social structures*, and so
on.

Ohoice of Western societies as role models

The predominant value-orientations which motivated the' political elites of the
African countries in the.early years of political independence Were essentially those ,

prevailing in industrialized societies at that time. They wanted thei* societies to **

have a number of economic, political and social features which characterized the latter
societies* There was a feeling of material and technological inferiority in these

African countries vis-a-vis their Western role models which in turn led them to embark

on development projects which they saw as a means of "catching up" with the latter. This
■desire to "catch up" with the advanced Western societies was generally shared by those wht

were members of the educated urban middle-class composed mainly of employees of the

formal bureaucratic, administrative, professional, military and educational organizations
set up by the new States on the one hand, and the employees of the industrial, ————-

commercial and service organizations owned predominantly by foreign enterprises and

by. some elements of the indigenous business leaders, on the other.

Contrary to the -pronouncements and manifestos of some of the leading politicians,

the aspiration *o_catch,;up with ...the advanced Western sucieties was not understood -by the

vast number of the rural peasants nur ^y the uneducated semi-urbanized-populations-of the

urban centres. Even among the members of the educated urban middle-classes, catching up

Jj/ s©e Alfred Marshall5 Principles of Economics (London, Macmillian & "bo. hid..\
Eighth edition, 1946), and see Talcott Parsons, Wants and Activities tn^Maxshall,
Quarterly Journal of Economics, November 1931.
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with the Western advanced countries was conceived of primarily in terms uf,personal
material success, They- Were interested in increasing their private, rather" than social
or communal "benefits. . '

"Revolution of rising expectsfrionB"

Based on the findings of_ a number -of field, studies carried out in 1967 and 196*8 in

Kenya, the United Republic of Tanzania, Uganda, Nigeria and Ghana under the auspices of

the Food Research Institute of Stanford University, an African anthropologist- came to the

following conclusion.regarding .the. motivational pattern of the rural people in those7
countries. According to V..C, Uchejadu; ■ ■ ■

"Eoonomic well-being is accepted (by the peasants) as a goal. But I do not
share ... some uf the oversimplification of the theory of.'revolution of '

expectations' operating at the village level. The general rise in expectations
«U1 not be derived^but it appears to me that the expectations of the village-

ba jd African cultivator are modest, realistic and reasonable. Because hie

aspirations are reasonable, the African cultivator is not yet prepared to

sacrifice everything in his traditional culture in order to achieve the

. appurtenances of modern life, which for him are not at present compelling;

He is .quite prepared to work hard fur those ;goals which he sees as his felt
needs,.." . ,

"The *>• cultivator wants his own piece of land, a plough and a weeder as

implements, a better price fur his produce, good education for his children,

an accessible water supply for his cattle and domestic needs, and possibly

a tin roof for his house. The more affluent ... cocoa farmer wants capital _.;,.;,,. ;..

to extend his farm operations, a higher producer price to meet the cost of

rising wages; when he accumulates enough wealth he may build^a country house,

buy a used automobile, or arrange a lavish funeral ceremony**-' ' ,v ■'

It is pertinent to point out that some of the results obtained in a large-scale
social psychological survey.carried out in Nigeria as part uf a six-nation stud^ it of the

socio-cultural aspects of development under the auspices, uf the Harvard University, ;

Center for International Affairs in. 1964/^ showed that even among urban industrial workers
the level of material expectation was not exactly revolutionary.

<$/ See Victor C, Uchendu, "Socio-economic and Cultural Determinants of Rural Change
in East and West Africa", Food Research Institute Studies (Stanford University, I969).

2/ See Alex Lukeles & David H. Smith, Becoming Moderns Individual Change in Six^
Developing Countries, (Cambridge. Mass., Harvard University Press,' 1974) for the main -■■*"•'
report on the Harvard Project and Olatunde Olako, "Influence of Unplanned Versus Planned.

Factory Locations on Market Commitment to Industrial Employment in Nigeria1*, in Socio-

Economio Planning Sciences, vol. 7, pp. 189-207, (Pergamon Press, New York and Oxford,'

19737^ " ■■ ~. ■,:.:..;:..,. ■ ■■■■■.. -. ■ ■ . ■-
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Centralization of responsibility for development

1 One;other aspect of the motivational structure of the politicians in Africa in the
1960s that had considerable influence on the development strategies pursued during the
period was that concerning their respective responsibility for catching up with the

advanced Western societies, Many of the leading politicians, felt that the responsibilit
rested solely or mainly on the F-c\-e-nments and proceeded to provide, formulate and i,
execute programmes which accordingly affected others who had previously assumed

responsibility for their own development-

In return for their political support and allegiance, various elements of the.se
countries were promised substantial benefits which the politicians made the people belie

could be supplied only b- th.eaa The benefits promised varied inversely with a number of
factors, among which weres

(a) the degree of cohesiveness existing among the political leaders competing
for support^

the extent to which they could derive legitimacy for their authority on.. _.__^,i
appeals to primordial bases uf solidarity^

the level of development-achieved with or without assistance from foreign
sources or from .indigenous sources'such as tribal or ethnic communities,

tratjitional^ leaders,, tribal self-help associations, trade unions, local

1 - government councils, improvement associations, traditional co-operative
i . groups and kinship units.

Structure and functioning of African economies in the 1960s

During the 1960s the most salient characteristic of the African economies was that
they Were based on the extraction of the known agricultural or mineral resources for

export abroad in primary forms. The ecor r.ies can be fitted intu three main broad
categories, namely.

(a_) In&igexiouH peasant-producer economies!

(h) Foreign—owned and managed agricultural or mining-based economiess

(_c) Ecoroeu.03 which combined features, of both these categories.

The various sectors uf the economies uf the various countries, agriculture,

manufacturing and services, exhibited wide diversity in terms of their organizational

structure, technology, the character of the market being served and "entrerprenenrial

composition* On the basis of these criteria one could distinguish between a modern or
formal sector and traditional-transitional informal sectors.

g the foregoing distinction to agriculture, the modern formal sector in most

of the.countries -was..made up of -large planta^ io«3 which were organized on bureaucratic

lines, employing capital-intensive modern technology and owned and managed by foreign
proprietors and in some cases by State agencies. At the other end of the agricultural

scale were the small-scale farms, organized on traditional lines, employing labour-

intensive primitive forms of technology and owned and managed by indigenous peasant
proprietors*
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The mining sector wan almost entirely large-scale and the methods used were modern

and capital-intensive.

The following, types of enterprise can be identified in the industrial sectors uf

the economies of the African countries, o/ namely%

(a) European or State-owned highly capital-intensive concerns; .- ■

(b_) medium-scale assembly and processing firms using advanced technology but of a
labour-intensive character;

. (c) small-scale but capital-intensive production units;

(i) skilled artisan/craft industries using mainly hand-driven tools;

(e) semi—skilled marginally employed makers uf crude consumer goods; and

(f) commercial processing in the household.

Dominant role of foreigners in the African economies

In both the agricultural and industrial sectors uf the economies described above,

the dominant economic actors were, in country after country, the group of oligopolistic

foreign private firms which directly or indirectly controlled part of the modern sectors

not only in-production, collection and marketing of agricultural and mineral products,

but also in the local processing or assembly of manufactured goods and the provision of

modern banking, shipping, insurance, tourism, construction and real estate services.

Some of these foreign firms were subsidiaries of multinational companies. The basic

motivational structure uf these foreign firms is the maximization of the returns, on . .......

their economic outlays.

Such foreign economic interests catered primarily for two markets. Firstly, there

was the world mark .t to which they exported agricultural and mineral products. And

secondly* there was the local market composed mainly of the urban educated and semi-

educated elements which were the consumers uf goods imported mainly from the

industrialized countries or processed or assembled domestically; this was especially

so in those independent States which were formerly "colonies of settlement".

Motivational determinants of economic policies in the 1960s

In the agricultural sector, primacy was given by the Governments of African

oountries in the 1960s to the production, collection and marketing of export crops.

The political leaders saw in the pursuit of this policy a quick means of obtaining the

monetary and financial resources needed for fulfilling the promises of substantial bene

fits they had made to members of the various socio-economic groups constituting their

nations.They also believed that the financial proceeds from the export of these crops an'

8/ See Peter M. Kilbys Industrialization in an Open Economy: Nigeria, 1943-1966,

(Cambridge, Cambridge'University Press, 1969)> chapter 1. :
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minerals would enable them to pursue a number of social welfare programmes to improve

the conditions of life of the rural masses of their countries. Prominent on the list of

sooial welfare programmes pursued in these countries were the provision of universal

education, improved health services, rural electrification, water supply, low cost hous

ing and the settlement of nomads*

'.'"Apart from the rural population, the other socio-economic groups whose material

interests and welfare the proceeds from exports and crops and minerals were to be used

to advance were urban educated employees and the urban informal sector business groups.

Contrary to the initial expectations of the political leaders, the policy of "export

crop primacy" had a marked differential impact on the various social, political and

economic groups which led to the emergence of social forces and problems.

The proceeds from export crops and minerals were used in a number of ways which

were functional to both the export sector of the agricultural economies and to the

interest of some of the participants in the modern sector of the economy, but also had

In the 1960s much of the development of infrastructures, extension educational

services, technological innovations, capital and credit facilities, commercial and co

operative arrangements and changes in land tenure systems was shaped mainly by the

requirements for export crops and minerals. Since export crops and minerals produced in

Africa were located in certain areas occupied by certain ethnic and other social groups,

one unanticipated result was that the policy of export crop primacy led to differential

benefits as vzong different areas and regions of the various countries.

On the credit side, public expenditure made with revenue derived from exports led

to t>-owth in employment in the modern sector- It initially led to a considerable

growth in bureaucratic employment and made possible the payment of high salaries and

benefits for the members uf the upper echelons of the public bureaucracies and the

employees of the foreign enterprises.

It is pertinent to point out that in the early years of the 1960s these high salary

levels bestowed on the upper echelons of the private and public bureaucracies provoked

no resentment nor conflict among the other social groups in the national environment- On

the contrary, there was widespread value-consensus on the entitlement of these cadres to

these rewards. They were seen by many of their compatriots as the lucky ones.

The rewards provided for the lower echelons of the bureaucratic cadres - technicians

clerks, supervisors, foremen, skilled and unskilled rank and file employees - although

not as large as those of the upper echelons, it had a wider impact as the numbers of such

lower echelon enployees woie much greater than the higher echelon employees. ~

Others of the modern sector who benefited from the proceeds from export crops and

minerals included politicians T'ho obtained high salaries and other benefitB.

There were also many in commerce and the services sectors who gained rewards much higher

than the general level- of incomes. ' . .

Finance and development corporations and loan boards were set up in many countries

to promote the economic interest of the urban-based indigenous proprietors of medium-

and small-scale industries and services and their counterparts in rural-based agricultural

enterprises. ' ' ' - ■
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The leading politicians generally embarked on a policy of industrialization through

import substitution dominated by large-scale enterprises owned and managed in some cases
by, foreign-nationals or State agencies. ... ■ .

Many countries continued to encourage imports of goods from abroad both

in support of the industrialization policy and for meeting the consumption patterns of

the various groups in the population, especially those of the urban-based elite groups

both indigenous, and foreign. The open-door policy was supported by very substantial
incentives to investors.

The policy of export crop primacy in conjunction with that of welfare provisions

especially in the realm of education, health, communications and settlement

of nomads led to a number of sometimes independent, reinforcing and offsetting

agricultural, social, demographic, ecological and political consequences which in turn

created a number of social forces and problems that were to influence the strategies of

economic development pursued or contemplated in these countries,especially in the present
decade. *

While policy support for increased production did in fact lead to the achievement

of that goal, it also led to socio-economic differentiation within and between rural

areas on an unprecedented scale. Within the rural areas in which the policy of export

primacy was. given government-support,, most assistance went to those farmers who were

judged to have had the economic .ability or absorptive oqaoily "to bemfit from- tfco Consequently

two types of indigenous African farmer emerged in the areas specializing in the product

ion of export crops. On the one hand there were farmers who owned their factors of

production, especially land, and had funds to purchase the labour of the other category,

the agricultural workers who had nothing but their labour to sell* The concentration of

landholdings attendant upon the process of rural differentiation had also resulted in th>

transformation of the traditional communal land tenure systems into one based on individ^

ownership and possession and to the dispossession of many people who formerly held rights

to land under the older system.

The category of rural people who were rendered both propertyless and in many case**

unemployed and/or underemployed responded to their situation in ways which had a number
of significant social consequences. First of all, some emigrated to other rural areas

or regions and set themselves up as farmers on their own account or as hired labourers-to

other farmers. Secondly, others chose to migrate to urban areas and moved out of■

agriculture into other fields of .employment* Some were unable to find employment but

the inflow from, the rural areas contributed to making African urban centres- some of the

most rapidly growing areas in the whole world.

The population of a number of the national capitals multiplied many times between

195° and 197O« The serious.;; problems of-; rapid urbanization have been described by many
observers* 4 .-. ■■;; ., .-. ' ..-■-■■. ■. ■■'■ .:;,-■: ••■.' .-■..- ■ .- -*■.■.

A situation of orerurbanization characterized by Lagos in the 1970s, is seen in

varying degrees pf intensity in many other capital cities in Africa. Two aspects of the

problem deserve to be underlined. Firstly, there has been the more recent phenomenon of

large-scale unemployment among young educated school leavers and,, secondly, there has

arisen an increased potential for civil disturbance.

The phenomenon of unemployment among young educated school leavers is one of* the

social factors which has led'to serious situations of political antagonism in rrrvrrr conn-.

rf.es of Afrioa particularly "this deoade. Ethnic, regional, religious and rural-urban
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"based disparities have featured in the incidence and impact of school-leaver unemploy

ment in these countries* This phenomenon of school-leaver unemployment was one of the

unanticipated consequences of the wide expansion in formal education.

Increased population and food shortages

There has been a lower growth rate of food production in developing Africa than the

rate of population growths in the 1960s such a lower growth rate could "be related to

more commercial crcp productiun taking up land previously used for food crops but in the

1970s there has been a decline in output per head of both food and total agricultural
production. However, the advance in medical and health facilities has contributed to

the rapid increase in the population while increased incomes from export crops has led

in many places to early marriages and the taking of more wives by a growing number of

farmers who can now afford the necessary bride-price and the cost of maintaining these

wives.

The effect of increased medical and health facilities on population growth has not.,

however, been restricted to the rural: areas. There is much evidence to show'that the

phenomenon of overurbanizatiun in Africa in the 1960s and 1970s has been due to the

increase in birth rates and a decrease in death rates in addition to rural-urban

migration. Increased urban population accompanied by a decline in the amount- of food

crops being marketed has led to increased prices of food and to an increase in the

number of people who had to reduce their food intake because of their inability to pay

the higher prices„

In the urban areas, increased prices of food in particular led to demands from

workers in the formal sector for increased wages to offset the rising cost of living.

Some Governments responded positively to these demands but others turned them down*

The refusal by many Governments to grant wage increases contributed to the weakening

of the alliance which hitherto existed between the workers' trade unions on the one

hand and the political parties on the other. The weakening of this alliance led" 4o": tftfc

emergence uf an opposition among the trade unions and to their seeing themselves as

distinct social forces in and for themselves. This new orientation and consciousness

was to have a significant effect first on the political situation and later on the

strategy of economic development pursued.

Political consequences uf economic policies or the "end-of the tunnel" effect

Earlier in thin study it was argued that income and welfare distribution programmes

of the African oountries which overwhelmingly favoured the position of various categoric

of the members of bureaucratic cadres in the modern sector and those of the proprietors

of small- and medium-scale industries, services and agricultural enterprises did: not

cause any resentment among the general public in the early years of the 1960s. It was

also argued that this was because there was widespread value-consensus on the

appropriateness of those programmesj at the same time the Hirschman!s "tunnel effect"

was operating. 2J A series of events which occurred in many countries from around 1963

2/ See Albert 0. Hirschmans "The Changing Tolerance fur Income Inequality in the

Course of Economic Development" in Qaarterly Journal of Economics (Cambridge;, Mass..}
vol. 87, No. 4, November 1973.
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onvards were to lead to, a.replacement of this effect witu another one which sociologists
and social^peychologists now refer to as the feeling of "relative deprivation".

The ooncept of relative deprivation is itself a part of a more general concept
known as the "theory of reference group behaviour". The concept of relative deprivation
is a statement of the, influence of social comparison in the.reaction of individuals or
groups to their gains or losses relative to the gains or losses in income, status,

influence and authority of other individuals or groups. The concept serves as an

intervening variable in gain or loss and the response of social groups to these
disparities.

It is not necessary here to give a detailed treatment of the concept of relative
deprivation. All that need be done is to illustrate briefly the situations under which
the feeling achieves potency. As Runciman (19-66) has shown:

"If A, who does not have something but wants it, compares himself to B, who
does have it, then A is 'relatively deprived1 with reference to B, Similarly,

if Afs expectations are hi^ier than 3's, or if he was better off than B in..the past
he may when similarly placed to B feel relatively deprived by comparison to
him". 10/

There is evidence to show that from the middle of the 1960s the feeling of relative
deprivation became widespread among many groups in many African countries when the

tunnel effect, which had hitherto sustained considerable tolerance for the disparities
ceased for the following reasons. '

Firstly, a decline in the receipts from export crops and minerals resulting from :
a fall in the world market prices as the African countries and other developing nations
competed in increasing their exports. The decline made it difficult for most of the

Governments to redeem their promises of significant benefits to various groups in the
oommunity. XX /

Secondly, t&ere was an increase in the number of people who, as a result of
expanded educational provisions at all levels, became qualified to expect the level of

benefits that was operating at the beginning of the 1960s to be extended to them. However,
besides a fall in employment opportunities there was also a reduction in the. fringe
benefits previousi-y-provided. ■ :

Thirdly, there was a decline in the rate of upward mobility for many of the newer

entrants tp the labour, force as all the top posts either newly created or expanded through
the policy of Africanization of personnel had already been filled.

10/ See W.G. Runcimans Relative Deprivation and Social Justice; A Study of
Attitudes to Social Inequality in Twentieth-Century England {Berkeiy, Los Angeles,
University of California Press, I966J pp. 9-10.

Q/ See Michael R. Lofchie (ed.), The State of the Nations: Constraints on Develop
ment in Independent Africa, ■(•Berkely. Los Angeles, London, University of California Press,
1971;
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Fourthly, access to any employment, at all levels, in the modern sector became

blocked for increasing number uf applicants, especially for those who did not possess

ascriptive qualities - such as ethnicity =, religion, kinship, etc. - that would qualify

them for preferential access. 12/ '

Fifthly, there were a number of ethnic3 regional, rural-urban based reversals in t5<

political fortunes jf many uf the politicians which, in turn, created reversals in the

socio-economic status of the members uf various groups. One reversal in political based

socio-economic fortunes which occurred toward the middle of the 1960s was that in which

politicians from areas formerly low in all or most of the dimensions uf stratification

increased their power position through success in democratic elections for political

office. A second type of reversal was when members of the military bureaucracy drawn

from formerly low socio-economic status groups foroefully seized State power. 13/

Sixthly, a large number of politically—motivated public investigations into the

assets and the management of public funds and financial matters by many members of the

top echelons of the bureaucracies, civil and political, revealed how they had used their

official positions to amass large fortunes through the mechanism of official corruption.

Finally, the operatiun of the tunnel effect ground almost to a total halt in many

countries in Africa in the 1960s as a result of the ostentatious life-styles which some

of the affluent and powerful members of the countries adopted in place of the more

puritanical style that had previously been characteristic of a large proportion of them.

Thus the decline in the operation of the tunnel effect in many African countries

in the 1960s was accompanied by a considerable increase in the spread of the feeling of

relative deprivation among individuals and groups. These are the results of social—

pyschological surveys of the political cultures of many groups presented by a good

number of writers. As can be deducted from the earlier discussion, the feeling of

relative deprivation is a form of what used to be known by psychologists and others as

"frustration" resulting from unfavourable discrepancies between expectations and achieve

ment* What is not widely known, however, is that aggression is not the only possible

response to frustration or a feeling of relative deprivation. In this regard, the paper

on "Social structure and anomie" by Robert.K. Merton. (l957)-is especially useful in the

analysis of the responses of various groups in Africa to the decline in the tunnel

effect. 14/

12/ See Victor A. OloniErusola (ed. )s The Politics of Cultural Sub-Nationalism in
Africa, (Hew York, Anchor Books, Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1972)$ and also Ali A.Mazrui
"Ethnic Stratification and the Military-Agrarian Complex? The Uganda Case" in Glazer,

N. and Moynihan, D.P. (eds.) Ethnicitys Theory and Hlxperience (Cambridge, Mass.,

Harvard University Press, 197*57^

13/ See Olorunrusola (ed.) Ibid., and Mazru.i, Ibid.

14/ See Robert K. Mertons Social Theory and Social Structure (Toronto, Ontario,
Collier-Macmillan Ltd., 1957)) chapter.IV.
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The tunnel effect ceased to operate in Africa from the middle of the 1960s
principally because the actual distribution of facilities and opportunities for achiev
ing the goals of material welfare promised by the leading politicians and accepted by
many groups became unavailable to many of them. Furthermore, there was widespread

violation of the nurms of merit in the distribution uf opportunities, and facilities which
were verbally espoused by the leaders.

Certain groups sought to remove their resulting feeling of relative deprivation by
forms of rebellion ranging from coups d!etat, civil wars, secessions, conspiracies,
rioting, general strikes, violent demonstrations and other forms of civil disorders.

Other persons especially members of the bureaucratic cadres responded by acts of
withdrawal from effective participation in the employing organizations. These acts
ranged from increased labour turnover, "brain drains", increased absenteeism, a general

decline in the quantitative and qualitative supply of effort and refusal to accept forms
of non-contractual behaviour on which the efficiency and effectiveness of their empioy*-
ing organizations depended.

Still others responded by innovating illegitimate ways through which they hoped to
reduce their feeling of relative deprivation. These included white-collar crime, petty
corruption, smuggling and other forms of financial peculation*

Some among the unemployed youth resorted to armed robbery, political thuggery,
violent crimes, vandalism and other forms of threat to both persons and property.

Finally, a large number of disadvantaged persons withdrew entirely from role
responsibility through excessive drinking of alcohol, psychosomatic illnesses and
general adoption of the destitute role. '

Thus, the situation, in many countries in Africa since the mid-1960s resembled in '
many ways the Hobbesian state of nature, a "state of war" where the life of man is
"solitary, poor, nasty, brutish and short", .

Policy devices for escape from Hobbesian state, 1970-1978

The perception by the leading political actors and many of their advisers that the
foregoing "state of war" was in many ways related to the policy of growth without

development has led to a critical examination of the strategy in the 1970s. Some of the
policy measures pursued in this regard in the 1970s includes

-_■(§■<!... .Coiami"fcmen^s to physical planiaingj as against purely-economic planning,
■ in the hope of reducing regional imbalances in development, decentralising

decision making and coping with overurbanization* ;. .

(b) The creation uf more regional, provincial and local administrative units
in many of the more ethnically heterogeneous countries to increase local

participation in decision, making.

(c) Plans to give increased support to the diversification of the agricultural
economy and increased support to food crop production.



Indigenization of many sectors 6f the economy to ensure the ploughing:4>ack of

profits into the local economy and <to l«ad among-other things to the creation
of more job opportunities.

(e) Various forms of job-creating assistance to the proprietors of small- and
medium-soale enterprises.. '

(f) Consideration of many schemes to promote integrated and holistic forms' of ' ""*
rural development.

.•■.-.:,■■: ■ ■ ' ■ ' *

(^ Promulgation of land-use decrees and laws in order to put a stop to specula.*

tion in landed properties in urbian arid rural a*eao ©ad to ensure aooess to
this resource to those who were hitherto prbpertyless.

(h) The establishment of rent oontro-1 boards and tribunals to project .the interest
of tenants.

.The, setting up of productivity, incomes and prices boards as mechanisms'for
reducing inflation. "

Reform of educational systems with a view to making them relevant to the pres..
sing, needs of the various ooturfcriesV

Schemes for on-the-job training for various members uf the bureaucratic cadres
in the hope of improving their efficiency and effectiveness.

Path-goal approach to programme implementation

It has not been possible here to enter into an analysis of the social, political,
oultural and psychological factors that are likely to hinder or facilitate the imple
mentation of the programmes listed above now being pursued in varying degrees in many
African countries. The conceptual framework which should be employed in such analysis
is one known in social-psychology and sociology as "the path-goal hypothesis". Related
to the problem of programme implementation, it can be stated as followss

"If an actor involved in the development process sees programme implementation
as a path leading to the attainment of one or more of his personal goals, he
will tend to be a strong implementer uf programmes. Conversely, if the actor
sees non-implementatiun of programmes as a path to the achievement of his goals,
he will tend to be a weak implementer of programmes.

"From the perspective of social action theory, programme implementation, is not an
. f^f..^ itself >ut is. a.msans.io ..an-end... The -particular means chosen if the cost
(social, political, cultural^ psychological and economic) of choosing it rather '
than any other means to the same goal involves the least cost to the actor.
Furthermore, where an actor perceives programme implementation as a path to his
personal goal, the choice uf it will be affected by:
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(a) The level of his need for the particular goal as compared with other "goals;
and % ■-...■ *

(b) The degree of freedom; and ability he has to choose that path".^

+n »r,+°*e Btt °f f?otor! tha* miSht affect the freedom of leading African politicians
to apt for the implementation of some of the programmes designed to achieve growth and
development centres ons ° .

(a) The action, overt or covert of others in the national environment;

(b) The&aVibility uf the programmes in terras of the human, physical, financial
and organizational resources at their disposal; x

(o) Quantitative and structural appropriateness and adequacy of the assets -
utilitarian, normative and coercive - available for deployment; and

(d) ^e^er the bonds, values and symbols shared by the leading politicians
with others in the national environment constitute adequate bases for
consensus formation. 16/

W See Olatunde Oloko* "On Making Planning and Planning Implementation Effective
A Social Action Analysis", paper presented to the National Workshop on Planning
Strategy for the 1980s held at the University of Ibadan, Nigeria, January 1978.

16/ See Adebayo Adedeji: "Africa1s Development Crisis" in Richard Synge (ed.),
Africa Guide lffi*, and Kwame D. Fordwor, "West African Economic Planning and the need
for Pragmatism" in West Africa. Z\ November 1978, pp. 236>2369, for very interesting
suggestions on how the financial constraints to African development can be removed.



VIII. MONETARY DEVELOPMENTS AND INFLATION

An analysis'of the developments in money supply, widely defined to include quasi-

money, and the factors affecting them, namely changes in net foreign assets, net claims

on Government and bank credit extended to the private sector shows large disparities

among individual developing African countries.

Out of the 34 countries for which data are provided in table VIII-1, the average

annual rate of expansion in money Supply during 1970-1973..ranged from.l to ,20 per cent

for 24 countries while in the remaining 10 countries the range was from 20,1 to 50 per

cent. The annual rate of expansion in money supply accelerated substantially in 197.3-

1977- There were only eight countries out of 34 where'money supply rose yearly from i~
to 20 per cent while the number of countries in the higher bracket of 20.1 to 50 per

cent rose sharply to 25 against 10 in the period 1970-1973* Using the mid-points of the

ranges given in table VIII-1, it seems that the average annual rate of monetary expansior

rose sharply from around 18 per cent annually during 1970-1973 to about 30 per cent

yearly during 1973-1977- *

The table also shows that one of the factors behind the increase in the average

annual--ra-ie- of money supply, growth during..197G-1973 has...<b£eii,;ithe.. cha,n.ge^in- the net;..;;_.£_.

foreign-asse-ts to the banking system..'. Ihiring...thijs:.;perao.d^\net_i'ojreign:;aSBets increased

in 23 countries and declined in the remaining .11;. GDuntries^:, 5b>er©-.war.e_..^.-cpVintries in

which the rise in foreign assets accounted for more than 20 per cent of the rise in

money-supply* —Anvoag—the countries recording-substantial ....gains. in..;fchejji,._n.et, foreign

assets in this period were; Ethiopia, tho Gambia, Ghana, Malawi, the Niger, Sierra Leon:;?

tfie■"United Republic of Tanzania and the Upper Volta. -

From 1973 to 1977 there was a fall in net foreign assets in 20 out of the 34

countries '"being analysed and in only s;even countries did a rise in n&t f-oareign aseeto- -

account for nore than fd0 p'er cent of the increase in money supply*

Another contributory factor in the expansion of money supply from 1970 -to--1973"was

the rise.in net claims on Governments? these increased in 24 out of the 34 countries show

in table..VIII-1 and.J.n 16 of these countries they were responsible for 20 per cent or fior

of the rise in money supply, For the later period 1973-1977 there was an even more

substantial rise in net claims on Governments with 20 countr.ies_showing this as being

responsible i'c-r r,o;.-o than 20 per cent uf the rise in money supply and in 14 of these

countries the rise i:i such claims was the most important influence-~irr the increase in

money supplyc Among countries whose policies of deficit financing had a particularly

strong influence on money supply in 1970-1973 were the United Republic of"Cameroon, the

Central African Empire, Chad, Egypt, the Gambia, Rwanda, the Suclan,. Togo, Uganda, Zaire

and Zambia. I'rom 1973-1977 "the countries were the Central African Enpire,"the Congo,

Egypt, Ethiopia, Gabon, Ghana, the Ivory Coast, Madagascar, Mauritius, Morocco, Sierra

Leone, the Sudan, Uganda, the United Republic of Tanzania, Zaire and Zambia. However, in

certain of these countries the expansionary impact of government borrowing was .partly

offset by a contraction in net foreign assets0 - . — . -. ■.....-.

The last factor causing a rise in money supply was the increase in credit to the :

private ^sectora "1'liis was the most important'Influence" In l8~out~-uf■ 34" countries in -1970-

1973 and in 16 out of 34 countries in 1973-1977* ,:In. fact.in 1973-1977 in 28 countries
the increase in the bank credit .extended to'the private sector contributed more- than.20
per cent of the monetary expansiun while in 16 countries this factor alone"was'responsibl

fore more than 50 per cent of the over-all expansion in money supply. The comparable

numbers of countries during 1970-1973 were 26 and 18 respectively.
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Conditions vary among individual countries but, with a reduction in net foreign

assets "between 1973 and 1977 in a majority of countries, Governments have increased

their, own borrowing from "banking system substantially and have also allowed the rise

in private sector credit to continue at a fast rate leading to an accelerated rate of

increase in money supply and increasing inflation. In summary form, the major

influences on the growth in money supply over the two periods under review are as

follows;

Major faces affecting, changes in money supply (number of countries)

Period

1970-1973

1973-1977

Net foreign

assets

Net claims on

Government

8

14

Claims on private

sector

18

16

Of course in some countries all three factors have shared in the monetary

expansion, in others there has been negative growth in one factor and strong positive

growth in the other two.

Table VIII-1. Frequency distribution showing average annual rate uf expansion in
money supply and factors affecting money supply as percentages uf the total changes

in money supply in 34 countries in developing Africa, 1970-1917

Percentage

Negative

1 to

20

24
8

20

50

Number

10

25

.1

ot

to 50.1 to

10

countries

100.1 and

over

-

Money supply growth rate

per annum

1970-1973

1973-1977

Influence on money supply of

(a) Net foreign assets,

1970-1973

1973-1977

(b) Net claims on Government

1970-1973

1973-1977

(c) Claims on private sector

1970-1973

1973-1977

11

20

10

13

3

9
12

7
11

13
12

1-

Souroe1 Based oh country data in IMF, International Financial Statistics,

Tol. XXX, No- 12, December 1977; vol. XXXI, No, 12, December 197$.
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Table VIII-2. Average annual rates of expansion in money supply and factors affecting
money supply as percentages of the total changes in money supply. 1970-1977
(total faotors = 100) a/! . —" • "

Growth rate in . ■ ; .

percentage Percentage increase in money supply due' to

annually . . .

Country . ■•'.

Algeria

Benin

Burundi

Central African

Empire
Chad

Congo

Egypt
Ethiopia

Gabon

Gambia

Ghana

Ivory Coast

Kenya

Libyan Arab

Jaaahiriya

Madagascar

Malawi

Mauritania

Mauritius

Morocco

Niger

ITigeria

Rwanda

Senegal

Sierra Leone

Somalia

ySud,an

■■To'go

Tunisia

Uganda

United Republic

of Cameroon

United Republic

of Tanzania

Upper Volta

Zaire

.Zambia

Source: Based

Money

1970-

1973

26

12

18

5

5
12

10

15
24.

34.
26:

16,

15.

10,

7-

25-
28,

25-
15-

19.
10,

28,

14-
21.

19.

15-
■8.

18.

22.

17.

19.

14.
18.

7.

on

.6'

.3

.0

.7

.3

.0

.7

.6

.4

.6

.7

.1

.9

► 3

.9

.3

.0

• 7
,6

-5

a
A

,0

A

5
,2

,1*

4

4 '

2

0

7
3

8

supply^

1973-

1977

20

24
26

19.

23.

22,

24.

17.
47.

19.

39-

-3.

24.

29-
16.

17-
26,

28.

21.

18.

48.

29.
26.

18.

22.

30.

30.

18.

SJ

26.

22.

28.

40.

26.

country

-.4

.4

.3

•'6

.2

.4

.4

.0

.5

.9

.3

.1

,1

■ 7
• 9.

.3 .

.5
,6

,3

■ 7

■ 5-
.2

.5 .
7
7
6

3

4
i

8

b

0

9

1 data

Net foreign

assets

1970-

1973

21

4

■ -65

-8

14
-15

a

78

34

42

48 .

-25
. -3

35
33

67
24

23

25
92

50

27
-48

. 42

36

-22

-112

. 51
-23

-27r

51

79
-6

350

in IMF,

1973-

1977

. 4
7

101

18

. -6

-28

-25

17
-21

11

-6

. • a

28

61

-12

-48

-50

-6

3

63

37

84
-6

-48

50

-39

-5

-4
. * •

. -8

-1

-25

13

-29

Net claims on

Government

1970-

1973

-5
-22

5

92

96

32

92

1

-36

55
13

27
10

• * •

-23

18
—9

■ 11

31 .

-22 ■

-22

48

12

33
. ^-28

78.

78

-13

105 •

45

20

-45
52

412

1973-

1977

27;

-23

67

-■ 55

79

■ 55
42

10

84
229

18

* •.

65
29

36

56
55 ;

- 25

-24

16

123
—5

100

11

16

* * *

-4

"-49
—5

80
88

t

Claims

private

1-970-

1973

7 'e-4 '
118

30

16

-10 ■

83'

3 '
21* '

102-

3

15 :

85

63

44

14

85
66

44
30

72

1.6. .

136

24
90

44

134
62

18

82

22

66

54
38

on

1 sector

1973- '

1977

69
116

10

15'
' 73

73
43

9

79
58
10

-129

54j~

39

47
61

56
42

104
' 38 "

39
90

■22

45

39

94
88

a • *

112

26

130

33

41

, International Financial Statistics.

a/ Figures do not add u]
exclusion of other items, b.

exactly to one hundred in some cases because of the

Money plus quasi-money. 0/ A high rate is indicated,
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Consumer

With growth in xeal output being" below 5 per cent for developing Africa and the
r*te of. expansion in money supply bing about 18 per.^£n.t.-3niiually -during 1970-1973

ani-30^per o^t. yearly during 1973-1977", ' Consumer "prices have .risen at a modal annual
? V Per °m± during the iatter period compared with some 5.& per cent during

— In W6 and 1?77. the modal rate of inflation declined to about 11 per cent yearly
as a result »f. the stabilization measures introduced in a large number of countries
destined to curb government expenditure and bank credit in order to rectify the
balance-of-payment,deficits. These efforts were assisted by smaller rates of increase
in import prices. The frequency distribution of countries by thB rates of
increase of consumer;, prices in 1976 and:.1977 are given in table VII-5.

Table VIII-3. Frequency distribution of "percentage^increases in
in consumer prices in African countries, 1976 and 1977

Up to and

including 5.0

Range of increases (in percentage)

5.1 to 10.0 i0.1 to 15.0 15.1 to 20.0 20.1 and over

Central African

Enpir« ' (5,0)

Chad (3.4)
Madagascar (5.0)
Malawi (4.3)

Sudan (1.7)

Upper Volta (3.4)

1976

Algeria (9.5)
Burundi (6.8

Liberia (6.0

Libyan Arab

Jamahirya (5.4)
Morocco (8.6)
Rwanda (7.1)
Senegal (6;0)
Swaziland (8.3)

Tunisia (5,4)
United fiepubiic
of Cameroon (9.9)
TTuited Republic

of Tanzania^ 6.9)

Botswana (13• 7)

Congo (6.8),-

.Egypt (10.3)
Ivory Coast

(12.0) .

Gambia. (17.1)
Sierra Leone

(17.2)
Zambia.(18.8)

Lesotho (10.9)
Mauritania (14.4)

Mauritius (13*4)

Somalia (14.21)
Togo Of. 6)

Ethiopia (28.6)
Gabon 21.8'
Ghana 52.7

Niger 23.5)
Nigeria

(22.0)
Uganda (54.8)
Zaire (85.1)

Madagascar (

Malawi (4.2)
Algeria (9-8)

Burundi (6.8)

Central African

Empire (7.7)
Chad (8.4)
Congo (6.3) /

)^/()
Liberia (5.8)
Libyan Arab

Jamahirya (6.3)

Mauritius(9.2)
Senegal (6.6)'

Sierra Leone

(8.5)
Tunisia' (6.6)

Upper Volta

! (17.9)
Zambia (-19.8)

Botswana (10.4) Ethiopia (16.6)

Sgypt (1.2.J) -Sudan (19.2)
Gambia (12.4)
Kenya (1O,;4.)
Lesotho (".ti .1 )
Rwanda (1-^,6)
Somalia Oo,6)

Swaziland'(12.2)
United Republio

of Cameroon (14»6)
United Republic

of Tanzania (10.3)

Ghana (80.4) ,

Ivory Coast

(27-5)
Nigeria (21.6')

Niger (23.3)-
Togn (21.3) /
Uganda (3O.OP7

Zaive (35.5)

Souroe: IMF, International Financial Statistics., vol. XXXI, No. 9, September 1978
ta ' ^ yiand country data.

a/ Rough estimate only.
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were 16 countries in 197^ and 14 in 1977 experiencing rates of inflation
of less than'10 per cent while in each year there were 10 others with rates of

consumer price increases of 10 to 15 per cent. There were also 10 or 11 countries

with annual rates of inflation of 15 per cent and above.

The reasons for consumer price increases vary from country to country but

certainly for the countries with particularly high rates of inflation, deficit

financing has played a major role. In ..other countries, the rise in consumer

prices has resulted from the higher" costs of imports and from the large expansion'

in...bank-_ar..edit to... the private, sector. ...Ji. slow growth in output particularly in

food production has played a role in a number of countries by forcing up prices of
foodstuffs, in urban areas, ... _ .

Money supply and consumer prices

Growth in money supply is an important constituent of inflationary pressures

and it is particularly useful to look at those countries with high rates of■

increase.ih.-.CQnsumBr .prices in the period.1970 .to 1977-and examine the impact of

excessive credit creation and growth in money supply on prioes. The 13 countries

with average' rises of 11.5 per cent or more in consumer prices from 1970 to 1977

are listed below -together with their growth rates of domestic credit and money.

Table VIII-4. Average growth rates in consumer prices, domestic credit

and money in selected African countries, 1970—1977

Average growth rates (percentage per anrium)

Country

Gabon

Gambia .:......

Ghana

Kenya.. - - ..

Mauritius, :. .

Nigsr .-

Nigeria

Rwanda -\,

Sudan .._ -

Togo

Uganda - -

United Republic of Tanzania

Zaire : : ■ ; ' ;

Average (unweighted) ' 16-3 30.2 26»0

Source; As table VIII-3.

a/ For 1970-1975 only.

Consumer prices

11.9
.:.... : 1.1.7 .

29.8

13.3 .

. 1-1.9

11.9-
16.0

13.1

14.1.
11.5 .-■

-_ ...22 •$...&/
12.0

32.4

Domestic credit

38.9
39.8

30.4

25.7

40.4

9.9
25.6

14-7
26.6

45.0

29.-5-a/ .
24.2

42.5

Money

33.9
■ 23.-i\:-\ : ..

34.1

. 19.6 .
26.9

. 20.4

34.7

23.3

21.3

20.0

- 32.4 a/
20.6

27.6
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Tljis comparison shows that the average annual rate of increase in domestic

credit for the 13 countries, included in table VIII-4 was.30,2 per cent which is

substantially above the growth rate for all the 34 countries for which there are

data, the latter averaging 26.6 per cent a year; similarly the rate of increase in

money for the 13 countries of 26 per cent compares with 20.5 per cent for all 34

countries for which there are data.

Rates of increase (unweighted-averages), 1970-1977

Per cent per annum Consumer prices Domestic credit Money

34 countries surveyed

13 countries with high

rates of price increase

Difference

26

30

3

.6

.2

.4

20.

26,

5.

5

0

5

comparison'sug^est's that the rise in money supply-above a certain level

will lead to an almost similar percentage increase in consumer .prices. It also

suggests'that countries with high rates of growth in domestic'credit will also

see high levels of increase in. money supply accompanied by. higher than average rate&

of increase in consumer, ^prices, _ • :

It was shown earlier that the increase in consumer prices this decade was

much higher after 1973 than in the earlier years. The available data on domestic

cre&itarid money -growth- rates- for those 32 countries for which consumer price

data are also available show substantially higher increases on average for 1973- to

1977 than for-1970 to 1973- The comparison-is-as follows:- ' '

32 African countries: average annual growth rates (percentage)

Period Consumer prices Domestic credit Money

197-0-1973

1973-1977

Difference.

5-4

15-5

10.1 13-9

15.3

24.9

9.6

Thus while the average annual rate of expansion in money supply during the

years 1970 to 1973 accelerated frpm 15-3.to 24-9 per cent a year during the years

1973 to 1977, this was accompanied by a rise in the growth rates of consumer prices

farom 5.4 to 15.5 per cent a year. Domestic credit rose at a faster rate .than .„

either money or consumer prices in these two periods registering average annual

growth rates of 21.2 and 35.1 per cent respectively. Many developing African

countries in the years 1970 to 1977 have increased their bank credit at rates

substantially in excess of their growth rates of output at constant prices. This

has culminated in excessive money supply ahd has led to acoelerated inflation.
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Bsughly speaking the data, available, seem to suggest^ tkatwith aii over-ail' (

moderate rate of increase in the money supply of about 9 per cen,t. a year ancl a

growth rate of real GEP of some 5 P©r cent yearly there would, be little inflation

created as measured by incre^aes i,n .consumer prices. Part of any ^increase in ...... ..

money supply would be needed to cope with the increased monetizatitih of the ' - :■

economy without leading to inflation.

An attempt is made below in table VIII-5 to examine in a crude fashion the

inflationary impact of monetary creation for the 13 countries with average

increases in consumer prices of 11.5 P9** cent and above from 1970 to 1977» calculating

the difference between the rate of monetary expansion and the growth of GDP at " ■

constant prices and after making some, allowance for increased monetization in the . ,,

economies of the countries concerned. The column showing the inflationary influence

is estimated as the difference between the growth rates of money supply and QDP

in real, terms after allowing 4 per cent annual increase in money supply to cope

with increased jnonetization. ■ . ,,-.... .."'■.,

It table VIII-5 the unweighted average for the column entitled^inflationary ;

influence is 16.7 per cent which is virtually the same as the rate of increase in

consumer prices of 16.3 per cent. This suggests that there is a direct relationship

between high increases of money supply and of consumer prices.

Table VIII-.5. Average annual' growth rates of money. GDP and consumer

prices in selected African countries, 1970-1977 , ■

'' Average growth rates (percentage per annum)> 1970-1$77

Country Money GDP Inflationary influence^ Consumer prices

Gabon

Gambia

Ghana

Kenya

Mauritius

Niger

Nigeria

Rwanda

Sudan

Togo

Uganda

United Bepublic

of Tanzania

Zaire '

Unweighted

average

33-9

23.1

34 1
19.6

26.9
20.4

34-7

23.3
21.3
20.0

32.4 b/

20,6

27*6

14.8

7-4

3.1

5.2

9-4
3.0

7-5

3.1

4.4

0.4

0.6

4.5

5.1

15.1

11.7
27.0

10.2

13-5

13.4 .
23.2

16.2.

12.9
14.6

27.8 b/

12.1 ■

18.5 ..

12,

11,

29

13,

11

11,

16.0

14-1

11.5

22.9

12.0

32.4

0 o/

.7
,8

■ 3

S

.9,

26.0 5.3 16.7 16.3

Source; As table VIII-3j GDP figures mainly from country data,

a/ Money less GDP less 4 per cent for increased monetization.

b/ 1970-1975 only.

0/ 1970-1976.
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Taking the 32 countries for which complete monetary and price data are available

for 1970 to 1977, the ccraparisoncf the various growth rates is as follows for the two

periods 1970 to 1973 and-1973 to 1977. :

52 African countries? average annual growth rates (percentage)

period" Money GDP Inflationary influence Consumer prices

1970-1973 15.3 *'-5 £-8 ;^
1973-1977 ' 2U-9 _M__ Jf-*°_

1970-1977 20.7™~ ^.7 12.0 11.2

Here again the data provided on the average annual growth rates of money supply
real GDP and the associated inflationary influence as defined above show clearly the
letter's association with the accelerated rate of growth in consumer prices to 15-5

per cent yearly from 1973-1977 as compared with a mere 5.4 per cent during the years

I97O-I973.

In order to find out-the relationship "between consumer prices and the rate of
inflationary influence a linear regression equation was fitted to the data in table Vlll 5

which is as follows: v-

Y = 1.71993 + O.87993X

where Y denotes the rise in consumer prices and X the rate of inflationary

influence.

Also f= 3-31^27, R2 = O.U99S and"SE = 5.

where t is a test of significance R2 the coefficient of determination, and

SE = standard error.

This equation in effect means that for every 1 per cent increase in the inflationary
influence above a certain point,the increase in consumer prices will be nearly 0.9
per cent. The existence of a high degree of correlation ($. * O.7O69) between the :
inflationary"influence and consumer price increases is of extreme importance for framing
future monetary policies for African developing countries. '

Stabilization measures

In the course of 1977 and 1978. about half the countries in Africa resorted to
stand-by arrangements with the International Monetary Fund aimed at stabilizing their
economies. In Kenya for example because of adverse weather conditions which caused
a reduction in the 1978-1979 coffee crop coupled with the fail in coffee prices in the.
international market and the breakrup of the East African Community the Government.

has resorted to a stand-by arrangement vitfr IMF" destined to contain the balance-of■
payments deficit and to curb the rate of price inflation. The stabilization programme

sets limits on credit expansion to the private sector and government borrowing- :
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Following seriou? balance-of-payments pressures which emanated from the fall in

prices and volume of cooper exports that account for 90 per cent of Zambia *s export

receipts, the Government of Zambia has also made a stand-by arrangement -with IMF.

The main objectives of the stabilization programme are to bring about equilibrium in

the "balance-of-payments by the year 1980 to curb the rate of price inflation and to

stimulate the pace of economic growth. The programme among other things is aimed

at the reduction of the over-aia budget deficit, improving the financial soundness

end effective' functioning of the mining companies and the implementing an incomes and

prices policy. In order to strengthen the international competitiveness of Zambia's
exports the stabilization programme also included the devaluation of the currency, the

kwacha, by 10 per cent against SDKs effective March 1978. Another important feature

of the programme is the gradual phasing out of external debt payments.

In 1978 Zaire, the other major African copper exporter, experienced serious problems

arising from the insurgency in the middle of the year which disrupted copper production.

Towards the end of the year the currency the zaire was devalued and various measures

were.taken to improve the operation of the important ministries. Domestic credit to the

public and private sectors was restricted with a view to improving the external payments

situation.

The stabilization programme in Gabon aims at correcting the balance -of-payments

deficit and curbing the rate of domestic inflation. It also aims at the progressive

l£qt!idation of external payment arrears in order to curtail debt servicing obligations.

This is expected to revive the confidence of the private sector and to facilitate an

early resumption of economic growth. To achieve some of these objectives- the programme

includes the restructuring of fiscal policy to eliminate extra-budgetary operations

the introduction of new taxes to increase budgetary resources and a restriction in the

expansion of domestic credit.

In Madagascar, following the slow growth of economic activity which has emanated

from a low capital inflow, high private and public consumption and a decline in domestic

savings and capital formation, a stabilization programme was introduced designed to

foster the resumption of economic growth. A reduction in the rate of growth of consumption

was also aimed at, to encourage savings and increase investment activity at the same

time as improving the balance of payments.

Following the budget deficit in the financial year 1975/77 Mauritius recorded a
substantial deficit in its balance-of-payments and a consequent deterioration in its

foreign exchange. To achieve some of the objectives of the stabilization programme

and to bring about a lasting improvement in the functioning of the economy the Govern

ment intends to contain the rate of growth in aggregate demand below the rate of increase

of the gross national product. Private expenditures are to be curbed through a restrictive

wages policy, higher taxation a restrictive monetary and credit policy and at the same

time there will be a reduction in government expenditure.

In order to assist the Government of the Sudan with its balance of -payments

difficulties which have emanated from increased import prices and from domestic expan

sionary policies 5 the Fund has agreed to a purchase in the first credit tranche the



Meanwhile, the Fund haB also approved ». reouest frrai Egvpt :*ich would enable

?Sf^e SD150 f P °f threeiSrs under^S Fu^b
GDP ^bh^ rin/eat"res of th^ """try's programme are to achieve a

10 L^ Per t *
GDP ^bh^ r/ eve
L^ Per °ent Eer ^"^ *° reduce the »*« °f inflation to

on
in the balanoe-of payments.

r=ras ssir^,^5-^= 2
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IX. RESOURCE FLOWS AND EXTERNAL DEBT

Flows to developing countries

The total net flow of resources to developing countries as a whole from all
sources rose from 3US 16.7 billion in 1970 to $US 5?.94 billion in 1976 and
$J3& 63.93 billion in 1977, an average annual rate of expansion of 21 per cent at

current prices, ■ ■

During the 1970s official development assistance (ODA) rose at an average annual
rate of 13.5 per °ent yearly while non-concessional flows rose at the more

•uTJHtantial rate of \1& percent yearly which means a substantial deterioration in
the terms.and conditions of resources flows to developing countries as a whole.
As a result of this trend, the share of offioial development assistance in total..
flows declined substantially from 48 per cent in 1970 to 31 per cent in 1977-

. The.sources from which these resouroes originated also.changed. The share

cUreoily from ?AC countries fell-from 77 P©r cent to 51 per cent of total resources
while the OPEC'countries and multilateral agencies increased their shares from
4 per oent and 16 per cent in 1970 to 7 per cent and 13 per cent respectively in
1977. Most international bank lending orginates in DAC and OPEC countries and there
has been a major shift in- such bank lending so that its proportion in all-.resource. .

flows rose from 4 per cent in 1970 to 28 per cent in 1977*

From BAC countries, the share of concessional flows as measured by ODA

declined from 44 per cent of total resource flows in 1970 to 31 per cent in 1977f
and for'the "OPEC countries this share declined slightly from 83 per cent in 1970-
to 81 per cent in 1977. The multilateral agenoies maintained approximately the ■ ■ .
same share of 61-per cent for concessional assistance in all the resources they .

provided for developing countries. ■

At 1970 constant prices the finacial flow of resources increased rapidly between

1970 and 1975 but this was followed by a decline in 1976 and then a recovery in
1977. ..On average the rate of increase at constant prices between 1970 and 1977

was around 7*4 per.cent a year.

Flows to developing Africa

The net flow of resources to developing Africa has risen from i>US 6,879 million
in 1974 to -tfUS 14,681 million in 1977,""an average annual rate of increase of 243.7
per"cent at current prices. The DAC countries and multilateral agencies recorded

particularly large increases in their resource flows to African countries over
this period. At 1970 constant prices the increase from 1974 to 1977 was from

4.17 billion to $W 7.29 billion, an average annual rate of 20.5 per cent.
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Table IX-1. Total flow of resources to developing countries, 1970 and 1976-1977

Source and

type of resource

Average

annual -..-- ■ Share

growth ——

. rate

Values (billions of (per- Of total
United States dollars) centage) flow

Proportion

of ODA in

total flow

1970 1976 1977 1970-1977 1970 1977 ,1970 1977

Total resources 16.70 52-94 63-93

ODA '." 8.04 18.74 19-54
Non-concessional 8.66 34.20 44.39

DAC TOTAL

Bilateral

Non-concessional

OPEC TOTAL

Bilateral

Noh-conoessional

MULTILATERAL

INSTITUTIONS 1.79 6.50 8.10

Concessional ■ 1.10 .3.87 5.00

Non-concessional 0^69 2.73 3.10

CENTRALLY PLANNED . . ;

ECONOMIES 0,89 0.90 0-73

Concessional O.78 0,82 0.70

ffen-cono ess ioaal 0,11 0.08 0.03

OTHER 0.60 13.70 17.80

Non-concessional 0*60 13o7O 17*80

21.0

13-5
26,'O

ioo.o'i; 100.0
48.O 31*0

12.82

5.66

7.16

0-60

0.50

0.10

25.59

9.51
16.08

6.15
4.54
1.61

32.68

10.08

22.60

4*62

3.76

0.86

14.3
8.6

17.9

34.0

.33.0

36.0

77.

■ 4-

0

0

. 51

7

.0

.0

■44.

83.

0

0

31

,81

.0

.0

24.0

24.0

24.0

10.0 13.0

61.0 . 62.0

-2.9

-1.6

■22.0

5.0 ' 1.0

88.0 95*0

62.0

62.0

4.0 28.0

Source; OECD Development Jo-operation, 1978, Review (OECD, Paris 1978).

IX-2. Total financial flower* fr> developing countries and multinational

institutions, 1970 and 1975 to 1977 ("billions of United States dollars)

Source 1970 1975 1976 1977J

DAC countries

OPEC countries

Other countries

Total current prices

Total at 1970 price

15-
0.

• *

80

60

40

8

0

.■38-

.17

.84

40.74

8.13
•. •

49.

7.
0.

49

59
70

17.40- 49-39

17-40" 28.29

49.70
2/

26.97 S/.

57.78

28.69

Sourcet Based on World Bank Annual Report, 1978, and OECDg Dgvelopgient Co

operation Reviews, 1976, 1977 and 1978 (Paris),

a/ The coverage is not as complete as in table IX-1,

0/ Estimate only.

b/ Preliminary.

d/ Based on DAC deflators.
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: However, despite an average annuaX.J?a.te\o.f grow-th in: OiiA-' of .45--6-per"cent •-■

at 1970 pr£oes the share of official, development. assistance'in the total—flows to

Africa fell from around 62 per cent in 1974 to 53 per cent in 1977- Tbis fact points

to the deterioration in the terms and. conditions of flows of resources to develop

ing Africa.

Table IX-3* Fiow of resources to Africa (in millions of United States dollars)

1974 1976 1977

Total from all sources

Total at 1970 prices a/

ODA total

ODA from DAC countries

ODA from multilateral agencies

ODA from OPEC countries

Total ODA at 1970 pricei

African share in flows

Total in percentage

ODA in percentage

6.879
4 167

4-252

2 241

869
1 142 .

13

7

.....6-

3

1

1

027
068

11-3- -
138

440

536

14

7

7"
3
2

1

681

289

715
685

578

452

2 510

21.2

30.2

3 194

29.1

34.1

ODA as a proportion of African receipts- 4 ■ . 61.8 . 46.9 ■

3 877

28.5
40,9

52;6

Souroe: As table 1.

■ a/ Deflated by DAC deflators.

Since 1970 there has been some hardening of the terms for loan commitments and

grant elements in loan flows. The years of maturity of the loans to developing

Africa (other than North Africa) declined from an average of 25*2 years in 1970
to 19*6 years by 15*76. Further the grace periods have decreased and the interest

rates increased from an average of 3-7 per cent in 1970 to an average of 5»4 P©r

cent in 19.76-' Also the grant element in total loans and the total percentage grant

elements in loans and grants have declined from 46 per cent an- 54 per cent in 1970

to 31 per cent ,and.42j)er% cent respectively in 1976. However as shown in table IX—4

mdst of these changes'"l'eading to somewhat harder loan terms took place before 1974»

and any hardening in loan conditions was much more muted between 1974 and 1976.
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Table-n-4. Average .term indicators fnr loans aad-laan. on^+.^j.^raxxt' eiementB
m developing Africa,, flcttjludlttg NortB Africa. 19tO^ ^— ^

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 - 1976

Percentage grant

element in"loans 46
Percentage grant

element of loans

plus ■'grants 54

Sources World Bank, Annual Report. 1978. . ;-: :. ; \

.~Kl« share of "Bar*lows to non-oil-producing countries from DAC countries and
multilateral agencies increased from 92-4 per cent of the African total in 1974 to
96.8 per cent .in-1-977. At 1970 constant prices the increase of flows to non-oil-
producing developing countries of Africa was equal to an average of I6.3"'per oent
a year over the 1972-1977 period. "... * P *

rose from $US 861 million in 1974 to *US 2,872-millibn" in"i977, although a large
part of the increase was due to a rapid increase in the proportion of private'capital
flows to these countries which reached 93 per cent of their total receipts in 1977.

External public debt

Atf analysis by UNCTAD of the debt outstanding and :debt service payments by :
groups of developing countries shows that 40 countries in Africa-increased their
total disbursed debt from $US 9 billion in 1970 to iUS" 30 billion in 197^ and their
debt service payments from ,$US 0.9 billion to $VS 3 billion. These figures may be
compared with merchandise export earnings in .127.6 of approximately #US 40 million
and for 1970 of about tfUS 12 million.. Thus the ratio of debt service payments to
merchandise export earnings appears to have stayed the same oonsftrlng 1970 and 1976.

Taking all world developing countries for which data were than available
UHCTAD estimated that the rate of increase of outstanding public debt has tended to

?2S? ?n^G fr°m Per °ent a year in the Period 197O-1973 to 21.8 per cent from
1973-1976. Total debt-service payments of the countries measured increased from
^US 5.8 billion in 1970 to tfUS 17.1 billion in 1976. The changing composition of
debt has had some influence on debt-service payments particularly as in more recent
years there has been an increasing share of debt owed to private lenders.
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Table IX—5* .-Total recorded net flow of resources to .developing.Africa, 1974—1977

(millions of United States dollars) . :. ~-~ ..■ -. ■ .

1974 1975 1976 1977

From £A0 (jovji'tries and

multilateral agencies

Net receipts ■
Ma.ior-oil exporters

Bilateral ODA from DAC co-.mtries

ODA from;multilateral agencies

Other

Total recorded net flow

developing countries

Bilateral ODA from DAC countries

ODA from multilateral agencies

Other

Total recorded net flow

Developing Africa

Bilateral ODA from DAC countries

ODA from mul"bilateral agencies

Other

a/
Total rfeoorded net flow—'

Tctal from other- sources-^

Grand total

Of which major oil exporters

Of which other countries

190

45
626 - 1

213

45

819 1

212

26

893 2

170

27

675

861

822

1 198

4 315

2 077

2 717
1 187

3 346

7 250

2 131

■2 926

1 414

3 244

7 584;

933 10 874 9 599

2 672

3 516

2 551
4 160

10 227

2

2

241

869
066

2

1

5

930

232

165

3
1

5

138

440

137

3
2

6

686

578
835

5

1

6

176

703

879

946

9

3

13

2

327

700

027

153

9

2

11

2

715

052

767

168

13

1

14

2

099

582

681

868

11 813

Source; OECD Development Co-operation, 1976, 1977, 1978 Reviews (Paris,

1976, 1977 and 197^H

' a/ From DAC countries and multilateral agencies.

b/ Mainly ODA from OPEC countries.
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I* 1976 iif&erest- payments were 3&«5 per cent .of-total debt, service payments compared
with 30 per cent in 1970. For the African region interest payments were one third

of debt service payments in 1976 compared with 28 per cent in 1970, For 1977

early estimates by OECI- show that the total debt service... of all developing countries.,

had risen to ^.ITS 36.6 billion or by 17 per cent compared with 1976. The average

increase 1970 to 1977 was 22.2 per cent a year and in 1977 interest payments

totalled $US 13.2 billion and amortization iUS 23.4 billion.

For low-income group of developing countries i.e, those with a per capita

GNP of i£US 160 and below in 1975, *ne rate of growth of debt from 1970 to 1976 ..-. ■

according to UHCTAD was 13.2 per cent a year. This group of countries continues

to rely on offioial lending and in more recent years has certainly benefited

from increasing grant receipts. In 1976 more than 90 per cent of the outstanding

debt of these countries was owed to official lenders. At the other extreme the

outstanding debt of countries with per capita GNP of &US 801 and more in 1975

grew by 21-.2 -per cent a year between 1970 and 1976. At the same time the ratio

of their debt owed to private lenders grew from 40 to 56 per cent. The rate of

growth of their interest payments was 27.7 per cent a year.

For the groups of country between these two limits of per capita GNP the annual

debt growth rates rose by 25.1 per cent a year for countries with &US 161 to J300

per head, 18.1 per cent for $US 301 to $ 450 per head and 22.8 per cent a year

for countries with tfUS 451 to it 800 per head.

Table" IX-6." Outstanding public debt and debt service payments of developing

countries, 1970 and 1973-1976 (billions of United States dollars)

1970 1973 1974 1975 1976

Africa

Debt outstanding (including undisbursed)
Debt outstanding (disbursed only)
Total debt service

flatio (percentage) / 9-9 H-0 12.9 10.5 10.0

Private debt

Debt outstanding-(-disbursed only) 2.39 5-71 7.06 9.24 12.08
Total debt service . 0.41 0.98 1.51 1.40 1.83

Sa~tio (percentage) " 17.2 17.2 21.4 15-2 15-1

MSA countries a/ ■

Debt outstanding (disbursed only) ; 17*36 ; 24-50 28.60 33.86 39-22
Total debt service 1-34 ' 2.01 2.13 2.52 2.79

Least developed countries b/

Debt outstanding (disbursed only) 2.57 4.42 6.14 7-53 9.02
Total debt service 0.15 0.24 0.28 0.36 0.41

fiatio (percentage) 5*8 5*4 4-6 4«8 4«5

Source: UNCTAD secretariat based on data supplied by the World Bank.

a/ Countries most seriously.affected by world; .economic changes this decade.

b/ Out of 25 countries covered, 19 are in Afrioa.
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-.As shown:..in table;.IX^6 %e total, disbursed- debt bu-ts.tanding-^f.--th& African
countries as a whole rope.jt^iw.jm -^.bill-ion 'in'-.197O--t6-^US3L30--b'ii3^»n':-ih-1976,
an average annual growth rate of 22 per cent. For the 25 least developed countries

^ '^e..w..orldAt rose from #US.2f6 billion.to. $US 9.. billion- or "by 23 per cent yearly

. . ^ Mqy situation that arose in 197-3,twhen^ the pa-t-io of^debt-service
to total debt outstanding of African countries rose to T4 per oent showed some
improvement by 1976, falling to 10 per cent. Ehese rates were higher than they
would otherwise have been because of the relatively high proportion of public [debt
financed by* private sources including suppliers-1 credits. For private delit.the.
ratio of debt service to -total outstanding debt was 21.4 per cent in 1°-7.4 and 1$,1
per, cent in, 1976.- ■ In 1977 based on data in table IX-7 this proportion'Vas 19.9
per ,cent. , . ":

Fortunately the least developed countries' were able to benefit from low-interest
government and multilateral loans so that their* debt service ratio as a proportion

of debt outstanding was 5.8 per cent in 1970. According to OECD the least developed
countries ow«d $US 12.1 billion in 1977-and the'debt service ratio was just under
5 pex cent of the total debt outstanding.

Table IX-7. Total disbursed debt of all world developing countries at year end and
total annual debt service by type of debt. 1970 and 1974-1977f^Ti^Ma of United

States dollars) . '

Debt 1970 1974 1975 1976 1977

Bilateral and multilateral

Export credits

Other (market terms)
Unallocated

Total debt - ■ ■

Debt service

Bilateral and multilateral

Export credits

Other (market terms)
Unallocated

Total debt service

Source: OECD, Development

35-0

26.1

12.1

0.9 ■

■74.1

■ 2.2

4.9 ■
1.8 ■

■ 0.1 •

. 9-0

55.P

39.2

44.8

1.0

139.9

3.4 .

9*2 ;
7.5
0.2

20.3

Co-operation, 1978

65-5
49-3

59.5
1.0

175.3

4.0

U.3

9.7
0.2

25-2

fleview.

74.2

57-5
79.4
1.1

212.2

4.5

13.4
13.2

0.2

31.3

(Paris, 1978).

85.3
66.0

91.6

1.1

244.0

5.0

16.2

15.2

0.2

36.6

The following, table ^.istfa ti>e countries of the Africa region showing their.1 ;
external public debt service payments as proportions of exports of goods:ana services

from 1970 to 1976. .-,In 1976 countries in which this ratio was more than 10 per oent

were Algeria (H.iper cent), Egypt (17%6 per cent), Guinea (20.8 per cent), I...
Mauritania..(.37- per. ceni).- -Siexra Leone-(24,4 per o-efrt^—the--Sudan--fi-oVf-per-c^nt)
and Zaire (11.7 per cent), Four of these countries increased these percentages
between 1975 and 1976 and in the remaining--three the'proportion was reduced.
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Table IX-8. Service payments on external public debt "by African countries as

of goods and* ffemrloefly: 1 $70-197& - "

- .■ - " ■• ' . "■■ ::-: -; 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976

Algeria

Benin

Botswana

Burundi

.Central African

Chad

Comoros

Congo

Egypt

Ethiopia
Gabon

Gambia

Ghana

Guinea

Ivory Coast

■Kenya -- :

Lesotho

Liberia

Madagascar

Malawi

Mali

Mauritania

Mauritius

Morocco

Niger.

Nigeria

Rwanda

Senegal

Sierra Leone

Somalia

Sudan' ;.

Swaziland

Togo-'--— - ■

Tunisia f".

Uganda •-

United Republic

United Republic

Upper volta

Zaire

Zambia

: Sources

• V; 3.2
2.2

2.7

2.3

Empire 3.2

2.0
...

8,4
28.7
11.3

.5.5

0.7:
4.9

28.7
. 6.7 , -

-■;-■;• ; ■-■■ : ■- 5.'5:- ~v

■9.61- '
7.2

3-5 -■
7.0

1.8

3.2

3.7

7.7
3.8 ..

4.1 .

■ 1.3
2.4

10.0

2.0

10.3
4.7

— - 2.9-

17.1

3."2

of Cameroon 3..1

of Tanzania 7*3

- 3.9

■ .• 4.4 '

5.4

World Bank, Annual Report

5.8
4.2

1.9
2.8

2.2

8.8

• a •

8.6

28.8

10.5
7.2

1.0

7.1
3Y-2

7.7

5.4

7.1-
6.6

7,8

-1.6

3.3 ■

5.0

10.2

3.2

3.0

1.9 ■■'■
5.0

7.6

2.4
13.2

5.1
3.0 ■■■•■

14.8

1.6

;4.4

7.4
4.0

.4.9

9-9

, 1978.

11.8

3.3

2.6

6.6

1.6

5.3

a • .

8.9

31.1

8.7
7.2

1.2

3.2

28.6

8.2

6.2 ;...

5.1
6.0

3.8

7-7

1.4
8.6

2.1

9.3

2.7

2.7
2.2

3.7
8.0

3.1

13.3

9.0

6.6

14.7
4.2

4.8

10.9

3.0

8.0 :

10.3

12.8

1.9
2.6

2.7
4.4

3.5
*. •

7-7
39.8

6.4

14.-3

1.3

" 2,2 '
36.0

5f6 ■;
" 3";2

5.2

5.3

7.6

6.0

5.5

1.7
8.3
2.7
4.0

0.3
8.0

8.2

3.7
11.4
9,5

6.9
10.2

7-4
4.8 -■

7.4

343
8^4-

28; 8.

".. ;;

13.5
5.0

2.7

2.7
8.1

.3.2,

...

6.8

20.8

5-5'
4.3
0.8

2.4

20.1

8.0

4.3
■ -2.1'

- 4.7

3.4

7.7
■ 2.5

6.0

1.0

5.3

3.0

1.7
0.8

5.3
8.0

4-3
13.2

2.2

3.4

6.4"

-4.5

..... 4.4

6.5
3.1-

T2.9

:-5.2
1.

8.8

5.1
3.1

5.7
10.3

5.6

1U8

21.5

7.3

5.8
■A. 6

3.3
20#5

9.1

4,. 3
"'■ 3.2

5.1

3.7

7.4

3.1

20.2

1.0

6.8

5.4

3.3

1.2

5.4

8.5
3.4

18.3
1.0

10.1

6.6

"3.7

5»4

7.1

: ■ 5.6

i 5". 8

;-;8-7

14.1■'
2.4 ■

.• 2.5 .
5-6

7.2

4.1

5-7

6.5
17.6

6.3
6.7
0.7

■ 4.6

20.8

9.1.

: 5:0-

■ ' 3.5
4.3

4-7
6.1

3.2

37.0

1.0

8.2

3-4

2.3
0.6

6...1

21.4
3.0

16-7
.0.8

8.0

6.2

2.5
.6.0

8.1

■-3.8

11.7
8.9

i. ' ■,-.■■.
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X. EXTERNAL TRADE ASDBALANCE OF PAYMENTS

The development in. world trade

■World trade (both exports and imports) in value terms rose substantially during.-
the 1970s'from fcUS 578.5 billion in 1970 to $US 2,081.3 billion in 1977- Owing to

differences in valuation, timing and coverage there are some discrepancies between

the value of world imports'and exports. The discrepancies are not substantial, ranging

between 3 to 5 per cent. Setting these aside world tracle in value terras rose at an

average annual rate of about 20.per cent between 1970 and 1977- In volume terms the

annual rate of expansion was a mere 6.1 per cent which indicates that the price ihdioes

registered a substantial rise of about 13 per cent yearly*

The share of the industrial countries in the value of.world trade declined from*

72.4 per cent in 1970 to 67-1 per cent in 1977. On the other hand, the share of the

developing countries rose from 1.Jf»1 per cent to 25.4 per cent. Almost all the rise in

the share of developing countries inworld trade was obtained by.the oil-exporting

countries as a result of the rise in oil prices and their share in world trade rose

from 5 per cent in 1970 to 11.1 per oent in 1977. The share of other developing

countries rose marginally from 14.1 per cent to 14*3 per oent.

The balance of trade for the industrial countries which registered a minor defioit

of $US 3 billion in 1970 recorded in 1977 a substantial"deficit of $US 41-9 billion,

while the surplus in the trade balance of oil exporters soared from 3US 7-6 billion

in. 1970 to $US 58.9 billion in 1977« The trade deficit of other world developing

countries which amounted in 1970 to $US 9.6 billion rose to ^US 25.6 "billion in 19?7*

Taking. 1970 as a base the terms of trade moved substantially in favour of the

oilr-exporting countries to record a peak of 331 (1970 = 100) in 1976. In 1977 it
registered a small decline to 317 • For other developing countries the terms of trade

moved substantially against them to record a low level of,83 (1970 = 100) in 1975
but thereafter there was some improvement -ip,' the terms, of trade to 90 in 1976 and

98 in 1977* For the industrial countries • thtg Jerms of trade moved strongly against

them in 1974 and only a small recovery was recorded in 1975 to 1977*

Measured-in volume terms- based on 1970, the exports of industrial countries

expanded at an average annual rate of 6.4 ^per cent during the 1970s compared with a _

growth of 5»3 per-de*rf for- imports-.- For the oil exporters the volume of exports

rose marginally at an average annual rate of a mere 1 -Jper cent while the volume of

imports soared at an average, yearly rate of 19-3 per/cent. For. developing countries ■,

other than the oil exporters the volume of exports rose at an average annual rate of

7.6 per cent compared with 6.3 per cent for the volume of imports.
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Table X-l. External trade ~by area, 1970 and 1974 - 1977 (value figures in billions of
United States dollars)

Area Item 1970. 19,74, .. 1975..: -19.7.6 .. ...1977,.

World

Industrial

countries

Oil exporters

Other developing

countries

Imports in value

Exports in value

Import volume

Export volume

Import prices

1970

1970

1970

Export prices (1970

100

100

100

100)

Imports in value

Exports in value

Import volume (1970 = 100

Export volume (1970 =» 100

Import prices (1970 « 100
Export prices (1970 = 100

Terms of trade (1970 « 100)

Imports in value

Exports in value

Import volume a/ (1970 = IOO)
Export volume 7l97O = 100 ) .
Import prices (1970 = 100)

Export prices (1970 = 100)

Terms of trade a/ (1970 = 100)

Imports in value

Exports in value

Import volume

Export volume

Import prices

Export prices

1970 = 100

1970 = 100

1970 « 100

1970 « 100

Terms of trade (1970 - 100)

296.3
282.2

100

100

100

100

211.0

208.0

100

1Q0

loo

100.

100'

* 10.8

I8.4
100

100

100

100

100

45.5

35-9
100

100

100

100

100 '

785.1
772.6

133
136

199
201

545-0

504.1

131

M42

197

171

87

32.2

117.8

144

.,,109

a • •

589
285

131.0

98.1

139
143

207

191 .

92

- 813.9
796.4
3.28

129"

215
218

545.9
537.8
122

136

213

191
90

51.2

109.4
212

95
•« •

629

282

138,2

94.1
136

142 . "

223

I85
83

922.7
907.3

143

144
217

223

632.9
598oO

139

149
216 ■

193

91

62.7
133.1
263
,108

• • r

668

331

144.6

115.7.

144
163

221

198

90

1 055-7
1 025.6

151

151
236

242

719-5
677.6

' 144

1*54
236

- 212

>£
85.9

144.8

343

107

•. • '

736

317

162.0

136-4
153
167
232

228

98

Sourcet Based on data in IMF, International Financial Statistics , August 1976,
December 1977 and September I9780 ' ~ ' '

a/ Based on import prices of otter developing countries,

The above brief analysis shows that the adjustment process in the world trade to

the increases in oil prices of 1973 was very slow indeed in spite of the enormous

increase in the volume of imports by the oil-exporting countries and the efforts being

made by the industrialized countries and the other developing countries to increase the

volume of exports and to contain the volume of imports. The non—oil— - * .

exporting developing countries were assisted in their efforts to achieve a better balance

by the slow growth in import volume and the improvement during 1975 to 1977 in their

terms of trade resulting partly from a slower growth in import prices coupled with the

continued increase in their export prices.
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... If it is'possible to make a guess-estimate for 1978 it would appear that the
value oZ..World trade (imports and exports) has risen "by about 10 per cent with much
of this, increase due to rises in unit value and only a'small'part (possibly 2-per cent)

due...to volume*. .

Foreign trade of developing African countries

In value terms the exports of developing African countries rose from $VS 12.7
billion in 1970 to- <&US 46.8 billion in 1977, an average annual growth of over 20 per

cent yearly..o.r,almost equal to the world average. Imports rose respectively from

$US 11.1 billion to $US 47.8 billion at" an average yearly rate of over 23 per cent
which is'higher than the growth in the.value of world imports. The balance of trade

surplus of |US 1.6 billion realized in 1970 was turned into a deficit of about $0S 1
billion in 1977. -Thus the traditional pre-1975 surplus on the balance of -trade was

replaced by deficits which.reached in 1975 the level of $US 4.1 billion. In 1976
a surplus of■ over #US 3 billion was realized followed, by a deficit of $US 1 billion

in .1977...

There are little data at present available for 1978 but it appears that exports

from the major oil exporters have fallen in value by jfrUS 3 to 4 billd-en wh-il-e ■ exports

of the other developing countries of Africa were probably little changed or slightly
lower, -imports -were likely to have be'en.-a. little, lower- for the major oil exporters
bat. somewhat higher for the other developing countries. The over-all result would
have be$n a greatly increased deficit for the region as a whole at a level of

5 billion.

The share of the major African oil-exporting countries which amounted in 1970
to 37 per cent of the total exports of African developing countries and-2'7-":per cent^ .
of their total imports, increased sharply by 1977 to 59 per cent of exports and 48
per cent of imports. The value of their exports rose at an average annual rate of
about 29 per cent while the value of their imports rose by 34 per cent yearly; the
trade surplus which amounted in 1970 to $US 1.8 billion rose in 1974 to a record of
$US 11.8 billion to decline in 1975 to $US 3.5 billion owing to the big surge in
imports. In 1976 a surplus of SUS 8.1 billion was recorded owing to. the rise in the

value of exports but in 1977 the surplus fell sharply to $3S 4-9 billion. The position
in 1978 seems to have deteriorated and stabilization measures were introduced to curb

imports in some of these countries.

African developing countries other than the oil exporters have had to face

increasing trade deficits which widened from *US 0.18 billion in 1970 to a record'1 -
$US 7.6 billion in 1975. Thereafter thanks to a rise in export earnings mainly due .
to the boom in the beverage.commodities and stabilization measures adopted by a number

of countries to curb the growth in imports and inflation the deficit declined in 1976
to $US 5 billion but widened again to record &US 5.9 billion in 1977-. in value terms
the Sports of developing African countries other than oil exporters'rose between

197(f amT1v77 at an average annual rate of about 13.3 per cent which is far lower than
the average annual rate of 21--per cent achieved by the non-oil-exporting developing

countries in the world as a whole. Imports into such countries in Africa roseyearly

at the fast rate of 17,4"per cent compared with the 19-9 per cent for non-oil-exporting

developing countries as a whole.
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Table X-2, . Exports and imports of developing AfricaT ^iqjO and 1974 - 1977

1970 1974 1975 1976 1977^

Total trade (millions of United States dollars)
Developing .Africa. , .

Exports

Imports

Balanoe

Ma.ior oil exporters—'

Exports

Imports

Balance + 1™8 ' +11786 + 3 534, ±_8_0j2

Other, developing countries.

Exports ** - 7 952 16 640 .15 002 16 842 19.073
Sorts ■ a \U ■ 18 487 22 599 21^22aj£

12

11

+ 1

4
. 2

701

078

749

38

28

+ 9

21

9

354

415

939

714
928

34
38.

- 4

19

463 ■
526

063

461

42

3?

+ 3

25

17

148

101

o47

306"

224

46

47

—

27
22

811

804

W , :

738 : :
848

Balance . - 175 - 1 847 - 7 597

Value and volume indices :

and trade terms (1970=100)

Developing Africa . . ' , Q _ , -,--,

ttelt valuS exports \ . 100 . . 330 316 339 ■ 371
Volume-of exports , 100 ,-92 86 . 98 99
tlit l^ports*/ 100 207 22 221 2|2Unit value imports-' . xuu . *v t , <-<-•> ~~ „

Volume of imports .. 100. 124 ■ g6 *0 . ■ 186
Terms of trade -LUU x^ ^ ^

b/
Marior oil exporters-' . . . .- .

Unit value exports ''' 100 564 538 591 633
Volume of exports / 100 71 70 89 95
Unit value imports^ 100 207 • 223 ■ 221 ..232
Volume of imports M0 6 42 264 334
Terme of trade , ' . .

Other developing countries

Unit value exports

Volume of exports Q/

Unit value imports

Volume of.imports

Terms of trade

Source, External trade estimates frpm IMF, International Financial Statistics,

August 1976, December 1977 and' September 1978*

EGA estimates for volume, unit value and terms of trade from data available at ECA.

a/ Estimates. \I Algeria, Gabon, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya and Nigeria.

0/ Unit value of imports of all non-major-oil-exporting developing countries
as shown in IMF, International Financial Statistics.
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It is indeed regrettable that in volume terms exports of developing African

countries as a whole remained stagnant during the 1970s. A decline was particularly .

noticed for the major oiZ*-exporting countries! where the volume of their exports fell .....

yearly at about 0.7 per cent. The volume of exports for the non-oil-exporting

countries rose marginally at about 0.6 per cent yearly. Thus African developing

countries as a whole have not shared in the export volume gains recorded for all world

developing countries which, as was shown earlier, increased by 7*6 per cent yearly.

However what African developing countries shared with other developing countries

in the world was the expansion in the volume of imports (but at a lower rate) and .

possibly the rise in their' export and import prices at about the same rates as world ...

averages for developing countries*

The performance of export volume from developing Africa is not a good omen for

the future growth of the region. At the same time as export volumes stagnated the

volume of imports for the developing African countries other than the oil exporters

rose at an average annual rate of 4-1 per cent during the 1970s against. 6.3 per cent

for non-oil-exporting developing countries in the world as a whole. This low rate
for the African region cannot sustain growth rates in GDP higher than the 3.5 per cent

average achieved so far in the 1970s for the non-oil-exporting developing countries*

Even the modest import elasticity with respect to real GDP of about. 1.4 was really sus
tained on!]y by the increased inflow of aid from abroad with almost negligible contributions
from the volume of exports."

Table X-3 gives the value in 1970 and volume index numbers (1971-1977) for the
major export commodities of African developing countries• In 1970 crude petroleum

aocouiited' for 30,9- per cent of total export value, followed by copper (11.6 per cent),

coffee (6.5 per cent),cotton (6 per cent), cocoa beans (5.5 per cent), iron ore
(2.6 per cent), wood and timber (2 per cent), diamonds (2 per cent), groundnuts and
groundnut oil (1.8 per cent) and phosphate rock (1.3 per cent), a total of 70 per cent
for these ten commodities *

Seventeen other commodities formed in 1970 about 10 per cent .of ^e, total value

of exports*. This high concentration on a small number of export 'oommodities makes

Afrioan trade highly vulnerable and subject to .wild fluctuations which seriously disrupt
the development plans of African developing countries.

In 1977 the leading 10 commodities accounted for 80 per cent of all exports

pointing to an increasing conpentration of dependence on a few commodities. With

the large increase in oil prices since 1973, the share of petroleum in the ,total
value of 'exports has risen ■substantially.

Indeed many African developing countries were seriously affected in 1977 and

early 1978 by the slow growth of demand in developed market economies which are their
major export markets. The world market for copper has continued to show the very poor

demand and prices experienced since 19,75 with serious repercussions on the economies

of Zaire and Zambia; iron ore and phosphates also suffered from a low level of' demand

and for the former product,this had an impact on Liberia and Mauritania reducing' their,,.

export earnings while the major phosphate producers - Morocco, Senegal, "Togo and Tunisis

saw the price of this product fall for the third year in succession. The coffee boom

came to an end in 1977j and substantial falls in prices have been recorded in 1978,
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Cocoa -was an exception to the over-all trend in. prices, and, although somewhat below

the exceptional levels recorded in .1977, prices were stiXl hig# in 1978 and were ■ ',.., ,,„
actually increasing as" the year progressed. In thej last few years the.price of. " "% -V",

uranium has risen substantially bringing benefits"'to the Niger'xn particular...

Using the 197° export value as weights it seems^that the volume of exports . .'

of the major commodities of that year has remained'stagnant if not registered some
decline. There have been"some compensations from increases in volume of certain other

commodities*for example uraniumjand there has been some limited success in exports

from export processing zones. However, export volumes as shown in table X-3 have

varied quite markedly from year to year. For example,in 1974, a year of relative:- V

world prosperity, the export volume of 13 commodities for Africa rose while for 12 ' ..
commodities the volume declined. In 1975 there was a volume decline for 25 commodities
and an inorease for only two commodities.

Comparing 1970 and1'1977 it is seen that for 19 commodities out of 27 the volume
exported was less in 1977 than in 1970jibriheremaining.eight commodities volume increased

The most significant falls were in exports of cocoa, co~tton, iron ore, diamonds, wine, ■

sesame seed, sisal and lead; the largest gains in volume were for coffee, phosphate

rock,'tea,: tobacco, manganese ore and olive oil. . " ...

While demand for commodities has a material impact on. the volume which can b© - -

■sold, supply shortages will also have a particular influence. It-seems.obivious* agsijsffi;- ..,■■
the experience of all world non-oil-producing developing countries, which
were able to increase their export volume materially from I9.7O to 1977, ti^at developing

Africa has lagged substantially behind. The commodities recording particular.volume fSUr
over this period include cocoa and cotton, both of which have a particular importance in
the export trade of the region. ' , . .

Low supply meeting a high demand is generally associated with sharp increases in' .

price and when the reverse occurs prices will tend to fall. The data on wholesale ,.

prices given in table X-4 show that in the more recent period t'he condition of low

supply/high demand has caused sharp price rises for coffee and cocoa in both 197.6 and
1977 while tea benefited from a switch in consumer demand "from coffee in 1977. There-

was a substantial fall in the price of copper in 1975 and in the price of groundnuts, ,-

and grbuntait oil in the same year following a recovery from, the Sahel drought conditions
This fall in groundnut pricing had its own impact on the prices of palmnuts and kernels

and palm oil in 1975 while olive oil prices were affected in I976 when they too showed

a substantial fall.. Sisal had risen strongly in price in 1974 as a result °f a feajfc .

that synthetic substitutes for sisal would rise because oif the increase, in the price .
of crude petroleum used as a feedstock in the petro-cheinical industry. However, re-.. ; .

action set in in 1975 and a further fall was recorded in 1976.

In the commodity boom of "1974j lead and zinc showed/substantial price rises but ..

the reaction in these two cases also occurred in 1975 ifl "the world recession., Free-

world sugar prices had risen, strongly in 1974 but there was a sharp 'decline in 1976

as production on a world basis recovered and then increased to meet the: ^igher demand/.
For cobalt there was a large price rise in 1975 and 1976 as more uses were found

for this product. V . '.'l'.. ,
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-gable ^. Volume inde^ numbers of the more important commodities in the
'export trade of develop^nfi Afrioa. 197Ot-1977 (lj?'O =* 100) ~^

Item

.1970 export value

(millions of United
States dollars) 1971 1972 1973 1974 1974" 1976 1977*

Crude" petroleum

Coffee

Cocoa beans

Copper

Cotton

^hospHate rook

Wood and timber

Iron ore

Sugar

•Groundnuts and oil
Tea

Diamonds

Citrus fruit

Tobaooo

Cobalt , ..

Wine .

Rubber

Manganese ore

Palm and palm kernel oil, )
palm nuts and kernels )

Olive oil

Rice .

Sesame seed

Tin and tin' ore

Sisal

Zinc and zinc ore

Bananas

Lead and lead ore

Total

Other commodities

Total value of exports

Number of commodities

3

1

,

10

2

12

925
828

€96

479

759
■167

259
333

164
228

83
253

124

39 i/
43

166

85
28

123

23

93

38

71 ...-

44

37
33

31

152 -

54?

701

93

103
109 .

100

102

106

106

100

92

67
104
89

■ 90

112

100

45
100

113

108

210

,77
. 86

:" 86
. 80 '
101

loi

94

97
107

113

109

96
116

115
100

96

86

130

108

91
123

134

49

■ 97

133

88

. 476 .

68,

96;
75 .

. 80 .■ ;. ■

'sills'"
.113

114

101

- 116

105

106

94

: 131

130

103
105

74
131

94

120

H7

145
87

99

156

73

210

■ 45
113

,.. 63
r 69

95
109

108

89
116

100.

106

66

153

113

107

96

50.

127

87

91

152
166

53
101

180

94

330

23

123

60 ■

70

96.
116

100

81

109

94
100

. 62

108

90

76

68

132 .

,75

84
138

122

47
100

159

86

■ 155
16

77
56

56
72

86

85

93-
118

90

106

70

120 ,

110

97

. 84
.89
136 :

■■: 65

: 88

162

113

34
82

I69

87

250

32.

73

44
50

76
83

•- 72.

98
121

80

99

73
132

US

79
96

73-
I69.

67

93
192

115

34-
83-

146

90.

190

24

68

40

■ 44
86

83.
70

With volume rises

With volume falls

Unchanged volume

12

11

4

20

5
2

14

13

nil

13
12

2

2

25
nil

17
10

nil

14
11

2

Sourcex ECA Secretariat.

a/ Estimates,

b/ Known to be incomplete.
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The indications axe that 1978 ^as a year of ^^;?..5^iX J%
hav© moved within-narrower limits' cDmpaf^d^itKH^?y§Srs'''19T4 to 1976.

Coffee has recorded a significant price decline- aUrtio'u&li Ilia1 *ivyj.'a^e'price was still
substantially higher than the average for 1975 and 1976.

Apart from coffee, falls in prices in January ' id cj\*ne 19^ & compared with 1977
were recorded for copper, cotton, phosphate rocky tea,^manganese ore, sisal, zinc and

lead. Price rises occurred for orude petroleum,-rv6ddcind: titter, iron ore, groundnuts
and oil, -citrus fruit, rubber, palm products, ■ Lin and barana~s~.~''Qtt~tlre"'i terns hot

measured by -wholesale prices in the table it is probable that prices of diamonds,

cobalt, rice and tobacco have also risen in the first half of 1978.

Table X-4 shows clearly the nature of the price fluctuations for the primary

commodities important in the external trade of developing Africa in the years 1974 to

1978. It reinforces the need for relative price stability in real terms .for these

commodities so that countries in Africa can plan their economic development on a better

basis*

IMF publishes an index of wholesale prices based on 38 individual quotations.

This index shows 121.6 for 1974, 100 for 1975, H2..3 for 1976, 135-3'for 1977 and
126.5 for the first half of 1978. However, this index,being unweighted and exoluding

crude petroleum, would not give a true reflection of the average movement of the ,

wholesale prices of the major items in Africa's ^xports.

An examination of wholesale prices and of unit prices

exports since 1970 shoTfethafr realised prices tend to lag behind wholesale prioes and

another factor influencing export prices is the incidence of long-term contrasts.

This means that wholesale prices are only an approximation to average export

realizations. However, even so it is difficult to understand some of the average

prices realized from export items as shown in the trade statistics of particular

countries. In 1976 for example present data suggest that average export prices for.

0000a lagged behind the average wholesale prices by as much as 45 Per cent. In 1977

the lag may have been even more. A simple explanation would be that valuations adopted

by various authorities in compiling the customs documents are grossly incorrect but

there is no easy way of checking on this. But what is important is that the external,

trade statistics of the countries concerned would not provide a true picture. Any

serious under—recording of exports due to low unit values has particular ramifications

in GDP estimates, the balance of payments and on a country's requirements of ,

external resources. . .;.... :.
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.'..■■ .: ■ i.' ■' ^"■■■■■.

Table %-4. Wholesale prices of selected commodities, 1974 - 1978
(.1975 » 1Q0 based on United States dollars)

Export 1975 (millions " '"* : . ■. ■ ■ Jan#_June
■ of United States . im. 19?5 ^

dollars)

Crude p^trole'tfnru/

Coffee &/
Coooa beans a/
Copper a/
Cotton b/'
.Phosphate rook &/
Tood and timber a/
^on ore a/

'■jk oundnuts and oil b/

.".amonds £/

( :trus fruit c/
T bacco c/
Cobalt c/

Wine 0/

Rubber a/
Manganese ore a/

Palm huts and ke-mels,

palm and palm 'kernel

Olive oil 0/
Rice 0/ '
Sesame seed c_/
Sisal a/
Tin a/

Zinc a/
Bananas a/
Lead &/

-.-> " :!- 19
' 1

■ 1

1

1

.

-■■ . .

......i-:. . - ■

,1/ )
oil a/ )

•

735
224

176

I64

929

171

458

553

528

350

132'

256

183

92

104

151
104

111

169.

101

70

78

91
60

70

42

38

Sources Based on statistical data

Financial Statistics, vol. XXXI, No,■ 9,

91.0

93.8

138.8

166.6

121.9
81.2

86.0

83.2

106.1

I48.I

• ' **■ l6l;7 '
117.0

74.0

84.O

56.0

82.0

133.1
81,6

190.2

96.0 '

119-0

86.0

181.9

119.7
166.3

68.3

143.7

available a1

100 ;o

100,0

100,0

100.0

100,0

100.0 ■

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0 •

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

lOOoO

100,0

100.0-

100.0

100,0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0'

100.0

; ECA and

September I978.

107.4

195.9
160.7

113.9"
119.4

53.3
101.0

96.5
57-7
91.3

112.0

116.0

112.0

109.0

150.0

108.0

132.4
105.2

103.0

65.O

62,0

92.0

80.8

111.5

95^5

111.4
109.2

in IMP,

115.7 "■
316.1

309.5
IO6.4
130.8

45.7
92.6

,94.7

45.5
111.8

194.0

127.0

110.6

117.0 ;'
145.0

109.0

139.1
107.4

146.5 d/

64.O

68.0

94.0

88.4
158.4 '
75-7

128.0

150.1

118.5

234.2

229.8

103.5
124.6

43.2

99»8
100.9

52.5
' 131.6*

163^9
...

i31.0

• . *

...

151.1
106.2

150.0

. •.

...

* • •

85.O

172.6

70.8

131.4

142.3'

International

d/

d/
d/

if

§J

- ■

d/

a/ Based on one quotation,

b/- Based on more than one quotation;

0/ Average realised price of exports,

d/ Contains estimates.
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Direction of trade

The statistics given in table X-5 on the' direction of trade vary from those shown

earlier in this chapter, having "heas oompiled "by the Halted Nitjons- Sta1ds1dcal Office whereas

the earlier onesw.re compiled "by IMF* There is an approximate__agreement for.-expor_t

totals but'ifor imports" the'valuation in the' UnitedT Nations' publications is about 9 .per
cent Kigliei' than that used in IMF publications. In general .the IMP Beries ties In
"better with the balance-of-pa-yments estimates, ' ,-'•■-■

BasedonIMted Jfeitions estimates, fetal exports from developing .Africa JDse.during Ifce

at an" average annual rate of 21 per. cent; Ihe rate of growth to the developed market

economies was 22*per cent or a little higher than the 20.5 per cent growth rate of

exports to develbping countries. Exports to centrally planned economies grew at an

average annual rate of 9*.£ per cent or less than half the growth rates of exports to
the outside world as a.whole. '

For intra-African trade the"average annual rate of growth in the value of exports

"between 1970 and* 1977 was only 12.3 per cent. In fact the rate of intra-Afrioan tra<ie
declined sharply from the 23 per cent yearly achieved between I97O and 1975 to anama

tive rate^of 13 per ^v^^l^^"U /

The developments on*the import side"were somewhat similar. The value of imports

by African developing countries rose at an average annual rate of 23 per cent between

1970 and 1977 with imports from the developed market economies rising by 24 per cent
compered with 23 per cent a year from developing countries and a mere 13.6 per cent

from the centrally planned econo±ies. ' \ "" .

As a result of the above developments the share of the developed .market eoonomies

in, total developing Africa's exports rose from 82.5 per cent in 19?0*v'to.86.3 per ,pent
in'1977 and of imports from 76.7 per cent to 81.6 per oent. Trade with developing *

countries fell from 10.2 'per oent to 10 per cent for exports and from 13 per cent to

12.7 per oent for imports but the most significant fall was in trade with the cen^l

planned'eoonomies from 7-2 to 3.6 per cent for exports and from 10.2 to 5.7 per cent-
for imports. * '

Table X-5 also shows that,while the balance of trade of developing African

countries with the developed market economies registered in some years deficits and .

in others surpluses, it shows consistent deficits with the OPEC countries and the

oentrally.planned economies. -Wi~th-other developingeountries, the balance of trade

registers consistently small surpluses. ...

Intra-Afrioan trade ... ■ __ / _.

Intra-Afrioan trade shows a particularly disappointing trend since 1970 with its

share in the trade of the r-^'ion falling from 5.3 to less than 4 per cent by 1977.
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Table %-5« Exports and imports of developing Africa by destination and source of
supply. 3,970 ana 1974*1977 (millions'of United S^l)

19to 3-974 1975 1976 1977

Exports to

?oglfl . : 12 310 38 317 33 936 41 839 45 980

Developed market economies 10 060 32 213 26 580 34 507 39 677
OPEC countries ) 454 512 425 270
Other developing countries ) ^ 3 611 4 334 4 539 4 311

Centrally planned economies 890 1 814 •-• 2 2^0 1 961 1 65O

Developing Africa 650 1 544 1 852 1 787 1 46O

Export value index numbers (1970 « 100)

K°>1* 100 311 2J6_

Developed market economies 100 320 264 343 396
Developing countries 100 328 391 400 369

Centrally planned economies 100 204 253 220 185

Developing Africa 100 238 285 275 225

Imports from

World , 11 930 32 039 40 931 42 815 51 905
Developed market economies ■ ■ - ■ -j -^q 24 4g4 32 ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^

OPEC countries ) 1 85I. 1 876 1 991 2 361
Other developing countries ) JJ 3 331 4 127- 4 179 4 207
Centrally planned economies 1 220 2 373 2 473 2 470 2 972

Import value index numbers (1970 « 100)

yoylft' 100 269 ' 343 359 435

Developed market economies 100 268 355 374 463

Developing countries • 100 . 334 387 398 424

Centrally planned eoonomies 100 195 203 202 244

• ■ ^Source: Trade figures: United JSations Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, vol. XXVII
No. 6, June 1974, vol. XXX, Jfo. 6, June 1976,vol. XXXII, No. gt June 1976. '
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lEhe -commodity composition of trade among African countries shows that trade inf.

meat aoid/meat.p.ro4U£dts.Jiaa declined substantially siiioe ;ttie; Skhel--dxoug&-t :of * -" : ■■ ■■-'' ■
1973 and 1974« 15i^ moveraerit'-^of* 'Other groups of products id«J.ess...clear..t)ut.--±hei-gTi6ater

availability of national petroleum refineries has probably had an important impact'on

the. tra.deLiii_Qj,J...p.rojiUGts among African-countries. Shortages of -foreign- «xchange■

limiting access to raw materials and equipment also appears to have resulted in below

<?apacity_ output, in .manufacturing industry in a number of countries,-leading-to -lower■- "

exports.

No doubt obstacles #f an institutional or infrastructural nature continue to

in the "way of greater in'ti'a-^Afrioah "toade. With a view to overcoming these obstacles

a number of economio and trade groupings have been established or strengthened and

others are being considered. ^ ....

In Vfest .Africa 1be Ereaty on the Establishment of the Economic Cercmunity tfftest if rioan '

■^OllS) ws-£EgneTiin^977 and inkstand soutberti Africa a Ieclaration of intent and' .,
(bmmifmsnt to the Establishment of' a preferential £rade Area was adopted in March 1578.

In West Africa a duty standstill arrangement has been adopted and a number of studies

on trade, customs and monetary co-operation have beS-B- *fraStted» • In Eastern and Southern ,

Africa an Sr.tcrgovoxnmental negotiating team has held -three mee.tings,thefirst in Junef

1978 i'J sdoj:^ the principles on which negotiations for the establishment of a preferential
trade area should be based, the second in November 1978 for preliminary discussions''

on lists of commodities for trade within the preferential area and on diaft protocols
covering ruleB of origin and transport and communications, and the third in February/
March 1978 to continue discussions on various protocols, ' .. .

In other cubregions: of Africa detailed study missions on trade liberalisation. .. .

and eoonomic integration are scheduled or are under way, ■

Trends'^d policy "development's in trade with other developing regions . . .-

Trade between developing Africa and other developing regions has shown ..a continuous

growth this decade. Excluding OP.EC countries, Africa's imports from developing

countries rose from about ©US 1 billion in 1970 to *£ITS 4.2 billion in 1977 and

exports to these countries increased by approximately the same amount to reach JUS 4«3

"billion in 1977- The proportion, of "developing Africa's imports from these countries

was 8.4 per cent in 197O..apd*"8.I""per cent in 19771 for exports the figures were 8.9 per

oent and 9.4 per cent respectively.

In line with their importance in total exports, the most important group of

products from developing Africa to non-OPEC developing countries continues to be

mineral fuels and related materials. Second in importance are other_manufaptured .goods

and" tMrd'ca-G "the^rela-tively' small exporis'of food, beverages and tobacco. Imports from

these other developing countries, continue:; to consist mainly ofj non-primary commpcUties.

Exports from developing Africa emphasize latin America as a market rather than

Asia while imports oome mainly from Asia and to a lesser extent from Latin America.

Even in its tradti with other developing regions, developing Africa is basically an

exporter of primary commodities. The relatively low level of industrialization in the

region especially when compared with Asia and latin America partly accounts for its

inability to exploit the markets of these other regions.
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Policy developments in the African region with respect to trade and financial, r..rr
relations/with other developing countries are based essentially on the programme \of' ' *. 1'
action adoptedby the'-Mexico: Conference"on Economic Co-operation among Developing1 cpunt-
ri.es. held -in September 1916, The- ECA'Conference of Ministers adopted two resolutions" on
co-operation.with Western Asia'afid Latin America respectively. ECA and. ECIA, through'the.
respective Planners'Conferences, are also attempting to elicit the interest of their
member Governments in co-operative measures with respect, to economio planning*..

Progress in multilateral trade negotiations .

The international oommuni'ty is particularly worried about the pressures for ■*
protectionism which threaten to restrict trade flows. The tendency-in a number of
industrialized countries is towards.protectionism through various measures and this
can have a serious impact on the growth prospects-for the developing countries in
general .and African countries in particular/ Developing African countries are seeing ^
their .-infant industries in difficulties beoause of barriers imposed on tke imports of' -
the products of -these industries in certain developed countries. At a time wfeen African
countries az& seeking 'to diversify their exports to reduce their dependence on primary
commodities one can only deplore the raising of customs and non-tariff barriers-, it - '
nn?^i^?be T6?retted- "that'the negotiations on.multilateral trade under the auspices ■ .
nf UATT now in their final phase have not really advanced a solution favorable to the
interest of the African countries in the sense that it has not yet been possible to give
credence to the wishes expressed in the Tokyo Declaration and. in particular to give
preferential treatment to the developing countries.:'

Balance of payments .• ■*. ■ ■■■- ■ . < - '■"■ ' ;

Provisional estimates of the current balance-of-payments position, of the various
country groupings in the world as a-whole are given in table 3^6. foese show that the
OPEC countries1 very high surplus of 1974 had been reduced from 8US oi£ billion to a
forecast $DS 19 billion in 19J8 and at the same time the deficit of the OEGp member
oountries'had also ^lle^^frbm'$US "32| billion to $8 17 biliion but.for the non-oil- .
prodTkoin^ developing eountrie^1 the' deficit had widened from $US; 24. billion in. 1974 to
$tf$ 38 billion-in 1978. -As these; figures are provisional they would "be subject to
fairly substantial reviaiohV '; • . . ' ' " ." i

Table X-6v- Current account of'ihf balance of payments of selecied country
groupings. 1970 and 1974-1978 (billions of United States

Group of oountries , : . 1970 1974 1975 '. 1976 1977 1978^

2 6n| 26f 39? 34 19
developing- v--^i -24 -39} -26J -26i -38

Source: OECD, Economic''Outlook, Ho. 23, 1978 (Paris),

a/ Forecast.
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The following estimates by the ECA secretariat for the non-oil-producing developing
countries in Africa reflect a similar trend to that'shown for aai-i^"o|tprodcing davelojcn^
countries in the world' scene except that the defioit oh current account in 1974 for these
African countries did ndt rise as sharply as tliat for all non-oil-producing developing
countries.- The comparison of the bwrrent account defioits for these' 'two. groups of
countries-is as follows: . - ■ ■■,-■ ■ ;!

Current account (billions of United . 1970 1974 197S 1Q76 1077
————*—— States dollars; . K' ^' ■ ?' * * I iZ-U_

World non-oil-producing developing countries-6fev. ^ --2-4 - r-39* ....".-26* 26-J- -:- * -

African non-oil-pxodizcln£ developing -O.§ -2.0 -6.6 -5.Q -5.2

countries ''..'' /'■ - .

Table X-7 presents data for the group of ftur major oil exporting countries of Africa
and separately for all other developing countries. It is shown that for the major

oil exporters there was a very high ourrent .account surplus in 1974 of $US 7.1 billion
but there was a sharp reversal in 1975 with &■ deficit df #US 1.6 billion* In 1976 a

surplus reappeared but o.n a much reduced scale -compared with 1974, the figure being

$tJS 0.9 billion. In 1977 there was a small deficit of #US 0^3 billion. These movement^
aooompanied by a net capital inflow in all th^t: yiears shown except 1974, led to reserves

being built up in I97O, 1974, 1976 and 1977 but there was a fairly substantial fall iii ■
these reserves in 1975. ■ '" :"

For the other developing countries in Africa based on less reliable statistical '.'
series the large deficit on goods-andr-servioes account in all the years given in the

table was more than covered in I97O, 1974 and 1977 by net transfer'receipts (especially
on government account) and an increasing net capital inflow. Reserves -increased in ■"■ -'■-
1970, 1974 and 1977 but in 1975 and 1976 there were some substantial calls on IMF

creditand other financial sources so that increased liabilities were inciirred by

central banks and in many cases reserves were also reduoed.

The total net inflow-of resources to non^aU^irottuGing cbroligriBgcxuirfcrJeB mAfidua-f^o
transfer (aid).receipts to Goyernmejats and capital -movements (excluding calls on IMF
credit) were 8tJS.2j2 bullion in 1970., ^U3 4-7 billion in 1974, *US 7,2 billion in 1973,
$US 6.7 billion in 1976 and #VS 8,1 billion in 1977. Unfortunately, in 1977 there
was a much higher percentage of this external resouroe flow coming from oapital rather

than from aid. The proportion from the net capital inflow was 71.2 per oent in I977

compared with 46.2 per cent ..in 1974 and 55.4 per cent in 1970. .;■ . •...."... '

Stabilization programmes were adopted by some 20 African countries in 1977, mostly

in connexion with use of IMF Trust Fund resources. These adjustment.measures helped,
tcr- hold down the' aggregate'trade" deficit for~the area. This achievement, however,
was offset., to some extent by an increase in net payments for external, services.

Despite the predominance of enlarged current aooount deficits of the African non-oi]

produoingcountries, their total international reserves rose as receipts from capital

inflows and official transfers exceeded the current account deficit- in 197vr.: - 'However>K

the foreign borrowing required raised their external debt^substantially. External ■-. :~

debt levels continued to be troublesome in a number of cases.
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Table X-7- Balance of payments of developing Africa, 1970 and 1974 - 1977

(millions of United States doll&rs)

1970 1974 1975 1976 1977

Major oil^exporters

Goods and services (net)
Private transfers (net)
Government transfers (net)

* Capital (net)
Reserves and related items

Errors and omissions

Other ., oountri.es- aj

Goods and servioes (net)
Private transfers (net)

Government transfers (net)
Capital (net):: '

ReseTves and related items

Errors and omissions

3

218

-46

562

-714

-23

-1 594

-228

990

1 232

-314

-86

7 443

129

-483

~6

-7 261

178

-4 640

100

2 546

2 187

-43

-151

*l 723

249

-155
329

1 650

-345

-9

458

2 783

4 455

2 284 b/
-91

1 015

244

-120

578

-1 275

-442

-7 963

538

2 325

4 358

-829 b/
-87' "

-240

109

-119

627
_--218

—7 828

441
2 198

5 935
-909

-I64

Souroei Based on data in IMF, International Financial Statistics, vol. XXX,

Bo. 12, December 1977 and vol. XXXI, No. 9, September 1978, but includes ECA estimates

for countries and years not covered.

/ Ten countries are not direotly covered by available data and estimates have
been added for such countries*

b/ Includes drawing on IMP.

For 1978, sustained or rising economic aotivity in the low income countries of
Africa, supported "by rising public sector investments appears to have resulted in a

further expansion of imports but there was little or no gain from higher exports as

price trends for African export commodities with certain.exceptions have, on the whole,

been unfavourable. The implications are that the balance-of—payments current account

for the region as a whole is likely to have worsened compared with 1977* The fall in

international reserves appears on the evidence available up to and including 1978 to

have been incurred mainly by the group of major oiI—exporting countries which suffered'

to some extent from lower world demand for crude petroleum. However, the receipt of

a higher inflow of capital in these countries and higher resource inflows in other

developing countries appear" to have enabled the over-all payments situation to be

contained*
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XI. DQSOGHAPHIC TRENDS A1TD POLICIES

Introduction

-"Demographic indicators for"many" African developing countries, "defective as they1 are',

show for'-the 1970s a continued decline in mortality rates and consequent acceleration in

the rates-"or £-opulation growth. As show in' table 1-12-1, the ctirrent averagerannual

rate of population growth on the entire African continent of 2.65 per cent is the-high-,

est for the world as a whole, almost double the world average, more than"three times

that d'f'developed countries and about 14 per cent higher than the average for developing

countries as a whole. Obviously such higli rates of population growth irt Africa impose'

serious constraints on the rise in per capita income.

Table XI-1 ■ Africa and the world! Some demographic indices ' " ■ r';

Population

(1975)
(000*s)

Average ■ ■ : ., ■ .

annual rate Population

of growth Crude birth Crude death Life ■ density ..

1970-75 rate 1970-75 rate 1970-75 expeotancy 1975 r
(Percentage) (per 1000) (per 1000) 1970-75 (per sq.fcm)

World.. ..._.

Developed

countries

Developing

countries

Africa

3. 9.67.864

a 131^684:

2 836 180

401 314

I.89

... 0,86

2.31

2.65

31.5

37.5
46.3

12., 8..

14.3
19.8

55-2

71.1

52.2

45.0

29..

.19.

38

14

Source: United Nations Demographic Indicators? Department of Economic and Social

Affairs, New York, 1975- : ' ■■""

It is true that population density in.Africa is the lowest in the wurld at 14.

persons per square kilometre.compared with a world.average of 29 and an average of 38 ...
persons for developing countries as a whole- Yet, according to FAG \J 44 per. oenii of. the
land in Africa is subject to drought, which, is almost twice the world average :and 55 .per
cent of the area is affected, or,likely to be affected, ,by desertification against, only.
4 per cent in Asia and a mere 1 "'per cent in South. America. What is more serious is that

90 per cent of the increment in agricultural production in the 1960s and the 1970s has
been obtained-through the.expansion in the area "under ..cultivation compared with a mere

10 per cent from increased, yields.: ,These factor's are among those responsible for tfie
low growth rates of agricultural production in.,Afri.ca which, during the 1970s, stood .at

almost half the rate of population growth. . - ■ . ^

The present average annual rate of population growth of 2.65 per cent, otKer '
factors being the same, will tend to accelerate in future owing to the existing broad*

based population pyramid in this continent. During the 1980 and 1990, the rate is
projected to accelerate to 3.0 per cent yearly according to the medium varxant and to

3.3 per cent according to the high variant.

1977.

\T ?A0, State of Natural Resources and Human Environment for Food and Agriculture,
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Mortality and fertility

Data on births and deaths in Africa are mostly confined W'the crude rates which
do not reflect accurately the trend,in fertility and mortality because of differences
in the age and martial structure of the population which exist between areas and also
over time. Other things being equal the rise in the share of,children under 15 years ■
and people aged 60 and over tends to lower the crude birth rate by increasing the
denominator. The reproduction rate which relates the number, of female children born
to mothers of various ages, although it has an advantage over the crude birth rate in ■ ■
that it partly eliminates the effects of, changes in the age-structure of the population,
is also defective because it does not accurately reflect the experience of any generation
of women. The reproduction rate and crude birth rate will rise, if a large proportion
of people marry of marry younger, even though the attitude towards child-bearing during-
the fertile age of ihe women may remain unchanged. Under such circumstances, the ■ "
increase in the crude birth and reproduction rates will represent speeded-up births.

# i.,-. ThG Teal attitude towards family size can be measured only by the average number of
., children born to mothers who have passed child-bearing age. Obviously this average
measures events of the distant past while the average number of children born to mothers
stratified by duration of marriage show more recent trends of incomplete

The current crude birth rate in Africa is 46.3 per 1,000 which is thejiigiest Pf
all- continents and the crude death rate is also high by international standard being
about 19.ti.per 1,000 and the infant mortality averages 155 per 1,000 live bir.tks*
Consequent]^ the average annual natural rate of population growth is 2.'64 per cent,
again the highest among all continents.

It is impossible to predict how these parameters, crude as they are, may develop.'
The proolem becomes compounded further when more refined demographic parameters' are used
for accurate projections of .future, population. ■- ■■-- -

According to .the Malthusian or .classical theory"of population growth any rise in
£gr?apita income for the low income groups tends to increase fertility and to decrease
death rates. The rise in per capita -income allows better diet and thus lower death rates.
On the fertility side the matter is complex because it is in low income groups that
fertility rates are generally speaking the highest. Unfortunately, the available data
for Africa are conflicting in this context. In certain countries urban fertility rates,
are surprisingly higher than those in rural areas, while elsewhere rural fertility is'
higher than in urban areas. 2/ This seems at least partly to be due to wrong reporting
and lapse of memory among enumerated men and women. Such conflicting data throw doubt
^on population projections made so far on the basis of existing crude data and trends.

. Judging by the past experience of developed countries and also a number of developing
.African countries, it seems that the theory of demographic transition is more valid than
the classical one. According- to the theory of demographic transition, the high birth '
rates and death rates characteristic of low-income society are affected by economic
development. The decline in the importance of the family as a production unit, the growth
of the impersonal system of jobs and the development of the economic role of women oS-
side of home tends to increase mobility which encourages small families father than
large families. Hence family size declines beginning with high income urban areas, in
particular among the educated people. Thus population growth depends ultimately on the . .
level, and pace of economic development, -the spread of urbanization, level of education
and the emancipation uf women. . n

%l GN demographic Handbook. 1976.
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Population growth aad age structure

As a result of the continued high fertility rates coupled with the substantial fall
in mortality rates, in particular for infants and children, the population in Africa has
become younger than before.

The current,share of children under 15 years old in total population is 44.2 per
cent, as shown in table 1-12-2. Adding the share of persons 65 years old and over,
table XI"2 shows that for'every 10 persons between 15 and below 65 years old, there are
about 8.3 children under 15 years old and 0*6 person aged 65 years and over, giving a
toial of 8.9 dependants compared with an average dependency ratio of 7.5 in North
America and Europe (of which about 4-S are children and 2-7 dependants aged 65 years and
over). In the developed countries the -share of population under 15 years of age is
about a quarter of the total, compared with about 44.2 per cent in Africa. The age-
group 15-65, which constitutes the bulk of the economically active group, forms over 60
per cent of the total population in the developed countries compared with about 52.8 per
cent in Africa. *

Table XI-2 African populations Age structure (millions)

Age group 1975 Percentage share 2000 Percentage share

0

5

15

65

- 5

- 15
-65
and over

72

105

212

■ 12

18.0

26.2

52.8

3.0

133
216

437

27

16.4
26.6

53-7
3.3

Total 401 100.0 813 100.0

Sources Selected World Demographic Indicators by Countries, 1950-2000, (prepared by
the Populatibn Division of the United Nations Secretariat).

Population projections

According to the Population Division of the United Nations- Secretariat the population
of Africa is projected to rise from 401- million in 1975 to 532 million in I985 and 813
million in the year 2000. The implicit average annual rate of growth is 2.9 per cent
compared with the current rate of 2.'65 per cent. These projections are made on the

assumptions of a steady decline in the crude birth rates from 46.3 per 1000 during the

years 1970-75 to 39-1 per 1000 in 1995-2000 and in the gross reproduction rates from
3.10 to 2.55 respectively. The crude death rates are assumed to fall gradually from
19-8 per 1000 to 11.4 per 1000 during the period 1995-2000. According to these
projections, life expactancy at birth, which is currently estimated at 45 years for
African developing countries as a whole (or 10 years lower than the world average),is
expected to rise to an average of about 56,6 years by the year 2000. The projections

point out also to the increase in the share of age-group 15-65 (the bulk of labour force)
from 52.8 per cent of total population in 1975 to 53*7 per.cent in the year 2000. This
implies that people of working age in Africa will increase between 1975 and the year 2000
at an average annual rate of 3 per cent whj.oh is about the sarae rate as that of total
population. Labour force growth rate is projected to accelerate from the current 2.3 per
cent yearly to 2.6 per cent during the 1980s and to 2.8 per cent during the 1990. Other
factors being the same, the sharp acceleration in the growth-of labour force will
accentuate the current serious unemployment problems in this continent.
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On the. other.hand the dependency ratio'will decline from the current level of'8.9
dependants to 8.6 in the year 2000. Table XI-3 also shows that the share of people ■'
in the fertile 20-45 ag® group in total population will increase and this will tend to :

maintain the crude birth rates at a hi^i level.

Population projections baaed on the crude birth rate, as the one presented in

table XI-2 are often defective because they do not account for changes in the age ■*

structure and number of married women arid hence age-specific fertility rates are superidr
in so far as they account for changes in the age structure although they are still

defective because they do not account for changes in the share of married females. In

view of the absence of the required data, the methodology used is however the best under .

such serious constraints, - —'•" ■ ■ ' • * *■

\

The object here is simply to warn against delay in adopting family planning, With

1 the fertility rate, beginning to decline, assuming constant infant and childhood mortality

rates, the age pyramid will gradually bulge upwards, raising for a number of years the

share of married people in the 20-45 age group. In spite of the reduction in fertility

rates, the crude birth rate will continue at a high level until the bulge rises to females

above child-bearing age.

It is therefore difficult to support the assumption of the fall in the crude bxf'tb;

rates from 46.3 per 1000 in 1970-75 to 39.1 in 1995-2000, Indeed it will be several

decades before the full results of reduced family size will have a significant impact, on

the crude birth rate and the natural rate of population growth. A population explosion .

in Africa can not be avoided easily during the next 20 or 30 years even if family planning

is introduced from now in an effective fashion.

Urbanization ■ .. " . ■

As pointed out before population growth depends ultimately on a number of important

factors, one of which is urbanization, . . :

Table XI-3 Trends in urbanization 1950-2000 (Medium varient values)

Tear World

All

Africa

West

Africa

East

Africa

Central

Africa

North

Africa

1950

1980

2000

28.6

41.1

49.6

(percentage of urban population to total population)

13.2 9.6 5*3 8.1 23.2
27.1 20.8 I4.O 28,7 42.8

37.7 31.4 22.2 44-4 55.3

Source; "Selected World Demographic Indicators by Countries, 1959-2000"

(ESA/P/WP.55).

In Africa the rural population forms almost 75 per cent of total population compared'

with 60 per cent in the world as a whole. - During the years 1950 to 1975 urban population

in Africa increased at the average annual rate of 5 per cent and t&tf rural population at

a mere 2 per cent. . These figures compare with 3.2 per cent for urban and 1.3 per cent

for rural population for the world as a whole.
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The projections point to a deceleration in the annual rate uf urbanization to 4*3

per cent during the years 1980 to 2000- At this rate urbanization in Africa will

continue to exceed the world average. It will.also exceed the projected average annual

rate of population growth of 2.9 par cent* ..'''■

By the year 2000 37«,7 per cent .of African population is projected to be urban

compared with 49*6 ;per;.cent for the world as a whole and 69 per cent for the developed

countries. North Africa,- followed by Central Africa, will have 55*3 per cent and 44.4

per cent of its population living in urban area with West Africa and EastAfrica lagging

seriously in urbanization as at present.

Population,, labour force and economic development

Over, recent, years Africa has experienced larger reductions in mortality rates than

in fertility rates with the result that the continents over-all population is growing m

at a faster rate than ever before resulting in high dependency ratios and increased 1

pressure on social services. This trend is projected to accelerate during the next two

to three decades. , ■

In 1970 ILO estimated the African labour force at 132 million and this figure was

expected according to the medium varient to rise to 168 million "oy I98O, 215 million by

1990 and 280 million by the. year 2000, despite a decline in labour participation rates

of the age group 15-19 years from about 52 per cent in 1970 to 45 per cent in 1985* °ne
growing problem confronting African countries is that, with this rapid annual rate of

increase in the labour furce and the growth in number of the 15—19 age group at school,

unemployment of persons with secondary education is increasing. ' .

The age-dependency ratios _j/ for most African countries, have been rising with the
increase in the proportion of the younger age groups in the population* The 1975

dependency ratio for Africa was around 8.9 per 10 persons in the working age range'

I5-64 years, 4/ and is expected to exceed 9 in "the 1980s.. A small decline to 8,6 is
projected for the year 2000. This rate compares with an age-dependency ratio for all

developing countries of 7»4s a world average of 7»2¥ an average for Latin America of

8,5 an& for the developed countries of only .5*5* . . ,..'... '

As a general trend employment/output ratios have been declining substantially over
the past decades and this trend is likely to continue in future with increased

mechanization. A new phenomenon that has evolved in recent decades is the assertion of

independence by African women,...especially townsfolk and school leavers. This trend has

increased labour force participation rates and pressure on the employment market.

Furthermore, petty trading has become a major activity among females, and this group is

evolving rapidly at the expense of the agricultural sector.

High population growth rates lead to an increase in the proportion of the total

inoome that is-consumed,-, which,, in turn depletes the level of domestic savings necessary

for financing fixed capital formation. It also absorbs a larger share of fixed capital

formation in the form of housing, schools and hospitals.

_3/ Age dependency ratio 'DR) = (Humber of persons under 15 years + number

of persona over 65 years) x IOC/ (number of persons 15-64 years),

4/ Nortman and Hofstatter, op. cit.
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Family planning should reduce the "broad pyramid base of Africa1s population after

two or three decades, thus reducing dependency ratios and increasing the proportion of

the population in the economically active group which, if properly utilized, can

contribute to accelerated economic development.

Until recently planners asserted that African countries should raise their GNP

levels so that the acquired additional national wealth would "trickle down" to the

poor. This "trickle-down" effect has not taken place on anything like the scale

required, and It seems that there are now relatively more poor people un the oontinent

than in the previous decades. Thus a population planning policy ought to form an

integral Component of" the nation1s over-all development strategy.

The Cardiff Conference stated the issue as follows %

"The option before us is nut between growth and no-growth. Our

task is not even merely to define an optimum irate of growth. - .'.---' -'

It is to define, within each context, the appropriate patterns

of production, taking into account the most pressing social needs

and the most pertinent resource constraints". 5/

The precise relationship between population growth and economic development has

yet to be defined, although a major consensus is that economic and social changes

substantially influence the demographic components of mortality, fertility and

migration. ;

For any one country, the rate of population growth and economic development

interact in a complex way, and studies on such an interaction are as yet only partial.

The nature of such an interrelationship is difficult to elicit because demographic

changes require long gestation periods to reveal themselves and they occur only slowly.

The 1975 Bucharest Population Conference, in its World Population Plan of Action,

endorsed the very complex nature of this subject "which goes far beyond the

symplistic position in the developed countries until very recently, according.t6 which

there can be no progress if demographic growth exceeds economic growth"., 6J This view
derives from historical considerations whereby low-income countries have been

associated with both high fertility and high mortality rates. It brings in its wake

a school of economic demographers who assert that measures which reduce both fertility

and mortality rates will in turn bring about a rise in national incomes.

However, empirical evidence points to the probability that projected population

growth rates in Africa are unlikely to sustain full employment even by the year 2000

except in a limited number of countries or in particular areas in such countries.

In addition, some researchers have predicted that the continuation of exponential

population growth and industrial production will inevitably lead to the exhaustion of

natural resources and to food shortages. The most probable result could be a rather

sudden and uncontrollable decline in bcth productivity, arid industrial capacity, and

5/ "Report of an Ecumenical Consultation on Global IDnvironraent, Economic Growth
and Social Justice" Anticipation (a journal of the World Council of Churches), No. 13,

p. 6, 1975. . -:.-.

Population in Africa and Social Education Programmes; (Paper presented by ECA

Population Division at an ASWSA Meeting held in Addis Ababa, 22-27 May 1978,

eca/pd/wp/no. 1978/4)-
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"the limits to growth on this planet will be reached within the next 100 years'1^ V
This issue.will remain controversial since in Africa available natural and-human
resources have yet to be fully exploited and the use of modern.techniques can- bring
very large increases in output. . -

However, food output per capita appear to have deteriorated in Africa as a-whole
during the 1970s. This phenomena is discussed in the chapter on agriculture. . - :

The gloomy picture in the low-income countries of Africa partially derives from
neglecting to develop the agricultural and rural sectors and from population pressure
on arable land together with the rural-urban income differentials. In such low-income:
countries the position of food output and population growth indicates a particularly

serious situation with the position only being sustainable because of high levels of
external assistance.

Population policy and future prospeots

Effective population policies are urgently needed in African countries, particularly
to reduce the high levels of .fertility and infant mortality, and to increase life
expectancy. Family planning activities are encouraged in so far as they will allow for

parents to determine freely the number and spacing of their children within the overfall

economic strategy. The Populatiun Council study jy has revealed that of the 48 African
development plans analyzed, over 55 per cent have no policy for population limitation,
neither do they support family planning schemes. Just over 10 per cent of the countries
analyzed have explicit policies for influencing populatiun growth rates, but these
cover only>about 20 per cent of the total population of the African continent.

Table JI-4 summarizes government policy for selected African countries as regards
population planning- activities. International efforts such as those of UNFPA and
voluntary non-governmental bodies such as the Population Council and the International
Planned Parenthood Federation (IPPJ1) are assisting African Governments and organizations
to encourage family planning and other activities aimed at acquiring more knowledge of"
the dynamics of .population ±n Africa and implementing policies and programmes to combat
the varying population problems of the continent.

Until recently Botswana, Egypt, Ghana, Kenya, Mauritius, Morocco and Tunisia had
official policies or programmes aimed at reducing the rate of population growth through
the implementation of family planning programmes. Others, like the Gambia, Nigeria,
Uganda", the United Hepublic of Tanzania and Zambia, to name a few, have no official
programmes but allow voluntary bodies to provide family planning services. Some with

low population growth rates like Gabon and the United Republic of Cameroon, adopt pro-
natalist policies while others like Liberia adopt a non-committal position, on the subject
and allow some voluntary work in this field, 2/ "'""'

Donella H.. Meadows et al, The Limits to Growth (New York, Universe Books 1972).

8/ Nortman and Hofstatter, Population and Family Planning Programmes; a Factbook
Reports on Population/Family Planning No. 2 (Seventh ^-it-inn) wo» Y.,ir The Population
Council,- I975. - . ■ ■ "■■...

2/ "Fertility levels, patterns and differentials in Africa and their implications .
for economic and social development"^ op. cit.
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Table .XI-4» Government population policies in Africa, 1975

NO. Of " ' ;- ■-■■"■- - ".;-;.... ~
Group . Government Policy Countries- 1974 population

(millions) (per cent)

A Official policy to reduce 7 83 21.2

population growth rate

B Official- support for family 13 186 47.6
planning activities (non-

demographic)

C No policy to reduce population 28 ' 122 31,2
growth - no support for family

planning activities

All countries ' 48 391 100.0

Source; D. Nortman and E. Hofstatter, Population and Family Planning Programmes;

& Factbook. Eeports on Population/Family Planning, No. 2 ^seventh edition) (New York,
The Population Council, 1975) table 6.

H. Conclusion

In summary the demographic problem areas currently facing Africa are as follows:

(i) A broad-based pyramid structure of the population with 44 per cerit 0-15 years
of age and only 53 per cent aged 15-65* Thus the dependency ratio is high while there

are low female labour participation rates outside agriculture.

(ii) Lack of adequate educational, medical and sanitation facilities. The incidence
of infectious, parasitic and communicable diseases is high.

(iii) Growth of slums, squatter settlements, and lack of efficient town planning
schemes because of low per capita income levels and high levels of urban migration.

(iv) Lack of efficient vital registration systems (births, deaths, marriages, etc.)
making population planning for development more difficult.

(v) Unemployment and underemployment increasing.

The expansion of public health facilities together with socio-economic development
should be expected to lead to (i) reductions in fertility and mortality rates because of

lower numbers suffering from infectious and parasitic diseases following the expansion
of medical services and of social and education facilities; (ii) a gradual shift from

diseases uf the young to diseases of the old following on a prolongation of the average

life-spans and (iii) rapid urbanization and socio-economic development leading to an
upwards shift in the marriage age, thus lowering fertility rates (hence also, indirectly,
mortality rates).
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III. LEAST DEVELOPED COUNTRIES: PERFORMANCE AND POLICIES

Introduction #

In the framework of International Development Strategy for the Second United

Nations Development Decade, the General Assembly of the United Nations in 1971 drew wp
a list of the least developed'among developing countries; these countries were to "be

given special attention under the strategy. The list was established on the basis of
indicators of GDP per capita,the share of manufacturing in total output and literacy
rates. Special measures to be implemented in favour of the least developed countries

were established at the third and fourth sessions of IMCTAD.

The number of countries on the list has now reached 31 and the number of African

countries among them is 20. \J Together these 20 countries account for about one third
of the total population of developing African countries. As regards geographical
situation, 11 of these countries are land-locfced with generally poor transport and
communications links with neighbouring countries and two are island countries.

Economic trends - ■ - ... ... ."'.-,

To some extent recent development in the economies of least developed countries

highlighted in the other chapters of this Survey, In this section an attempt is made
to bring economic performance in this-group of countries into sharper fucus through

a general review.

TableXIM indicatfes that during the period 1970 to 1977- economic performance of

the 20 least developed Afrioan countries as measured by the output of good, and
services was far from satisfactory. GDP at constant prices rose by 3.2 per cent
per annum for-the group as a whole. This contrasts with the average rate of growth
of 5.1 per cent per annum achieved by all other developing African countries which
compares with.the 6 per cent target called for in the International Development

Strategy for the Second United Nations Development Decade,

Measured' in terms of per capita the least developed countries achieved an

average growth rate of about 1.1 per cent a year from 1970 to 1977 compared with one
of 2.3 per cent a year for the other developing countriesof Africa. Two of the
least developed countries probably recorded falls in GDP per head and Cape Verde
which has been particularly hard hit by a long period of drought probably saw its
GDP per head fall by more than 4 per cent a year. However, Botswana, Lesotho and
Malawi achieved rates of growth in per capita GDP that were higher than the regional
average. The exceptionally high rate of growth achieved in Botswana is associated
essentially with developments in mining while the high rate of capital spending
brought substantial increases in customs revenue on imported Supplies. For Lesotho
and Malawi the rates of growth were much smaller. In Malawi the relatively good
GDP performance was helped by the implementation of a generally successful

agricultural policy.-

\] The 20 least developed' African countries are: Benin, Botswana, Burundi,
Cape Verde, Central African Empire, Chad, Comoros, Ethiopia, the Gambia, Guinea,

Lesotho, Malawi, Mali, the Niger, Rwanda, Somalia, the Sudan, Uganda, United Republic

of Tanzania and the Upper Volta,
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Agriculture has performed poorly in Africa as a whole during the 1970s and in most
least developed countries the low growth in agricultural production was particularly
serious. With agriculture accounting for over 40 per cent of total GDP in the majority
of these least developed countries, the lack of progress in the sector has ^e^.thel^r
significant determining factor for the poor over-all economic performance. 3*^e«rlS7q.
and 1977, total agricultural output grew by more .than 4 per cent in only two out ortne

20 countries (see table 2). In three other countries the level of production in 1977■ *a
less than what it was in 1970 and food production declined. In several countries food
imports have had to be maintained at a high or increasing level and. have increasingly

been in the form of donations. . . . ..

Drought and desertification especially in the Sahel zone.countries and in Ethiopia
and Somalia have contributed to the poor state of agriculture. These ecological factors
hava, however, only aggravated the situatiun. Productivity is low and continues low
because of a relative neglect of agriculture in the past, limited adoption of innovative
techniques,* high level of illiteracy among farmers, a structure of land use ill-suited
to dynamic development, ^.generally inadeauate marketing system arid inadequate agricul-*

tural extension services. . . ■ . . ,

Table XII-1. Growth of GDP in Africa's least developed countries, 1970-1977 ^

Country

GDP at 1970 factor cost GDP growth rate
(millions of. Jfoited- States dollars) Percentage per annum

1970 1977 1970-1977. .,

n-a/ a/
i a/

Benin

Botswan-a

Burundi

Cape Verde ;

Central African Empire a/
Chad a/
Comoros

Ethiopia

Gambia a/ . - '•
Guinea

Lesotho a/
Malawi a/

Mali " ., ...
Niger a/
Rwanda". ,
Somalia

Sudan

Uganda

United Republic of Tanzania

Upper Volta a/

Total

227
100

206

28

182

298
26

1 760

41

297
59

299

255
382

204

216

1 733

1-195
1 150

283

8 941

289
195 •
260-

'. 23
209-

329

27
2 092

58

■"■ 369
86-

477
311

■ 503
-251.

. 285
2 240

1 239

1 563
348

11 154

3*5
10.0

■ 3.4
-2.8

2.0

1.4

0.5

2.5
5.0 y
3.2

5*5 .
6.9

. 2.9
4.0

2.9 .
4.0

3-8..

0.5'

■4.5 "
3.0 0

3-2

Sources ECA secretariat.

a/ Growth rates revised after preparation of country economic surveys.; .
y There was a sharp decline in 1977/1978 because, of. poor rainfall reducing crop

yields.

g/ Order of magnitude only.
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Declines in production were

Table m-2. Agriculture in the least

Country
■ i

Benin

Botswana
Burundi

Cape Verde

Central African Snpire
Chad

Comoros■

Ethiopia

Gambia

Guinea

Lesotho
Malawi

Mali

Niger

Rwanda

Somalia
Sudan

Uganda .■ ■ .

United Republic of Tanzania
Upper Volta ;

Share of

agricultural
production a/
(percentage;

38.4

30.3
■57.1
34-8
42.9

44.4
51.8

49-7

59-4
23.3

37,1
41.3

43.4

56.7
74-9
31.6

32.6

6i.3

36.5
40.4 :

Annual growth rate., 1970—1977

Agricultural Pood-

production ■ . production

(percentage) (percentage)

-1.3
4.8

.1.8.

0.6

0.8

0.4

1.5

4.2

0.6

1.6

3.1
1.6

nil

3.3
-0.1

3.5
0.9

3.1
2.2

-1

-.4
"2

0

0

-0,

I-I
4.
0.

1.

2.

1.
-0.

3.
-0.

4-
1.

3.

2.

.3

•8.
'.1

.6

• 9

• 7

• 7
»•

,2

,8

,8

.1

0

1

1

1

6

5

9

2

Sourcet. EGA -secretariat and MCTAD document,
least developed countries".

a/ Share of agriculture in GDP in I977.

"Basic data on the
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«««***»> of econoiic growth in the

Special measures in favour uf the lBaat HeveloDed

measures was further■
ip debt burdens. -special
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increase and the remaining quarter came from V sharp rise in multilateral concessional
flows financed by DAC member countries. Thus concessional flows received by least -
develoged^countries have shifted from somewhat less-than-average to somewhat more^than-
aver^ ^i»ompared to ail developing countries between 1972 and 1977. 2/

A wide variation has however been noted as regards aid to individual leaat develop
ed countries. Thus between 1972 and 1^77 a number of countries including Cape Verde,
Somalia and the Sudan saw their receipts of external assistance doubled. But over the
same period several countries including Botswana, Burundi, the Central African Hnpire,
Guinea, Malawi and Uganda, experienced declines in their total external assistance
receipts.

Despite the small decline in financial flows to the least developed countries
observed .since 1975 and the over-all trend for the 1970s has been encouraging. However,,
as indicated earlier it is clear that the volume of assistance has so far not produced
really worthwhile results. The improvement realized in respect uf concessional
Imancial flows has only managed to compensate for lower export receipts. Given the
need to expand import capacity as part of much broader measures to raise production
and productivity, it has been stressed that external assistance flows need to. beVeatly
stepped-up at least.in the short- and medium-term periods.

T ^ *aS^f various "eP°wtai iWtheses which took:into account the' growth
£ n t ! savin^ an* the Productivity of new investments, tffiCTAl) has estimated that,.

° df 1°™.^ 3;5 Per °ent Z*™^ tarSe* for per capita GDP, present assistance
flows to the least developed countries would have to double by 1985. The World Bank
has estimated that to attain a more modest growth rate of 2 per cent in per, capita:
T^^^f"*"1**, a 50 per cent increase in real terms of ofgicia/develop-

hI8e ^^les^ould be retired, and even this assumes increased
efficienCy in ca*ital utilization and a doubling-of! the export /.

+n iJL^6 1^shtJcr th?se Projections, t: 3 call to increase the real flow uf assistance
to.least developed countries and if possible to double it was made in 1977. 3/ At the -
same time recommendations-were made for broad approaches to be made to expand the
capacity to utilize aid in the least developed countries. Donors were urged to provide
more flexibility in the types of financing that they undertake in least developed
ZTtrteZ *°;*«>ad*n ^e scope of their aid programmes to cover not only projects
but programme and sector assistance, balance of payments assistance, budgetary support-
and support for local development banks and financing institutes.' The least developed'
countries and donors were requested to. give urgent attention to making specific
administrative improvements in the planning and implementation process uf their
™«?^++ Programmes. The least developed countries were further requested to give
urgent attention to major promising development opportunities which in the past have
^n?6en I such as rural resource mobilization, natural resource conservation,
labour intensive small public works as well as basic human needs programmes. :,....

2/ UlfCTAD document TD/B/AC.I7/7 of 10 July I978. . . ' ' . Vc., '.
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It has been further suggested that external assistance should be applied within

the framework of a suitable development strategy so as to lead towards self-reliance<>■ .

To this end efforts to- improve development plans need to be made by the 3-east developed

countries* This will enable donors to tailor their assistance better to, the specific

needs and priorities of individual countries*

With regard to the debt problems of the least developed countries some donor

countries have already taken measures to cancel the external public debt of ,some of the

poorest countries. It is also noteworthy that a number of donors have indicated their '

intention or have already taken steps to bring the terms of their past official bilateral

assistance into line with the softer term currently prevailing,. However* progress towards

a "100 per cent grant'5 policy has l3sen slow,,

Meanwhile the debt burden in the least developed countries remained heavy* At the

"beginning of 1977 this group of countries was estimated to have a total external debt

outstanding' (both public and private) of some $US 10 billion with 1976 service payments
amounting to as much as $XJS 600 million or 15 per cent of export earnings in that year.

In so far as commercial policy measures are concerned, there has been virtually no

progress. Least developed countries would in the long run have to expand significantly

their export capabilities if they are to reduce their present high dependence on external

assistance and develop self-reliant oconomies. Currently^ however, a number of manufac

tured products which could be exported by the least developed countries are subject to

high tariff and non-tariff barriers* The export potential of processed and semi-

processed products from the least developed countries is also constrained by severe

barriers. Since most of the export products of the least developed countries are agri

cultural products these countries are largely by-passed by the schemes under the

generalized system of preferences which cover mainly industrial products. The

liberalization of trade barriers and the expansion of the existing schemes under the

generalized system of preferences to include products that are of special interest to '

the least developed countries would greatly enhance efforts to expand the exports of

these countries0

The UNCTAD resolutions on special measures in favour of the least developed count

ries make specific recommendations for measures to be taken in the area of economic and

technical co-operation among developing countriesn In this context mention should be

made of the efforts being made in Africa to establish economic unions and other groupings

as well as specific co-operative activities such a3 those being promoted through the

ECA MUXPOCso Examples of the latter are the projects relating to the proposed establish

ment of a Preferential T_ade Area for Eastern and Southern African States which covers

six least developed countries? sir. land-locked countries and xclu1 inland countries out

of a total of 17 countries belonging to this subregion- These types of arrangements

oould supplement other special measures of development support for the least developed

countries. .

In conclusion it can be said that while some progress had been achieved in providing

support to the least developed countries, the results in the 1970s have not been partir

oularly encouraging and the special measures provided for in various resolutions remain

in large part limited. Indeed in view of the continuing situation of only poor growth

in most least developed countries, consideration is being given to new initiative^ and

action. In particular it has been suggested t&at iri...defining theirobjectiv#s*o'f

economic and sobi'al.deyelopnient1 least developed countries should lay more emphasis on

increasing self-sustainment and self-reliance* Efforts should be concentrated on the

mobilization of domestic human and natural resources- Development support to the least

developed countries should increasingly be provided within the framework of programmes

of economic and technical co-operation reflecting the concept of collective self—reliance.




